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I. Introduction

rn a turn-of-the century paper on psychrcal research, theBritish researcher F.w.H. Meyers wrote: ,r have 10ng thought
that we are t**'f;ftolent in regard to our drearns; that we
negl-ect precious occasions for experi.ment ,o"..::rra of a little
regolute directLon of the wilL...that we oughG to accusfm
oursetves ro %e*, each dream ,,ot oi: ':-:': '.y ar#i.peychologlcal
obsenratign but as an obsenration which nay be transforoed
into an experi-nent.. . " (Brown, 19361 .

lleyers dffiffirring to a pt euromlnon known as "rucid.
dreaming, defined simpry as the experience of becoming arare
that one is dreaning during the dream itself (van Eeden, 19131.
Despite r{eyer r s urgings, he hi-urself succeeded in recalring
only three such experiences over a ten-year period. rn li.ght
of his apparent interest in rucid dreaming, hi.s oh,n revel of
success perhaps.casts some doubt on the accessibility of thelucid dream phenomenon.

Even sor' s€v€f€rl anecdotar studies (van Eedenr.1gl3;
Delage, 1919; Arnold-Forester, Lg47r orig. l92l; Hervey de

*.."1.,r1ttt-Denys' 
1964r orig. 1921; Greeni 196g, sparrow, l9z6a)

,,"attest to the availability of lucid dreans to at least a few
dreamers. Furthermore, these accounts offer compelling test_

to the therapeutic irnpact of consciousness on the dream:
Learning to wake up in .a dream appears to facilitate an atti_

*ffi1f fearressness, and a concomitant wirringness to inter-
,;gltn the dream f igures. For example, after dreaming re-
:::-
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peatedly about betng pursued by e deranged man, a young woman
experienced the forlowing rucid encounter:

f rn in a dark, poor section of a city. A
young man starts chasing me down "r, aLlay. f rm

.running for what seems to be a 10ng tirae in the
dtreen. ?hen I become aware th3t I tn dreanl.ng
and that nueh of ny dream life r.r spent runnlng
from nale pursuers. r say to rnyself ,"'lrrn tired
of this never-ending chase. o f stop running,
turn around and wark up to the man. r touch him
and say, 'rs there anything r can do to help you?'
te become' very gentre and open to me and replies,rYes. My friend and I need help.n I go to the
apartment they share and talk with them both about
their problem, feering compassionate 10ve for them
both (Sparrow, I9ZGa, p. 3l).
Although one recent study (Blackmore, 19g2) indicated

that 73t of a student population reported having at reast one
lucid drean in the pastr the spontaneous occurrence of rucid
dreams (i.e. those occuring in the absence of concerted induc-
tion efforts) among talented rucid dreamers appears to rarery
exceed one per week (Garfield, 1g75b; La Berge, 1gg0a, lgg0b;
Dane, 19921. Thus statistically speaking, the lucid dream

;il9nresents an extraordinary event. Nevertl:eless, Iaboratory
researcher Alan Rechtschaffen (19?g) drgues that lucid

eaning might justifiably be regarded as the normar state of
= dreanlng in so far as it approximates the leveL of reflective-
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ness normally posessed by awake lndividualg:

f have often been asked why re occasionallyhave lucld dreans. rt is a pecull.ar question. Theguestion should be why are not all dreams lucidas Ls nost of eonscious experience. yet the factof occasional ludicity in dreams is usefur as ademonstration of what most dreang are not. Onlywhen we can see the trnasibllity of, ttre lucrd dr"aado we furr]* rearize what a massivery nonrefrec-tive state dreaning usuallt is __ what a trulydistinctive psychological experience it is. fnfactr r can think of no''other single state shortof severe and chronic psychosis in which there lssuch a persistent, massiver regurar ross of ref-lectiveness'..it is only during dreaming that mostof us regularly lose so completely the road mapof our own eonsciousness (Rechtschaffen, 19?gl.The onset of lucidity occurs by definition at the no_ment the dreamer actually concludes he./she is dreaming. Assuch; the categorical label "lucid dreamn sets the phenonenonapart as a discrete category of dreaming rather ihan denotingan increase in some guarity already evident in non_luciddrearns' The treatment of lucid dreams as a distinctive phen_emenon may explain why researchers seem to have ignored, until
-ff::l:: :n' 

possible precursors ro luciditv contained in thehog-1o"td drearn.
a a!-

-: Green (1959) attempts to bridge the non-lucid/lucid gap
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by definlng the 'pre-lucid. dream as one rn whLch the drean_
er queetions the reality of the experLeac€ rlthout ever co'_
cluding that the experience is, in fact, a drean. Eorever,
this phenomenon too is an infrequent and rather abrupt delnr_
ture from most dreams. The failure to exprore the possible
antecedents to pre-rucidity and rucidity in the non-rucid
dreal bag creatcd the inpression that lecid dreaming bears
a di.scontinuous reration to non-lucid arer&

Sossi (L9721 was the first researg., to postulate that
a continuum of awareness and self-reflection operates on the
dream- level, much as it does in the waking state (pelretier,
19791 ' For Rossi, the achievement of lucidity represents one
of several possible realizations available to the dreamer aa
the capacity for refr.ectiveness sr(pands on the drean level.
From this perspective, the expansion of self-refrection may
or may not Lead the dreamer to question the ultimate reality

the experience (i.e. become pre-r-ucidl , or to conclude that
the experience is a dream (i.e. become lucid). $lhereas Rossi
acknowledges the special importance of the lucid dream t (L972,
p. 80.1 he also tends to subordinate this concrusion to the
overalr deveropment of serf-reflection on the dream lever.
rn contrast to earlier researchers who have focused pri_
t[,:tt on the lucid dream, thus ignoring the possible develop-

tri mental processes in the non-Iucid dream, Rossi has succeeded
in demonstrating that the expansion of self-reflection in non_i. l

dreams leads naturally (but not necessarily) to the real_

;

I

ization that one is dreaming.
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rn recognii,ion that the pursuit of lucl.dity may result

ln a aeasurable Lncreage in dreamer reflectivenesg without
ever resulting in lucidity, ttrl.s study will employ two dif-
ferent but related acales for evaruatilg a subject's perfor-
mance on a lucid dream induction taskt One rating scale,
referred to Ln thl.e study as the Dream Lucidity Scale (DLS) ,

will categorize a drean as non-lucid, incipiently pre-lucid,
pre-lucid, or lucid according to.operat,ionally defined
criteria. A eelona scale, referred to in this study as

the Dre.rmer Develognent Scale (DDSI r will assess (on five-
point contiaua l four aspects of dreamer development based

on Rossirs work (19721: 1l reflectiveness, 2) role or status
chanqes, 3! interaction with the dream figures, and 4) act-
uallzation of constructive behaviors in the dream. Since
Rossi considers reflectiveness to be the sine gua non of
dreamer develo;xnent (and waking personality development, for
that matter), and the other three criteria to be sequential
outgrowths of expanded reflect5-veness, the four Dreamer De-

velopment subscales represent a rudimentary continuumr ot
least from Rossi's theoretical perspective. (See Theoretical
Rationale for a further elucidation of Rossits theory.)
Justification for This Studv: Its nelevance to Counselinq
Theorv and Practice

The aforementioned anecdotal treatises and the clinical
literature to date (Rossi, L972; ttalliday, L}BZ) suggest
that the achievement of greater reflectiveness/lucidity can

.x$.exert a therapeutic impact on an individual , leading some
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researchers to duggest that lucid dream,/reflectl,vgness induc_
tion strategies could serve as an effective tool in counser_
ingr as well,as in the cont.ext of a program of self-directed
dreamwork. Hordever, the outstanding problem renains: rs an
increase in dreaner lucidity./reflectiveness an achievable
goal for nore than a fer individuals? rf noL, then such
inducEion strategies rilr forever renain an inpracti.car toor
in counseling and self-directed dreamwork. The purpose
of. this study wirr be to assess the inducibirity of grearer
lucidit,y/reflectiveness in the dreams of individuals who
possess the kind of notivation and capacity for inforned
consent that any prospective counseling client or drean
student would possess before adopting such fnduct,ion pro_
cedures.

The inducibility of greater dream lucidi ty/reil ectiveness
in a wide range of individuals would be a necessary but in_
sufficienc condition to hrarrant the adoption of lucid dream/
reflectiveness induction by professional t,herapists. For,
the ethics of the professional counselor require that a po-
tentially effective tool fit inEo the context of accept.abre
counseling theory and practice, prior to its use. Some neh,
development,s in dream theory and research have paved the way
for a theoretical acceptance of such induction strategi.es by:

* cerbain individual therapies such as Gestalt (perls, 19?3)
ychosynthesis (Rossi, Lg72l, and Zt by systems_oriented

fanilyrsounseling (Bynum, 19g0; Kaplan, Saayman and Faber,
198r ) .
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tndividuar'couaaelinq. one of the moet tnportant DGr

develolnents Ln drcan theory can be- {grcribed as a move away
from an interpretiva approach to drearns in favor of a phen_
omenological approach.

Traditionally, psychoanalytic practl.tioners have regard-
ed the dreon aB a slmbolized tlrouglht pr,ocess which achieves
a releaee of repr.ehorr"bre, repreaeed i.npulses in a disgruise
shich satisf iea trre ego I s need to regtrl,ct the expresgion of
such inpulses (Freud, 19531 . Si:rce tJre ruanifest dream is
actually a cleverly compromised expression of latent under-
lying i*pu1eea1 it is regard,ed as merery a point of depar-
turo in the-proceas of unraverling a lntientrs internar dy_
nanics. The uanifest drean is, therefore, a largely worth_
less artifact which the client eventuarly reaves behind in
pursuit of veiled meanings.

rn contrast, the "phenomenorogical-descriptive,, (Huntr
19821 or oprocess" approach (Bynurn, l'gg0l suspends theoretical
preconceptions in favor of enamining what is sfunply happening
during the dream encounter; that is, the iforms and styles of
relating rather than the content of specific symboric meaning
of the dreamwork" (Bynun, l9g0). E:<ponents of this approach
regard the dream as: an experience which need not be consider-
ed as less real thanr of inferior to, waking experiences
(Hunt, 19821 i as an encounter between the dreamer and the
energent novelty within the mind (Rosai, Lg72l; and as an
opportunity to interact with and integrate this emergent
novelty (Rossi, Lg72; perls, 1973). At least two forms of

If

*
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1 3' *''indlvidual therapy -- Gestalc and paychosynthesie -- have
adopted aspects of thls orientation to dreams. fhese two
therapies share the following theoretical principles:

1l Th" d."*".'" .*pi.""lor toro"d, "rd int.r".tio, ,ith,
the gream drana -- both within the drean itserf and durinq
a rd-enact€t of the dt"

Gestalt therapy rejecta the traditional interpretive
analyeLs of the dream, which relegates the dream to a shador"y
past-tense enistence. Instead, the Gestalt approach re_
l.nvokes the affective intensity of the drearner/dream encount_
er through a present-tense re-enactment of the dream in ure
counseling setting. perls (19?31 describes several steps
through which the drearn drama in its fur.lness nay be brought
into the present. These steps incrude: tetling the dream in
the present tense as a story which is unfording right now;
having the dreamer "set the stage', (19?3, p. lZ9) of the
dream by describing in detair the characters and their rela-
tionship to each other; dialoguing with various dream char_
acters, especiatly those with whom the dreamer is maintaining
a conflictual relationship; and taking on the roles of these
characters, and describing their feelings and perspectives.

whereas the Gestart therapist.herps the dreamer to re_
sur'reet the dream from the past and to achieve a here_and_
nohr re-enactment of the dream, psychosynthesis (as articulat_
ed by Rossi)' emphasizes that therapeutic interaction can
occur within the confines of the dream itselfr ES werr as

the most iryrortant a



through after-the-fact ,lrl;""" re-enactnenta of the dream.
Rosel contends that "the grontrr of pereonallty ls effected
through a uniguely personal interaction between oners old self
and the new states of being that arise...within the pheno-
menal realmo (Lg72, p- 3gl. ge goes on to gtate that this
grorth Procesa takes place through'{n .active interaction
with oners psyelrological problas on ttre phenomenologlcal
level of dreaa and fantaay, (f9?2r p. 391.

"d 1*.1 "f ""lf-t
dream. The dreamer is thus aeeD as an agent in Ure unfold-
ing of the.dream, rather than a passive'witness to it; and
the drean outcome is regarded as largely a function of the
dreamerrs self-determined responses to the dream characters
and events.

Perrs argues that the experienee of the dream "happening
to us" is a fiction born of our unwirlingness to take respon_
sibility for the dream. speaking of the dream,s frustrating
qualities, he says, "you want to cope with the situation and
achieve something -- and again and again you frustrate your-
self. You prevent yourself from ach.ieving what you want to
achieve. But you donrt experience this as yourre doing it.

experience this as some other porrer that is preventing
you" (1923, p. f78) .

Rossi observes that the consnitted dreamworker may even-
dream itself his/her latent
of the dream. Suctr a discovery

ffiffV experience within rhe

2', The dreamer can entiallv alter hislher expression

capbcity to affect the course



nakes it rcre difficult to contr.nue to disavow responei.birttyfor the drean | 8 .utcome. Descrr.bing this dlscovery proceEa,Rossi says' 'the dreamer...notices that bc 
'e 

trying to nakethe dream work out in .a certain wa!... The dreamer becomes.:."", within the dream itselfr of the different directionstne plot can take and trre ar.ternative endings that are pos-sible' The dreamer f{nds that he now has the surprisingability to intervene in the drama of the drean aad direct itin the way he would like to go. {19?2, p. Z0l.
3l Personalit can be furthered encoura t.n(I a

f

r awareness of, and willin
louslv disowned

stoin eate the new or
ts of oneself rrhich a gther

fn both Gestalt therapy and psychosynthesis, personafitygrowth takes place when there is a synthesis of the dreamerand the perspectives embodied by the drearn characters. This
:""t 

or srnf]resr.s is accomplished prirnarily by having thedreamer dial0gue with and urtimately identify with the per_spectives expressea li the drearn characters. This broaden_

::t ": plrspecsin" facilitares the 'creation of a nel, identiry"(Rossit L972, p- 162) as werr as the.release of psychic energywhich has been invested in the unassimilated aspects (perrs,f973). Commenting on this release of psychic energy, perlssays rsuddenly it appears that there are varuabre energies
iewhere hidden in those projections ti.e. the dream symbolsl .can assimilate these and nake them our olrn again, (l g73,igol .

,s:'-

" rn the context of the above three principles for individ_

*,ffi



ual dreanrork, greater al"l*", reflectiveness and .lucidity.
ean be aeen as desirable achievenents, since they obviously in_
crease the chances that the dreaner rill be able to rnteract
creatively wi[h the drean lnaEcs rlthin the confines of the
drean itself. That ig, instead of having to re-enact a drean
encounter in the counseling setting, so that waking reflective-
ness might illunlnate the dreanerrs previous blindness after
the fact, the arousal of reflectiveness/lucidity on the dream
level pernits a nore direct encounter betreen the wakiog self
and the energent drean drana. such an encounter between the
waking sel! and the dream inages could feasibly inerease the
therapeutic benefits that, would otherwise be sought through
an after-the-fact, inaginary enactnent of Lhe drean encounter.
(see Theoretical Rationale for a further exposiEion of these
ideas. )

. A second recent
nent in dream theory and research arso ties lucid
into systems-oriented counseling approaches.

Traditionarly, dreams have been regarded primariry as
reflections of internal dynamics (Freud, 1953). If they
appeired to cornment on the status of ongoing social reration-
ships, they could nevert,heless be traced bo internal coriflicts
borne of childhood traumas and unfulfilled desires. such
a retrospective, intrapsychic approgch succeeded for over a
half century in ignoring the possibirity that dreams mr.ght
also provide accurate protrayals of ongoing social and farniry
relationships.

devel.op-

dreaming
lil
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The hypothesis tlrat drea+e nay transcend the personal

sphere and accurately depict the state of the social systen
has been supported in a recent study by Kapran, saayman and
Faber (1981). These researchers found that when a dream re-
searcher analyzed only the dreaas of f'mily members, he was
able to arrive at a systeuratle diagaogie .rb*ch was as accur-
ate as a diagposis made by a fanily therapist who had inter-
viewed the family. rn specific, the study indicated that
"the affect associated with the presenting problem, the are;rs
of difficulty, the famiry transactions and the outcome of
therapy were all correctly identified by the drearo researcher"
(Kaplan, Saalznan end Faber, l9gll .

considering the accuracy with r*rich dreams portrayed the
family's problems, the authors of the above study suggest
that the use of dream reporting can help to alreviate one
of the most significant problems encountered in family therapy
-- the familyrs resistance to therapeutic contror:

A central factor in psychotherapeutic out_
come concerns the resolution of the issues of
power struggles and therapeutic control (Haley,
1953). The present results suggest that the

- resolution of the resistance by the fanily
system to therapeutic contror might be facilitat-
ed to a large degree by using dream material
in the therapeutic endeavor. Dreams, the
problems they pose, and the solutions they
suggest are all "products,, of the dreamer. Thus,



19.'the open dLgcuEgion of dreams, lt ig suggested,
would provide a frameryork in whieh the fanily
could rcrk q,*bc affectl.ve problerns portrayed
by the dreani. . .dndr' if they do Lndeed suggest
solutions to the problens they reflectr such
solutions $rluld ultirnately be eeen to orrgr.nate
from thc treaaffi, thus-bl*nsetng the problen
6f tte.apeutic control (raplani -gaalman and pabef;
19911 .

Bynrnrs (rgsor cliaical use of dream *k in fe*ily
therapy suPport$othe findings of Kaplan, Saalzman and Faber
(19811 . Buitding folon an earlier study by trtarkowltz {196g},
wtrich indicated ttrat dream dissussion can be a way of re_
olpning famtly eouunieation, Bynumrs clinical findings go
a step further by indicating that the actuar restructuring
of family rerationships can be effectivery accomprished by
using rnateriar ericited in the dream rcrk. rt is Bynuars
position that :

Dreams of any "significant other,, in the
' family that incorporates and repreaents that

family member arso refr.ects his particurar.skew
or perception of that familyts constellation
and conflicts. The unconscious understanding
and assumptions about how the family network
operates is expressed in the dynanic structure
of the'dream work (Bynum, l9g0) .
Bynum requests that his client-families keep a dream rog

F'
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frm.week to week. Although a flrtllly, Often resists thlE home_
work task at ttre outset (which, in ltself, providea a glimpse
Lnto the familyts style of resSronse to r.ntrusr.on, its boundar-
ies and its projected image to the publicl r ttre amount of
time required to tabulate the dreams is usually very rittLe.
Purther:nore, Bynrrq teporte that srly a f ew dreams are need-
ed to provide a wealth of clinieal data. sumarlring his
experience tfsl,ng-dreans in family ther?pyr B,rom concrudes
that "the ref lection on the faurily, s procesE trrrough reflec-
tion on the d,rearn I s procesa opens the way to overcming
denial, scapegoating and other resistancesi (1gg0l.

These researeh and crinicar contributions Justify the
exploration of lucid dream induction as an adjunct to systems_
oriented counseling. por, if dreams provide accurate por-
trayals ofongoing family dynamics, and if the dreamer can
learn to become more reflective ia the dream in order to
nodify his/her responses to this 1rcrtrayal, then the dream
encounter can possibry exert a ttrerapeutic irnpact on an in_
dividual's actual relationships with other fanily members,
and upon the system as a whore. From this perspective,
instead of merely providing a gliapse into a clientrs intra-

,iii'iPsychic spherer the dream can now be seen as a potentiaL,a,+:-^-- r- -, .arena in which a dreamer can, at timesr interact in strategic
Itays with an accurate model of the family system.
on the surface, the systems orientation to dreamwork

&.ly Eeen to conflict with the Gestart and psychosynthesis
positions. For, the systems orientation regards the dream
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"1. portrayal of rnterpersonal and fanlly dynanlcs. rn
eontrast, Gestalt and psychoaynthesis treat the drean
prfinarily as a commentary on the dreamerrs intrapsychic
sphere. 

"

This apparent conflrct can be resorved by acknowredglng
the dream's capacity to provlde a comnentary which portrays
slnultaneoullv th; dreamerrg lntrapsychlc and social
rqalitles. Of course, this perspectlve can greatly
compllcate any subseguent dreamrork by making tt possible to
conelder the dream froc at least two perspectives. But on a
practical level, clinical dreamwork tends to enphasize one
or the other dimensions, not because the partieurar paradigm
embraced by the practicioner denies the dream,s capacity for
nultileveled commentary, but because the paradigm defines
one of these realities as the principal arena for change.
For example, Irlinuchin (1979) acknowledges the reality and
inportance of the intrapsychic worrd, but claims that inner
change can best be accompli.shed by rnanipulating the systemic
forces which impinge on the individuar,s intrapsychic world.

the other hand, Freud (I9S3) never denied the importance
of the real parents in providing the objects onto which the
emerging personarity wourd cathect its psychosexual

*"". However, he regarded the intrapsychic sphere as
-priori reality, to which all scicial and familial

ships coul-d be reduced.
s the apparent conflict between individual and

ic approaches to dreams can be seen as merely a
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dlfference in emphar18, whlch ig affordable given the
dreamrs capaclty to reflect simultaneously the lnner and
outer dl.nensions of a peraon's life.

Theoretlcal Rationale .. ,:
The theoretlcar framesorh for understandlng the grorth

of dreamer self-reflection and lucidity is adnlttedly in lts
nascent stages. The nost thoroughly devel0ped ideas ln fhis
area of enguiry can be found in a seninal work by Rossi
(197 2.1 . 

-. I

rn hls book-long phenomenorogical study of the rore of
dreanlng in the development of personarity, Rossi introduces
aR approaeh to psychotherapeutic dreamwork which differs
si-gnificantly from previous approaches. The pioneers of
modern dreamwork the psychodynamlc theorists haver ,,s
a rulerfocused as on the analysis or interpretation of the
dream's symborie or visual content in order to arrive at a
elearer understanding of a personts unconscious desires,

pirations and fears. whether the particular schoor
rggards the manifest dream as a clever disguise of

hensible urges (Freud, 1953), or as an undisguised
age which simply reguires effort and skirl to be
stood (Jung, 1909), the psychodynamic theorists have

theless emphasized the anarysis of the dream content.
,r,q

-" llhtle not belittling this approach, Rossi subordinates
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the inalysis of vieual content to a consideration of, what
J's happening withLn the dreamer as the drean unfords. ELg
approach focuees on the level of serf-reftecting awareness
possessed by t,he dreamer, the level of interacLion between
the dreamer and the drean content, trre synthesis of a ner.lden-
-tt.ty aa a result of dreamer/drearq content interaction, and
the actualization of n* behaviors.

Rossi believeg that the fundamental charlenge of psycbo-
logrLcal develotrnent r.e to integrate trre nq that rs coiltantry
unfolding within the nind. As one encounters the new, there is
a feeling of dtseQirilibriun, and a loss of security as it under-
rLaes the present basis of identity. To protect oneserf from
having to accoruuodate this intrusive novelty, one tends to
adopt a passive or standardized orientation.-t,o the neer, and to
respond habitually and unreflectingry to its presentation.

Based on this assr:mption, Rossi lLgTZ) postulates that
ithe major deveropmentar block for the average individuar. is
his lack of awareness of the new within his own rnind" (p. gl .
Since dreams are experienced in the relative isolation of
ereep' away from the recognizable settings and routine activ_
Ities of everyday rife, they "are usualry the rnost original
of our psychological experiences, (p. 141. Rossi theoiizes
that for the average individuar, the dream is virtually the

'"-€gnlv arena in which the new can find expression. Achieving
greater alvareness in the dream itsetf, is, therefore, an ef-

Lve neans to interact with and integrate the emergent
ty within the mind.
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of Rosgirs theory is his
composite of two forces

phenomenal field or "content" comprised of the obJects and
eharacters perceived by the dreamer; and the dreamerre sslf_
reflecting awareness and eelf-directed efforts in reration
to the content (L972r p. 16fl . t{hen one is resisting the
arareness of the new, trre dreamer typicalry exhibits a co*-
plete lack of self-refleetion and flexLbllltl. The dreamerrg
"ooe-dimensional" (19?2r p. 9l or passive responee to-the
content effeetively irnpedes creative interaction with the
dream. Rossr. regards this standoff between the ora iluitual
reaponses of the d.reamer and the mergent novelty of the
dream as a condition which eventualry gives rise to a ge_
queace of developmental stages in the dream.

He observes that this standoff eventuarry escalates
into a crisis, whereby the autonomous content begins to
a more threatening and bizarre appearance as a resurt of
ing been continuarly frustrated by the dreamer,s passive
sponse to it,. commonly experienced as a nightmare, this
crisis creates a fertile condition for the arousar of
reflection within the dreamer. The dreamer discovers
'the one-dimensionar response is no ronger adequate to
off the demands of the intrusive noverty. under pressure,
the dreamer begins to ask guestions in the course of the
dream, and to ponder the dreamrs increasingry bizarre and
threatening eualities .

Rossi says that this incipient

observation that
interacting: the

assume

hav-
E€-

self-
that
stave

self-refleetion "meditates
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a phenomenological shift frour & state of being to an expa'_
sion of awareness', (L972, p. 2gl . In other words, the pro_
cess of questioning within the dream frees the dreamer to
abandon a static way of being and to experience an expansion
of awareness regarding the new possibilities open to the
dreamer. This greater self-awareness, ln turn, encourages
dialogue betwee,n the .dreamer and the dream figures, thus
facilitating the synthesis of a new identity comprised of the
ord and new aspects of the personarity. As a finar stage
in the growth process, the synthesis of a new ident,ity leads
to the actualizatton of nen behavior, whi.ch manifests in the
waking state as well as the dream state.

To summarize, Rossi describes six stages in the process
of dream development:

1) The d.reamer exhibits a complete rack of serf-
reflection, and responds in a one-dimensional
fashion:

2'l A crisis arisesr which stems from the conflict
between the dreamrs emergent newness and ttre
dreamer's unrefrecting responses to it. rn this
stage, the dreamer is often bhased or threatened

. by an animal or person.
3) The dreamer begins to refrect upon the confrict.

At this stage, the dreamer may ask questions
such as "Why is this happenitrgr,, or ,,What can I
do?,'

4) The dreamer experiences an expansi-on of self-
i,l
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awareness ndiated by the ref lecting process.
Realizations such as ishe rooks Just like momr -
or "ThLs must be a dreaa, !o f canrt be hurt"
are corrnon at thl.g gnint.

5l There is a slnthesis of nev identity wit,hin
the dreamer through dial0grue and interaction
wi.tb tlre dream content.

6l The dreamer actuarizes constructive new behaviors
in the dream based on the nerr expanded serr'"e or
identity €.![. 'r found that r could sing really
wellr so I really got into itrr or "f decided to
try to help the mugger, so I went with hin to
his ghetto apartment. " This actualization of
new behavior carries over to the waking state,
as wel_l.

According to Rossi, dreamer self_awareness is not an
all-or-nothing .factor; instead, it manifests along a con-tinuum. Ee has also observed that as serf-awareness in_
creases, the'dreamrs autonomous guality decreases .such
that trthere is a continuum of all possible balances of control
between the autonomous process and €he dreamer,s self_aware_
ness and consciously directed effort, (p. lG3). Rather
than regarding the dominance of the dreamer over the auto_
nomous content as an ideal, Rossi contends that ,,the ideal
balance is like a hero myth with a happy ending: the dreamerinteracts with the autonomous forces in an emotionarly stim_ulating adventure so that new identity is generated from the
encounter" (p. 162).

;
t,

r
I
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'A slgnificant aspeet of RogsLrs. theory is his assunp-

tl.on that the expangion of dreamer self-awarenesa freguently
leads to the realization that the drean is a subjective
reality. This ability to'become aware that one is dreaming
is eonsiderd of crucial i-rnportance. rn fact, Rossi states
that the 'abillty to nraintain .rn arareness of, t&e subjective
nature of the irurer drama is the rcst cnrcial faetor-ln the
entLre proceas of psychic transfomationo (1922, p. g0l .
Referrd to by ether dreal theorLets as "lueld, dreanLngr. this
ability Ls consldered by RoseL,to*be the begt way to over-
cone oners fear of the dreamre threatening aapects.

Rossi also obserrtes that the expansion of dreamer asare-
ness can result in an intense, ecstatic experience, character-
ized by the p6iception of brilliant light, and a sense of
wholeness and meaning. He equates this experience with the
"mystical states of consciousness described by the cultivated
minds throughout the ages. (p.l8l.

rt is also important to note that the expansion of serf-
refrection and self-awareness in the dream is frequentl.y
morrored by changes in the dream imagery itself. some of the
specific imagery changes noted by Rossi are: the creation of
altogether new images, d.ivisions in d,ream images, transfor-
mations of dream inagery, and unification of dream imagery
(L972, p.14?-151). These changes in inagery rdy, in turn,
stimulate an even further expansion of serf-awareness in the
dreamerr ds he or she contemprates the captivating changes
in the phenorenal field. Depending upon the dreamerrs re-



aponses to these changesltq. irnagery Eay or nay not continueto eonfirm ard stinulate ttre process of expanding eelf-
awarenegS.

rn recognition that his approach to dreams r,s as yet un_
verified by extensive researeh, Rossi has generated 19 hypo_
theseg rfilch he introduces at appropriate pracea throughout
his book. Furttrer*re, he devotes a section of bis study to
a review of various exersiseE such as meditation, artwork
and autogenic 

" 
training -- which n:ight be ueed to foster

greater self-awareness in the waking and dream states.
Rossi has taken care to provia. t" researcher uith a
array of testable hypotheses regarding ways to induce
self-auarenesa Lr tahe dream.
Sample and Data Gatherinq procedqres

As stated previously, the purpose of this stud,y is to
dete'raine whether or not individuals can induce greater re_
flectiveness and lucidity in their dreams. Because this
researcher is especialry interested in the potential use of
lucid dream/reflectiveness induction in the coungeling pro_
cess and in the context of a self-directed program of dream
work, the sampre wirl be self-selected and informed regarding
the global objectives of the study. Arthough the idears of
controlled research might argue against the use of such a
sample, the ethics of professionar counsering would require
any prospective candidate for lucid dream induction to be
wiUing and informed. Furthermore, these candidates would,

Thus

rich
greater

*tdearrr, be arready invorved in ongoing dream work. Thus,
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because of the specific nature of the target
aample wilL be drawn froa a populatlon those

that one is

statement such

lrcpulation, a

memberg are
knorn for their interest in dreanr research, and their ongor.ng
involvement with their orn dreaps.

The gs will participate in a three-week field orperinent
during which tine they will supply the folrorrng data:

1. queslionnaire responses r.n order to assess $s Iprenious experience of drean recoreling, neditatioa
practl.ee, lucid dreaosr End other poesible prediet6r
variables suggested by the literature.

2- baseline dream recarl during a five-day pre_treatnent
period.

3. dream recarl during a five-day period of rucid drean/
reflectiveness induction

4- post-treatment dream recalr during a five-day period.
Dream recarl wilr be assessed by having ss record arl

dreams on 5!'x.gl" sheets of white paper. They wir.r send eash
set of weekry reports- to ttre researcher for evaluation at the
completion of the study.

F,
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1. Lucid dream - the experience of beeoming aware
drearning during a dream. Operation_

ally defined
dream report,

in terms of the actual content of a
lucidity necessarily entails a
as "I am dreamingr" or ,,This is a

dream. n

Definition of Terms

2. Pre-lucid dream - a dream in which the dreamer
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questions the roality of thc. experlence,
but ultj"nately never concludes that the
experLence is a drean. eperationally defined
in terms of ttre actual content of a dreanr
report, pre-lucidity necesaarl,ly entails a
guGttlon such as .fs thLs a dream?. or rAm I
-dreauLng?.. nrtrich is never rngrered in the af-
fie'sative.

3. rncipLeq? pre-Lueid Dream - a dreu r.n rhr.ch tbe
dreamer is aware of the d,rearnrike nature of aome
occurrence, or the violation of laws shich norml.ly
govern uaking reality. Althqgh such dreams have
been traditionally regarded as pre_lucid, the
absence of questioning sets this drean alnrt from
a. *full" pre-lucid drearn, as it is operationally
defined in this study.

4- Non-lucid dream - a drearn in wtrich the dreaner
never asks or concludes that the experience is a
dream. operationarly defined, there is a comprete
lack of the questions and statsrents characterist,ie
of pre-lucid, and lucid dreams.

5. Dreamer reflectiveness or self-reflection - the
extent to which a dreamer q.uestions, pond.ers or thinks
criticarry about the situations which arise in the
dream. (Measured by subscale one of the Dreamer
Development Scale. )

Drearner status or role6. change-the extent to which the
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dreamer experiences a role or status change
in the course of a dream. (lrlgagured by sub-
scale two in the Dreilner Developaent Scale.l
7, Dreamer/Dream content interaction - the
extent. to rhich the dreamer interacts with the
dream characters. (Measured by subscale three
-of the Dreamer Developnrent Scale.l
8. Dreaner actualiaatlon of constructive be-
haviors - the extent to which the dreaner n rn-
ifests .constructive behavl.ors, within the
context of the drean. (Measured by subscale
four of the Dreamer Develo;ment Scale.l
9. Develomeatal Dream - a dream that receives
"critical" scores on at least three of the
four dimensions of dream development, based on
Rossi 1L972) and measured by the four sub-
scales on the Dreamer Development Scale.
10. Non-developrnental drearn - a drearn that re-
ceives less than three high or "criticalo scores
on the Dreamer Development Sca1e.
11. -Critical Score a score of 3, 4 or 5 on one
of the five-point subscales of the four-part
Dreamer Development Scale.
IZ. _ the numbenaof
critical scores received by a dream. since there
are four subscales, a dream may receive from 0 4

critical scores (4 or 5 on a five-point continuum).
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one lirnitation of this study it its rell.ance upon self-
reportd dreams as the sole measure of the dependent variables.
This limitation plagues all attenpts to assess omFiricarly
a non-empiricaL event through the use of self regrcrts. Even

though the advent. of Laboratory drean research has succeeded
in clarifying a few objective physiological correlates of
6ssamiDgr regearchers have a long way to go before they will
be able to say they haye succeeded in making the d,reas ex-
perience itself an object of direct scient,ific observa-
tion. Despite this limitation, dream researchers have sought
to discover the psychological and contextual variables which
produce "demand characteristics" in drean relnrting (stern
and Saalznan, 1980) , This study will incorlnrate safeguards
designed to minimize compliance effects in dream reporting,
especially during the pre-treatment baseline data collection
period.

Another limitation is the self-selected nature of the
sample, and the "extreme" nature of the lnpulation from
wtrich the sample will be drawn (See Chapter IIII. As men-
tioned previously, the use of motivated, informed subjects
is based on the need to approxi:nate as crosely as possible
to mind-set'of 1) consenting, knowledgeable counseling clients
and/or 2l individuars j,nvolved in personal dream work, for
whorn lucid dream/refrectiveness induction might serve as an

"appropriate therapeutic or growth tool.
A further limitation derives from the general difficulty
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Ln conducting a fiel.d experiment.' since all contact bet-
seen the researcher and ss will take place tlrrough the mail,
the probren of Lnadeguate controls over extraneous envLron-
mental and psychological tariables poses a threat to the val-
idity of the study. However, the research methodology will
employ a variety of safeguards which should peruit the study
to meet its obJectives. For exauple, the reaearch rnaterials
will be'gealedr and opened J.n stages; the specific hypotheses
of the study will reraain unknown to the es; the dreams will
be recorded, aqcording to a standardized procedure; the !s
rill be randomly assigned to grcrups, etc. (See Chapter IIII .
General Hvpothesis

the principal hlpothesis of this study is that greater
dream ,reflectiveness and rucidity (i.e., the actual realiza-
tion that one is dreamingl is available to motivated, con_
senting and dreamwise individuals who represent the most

:likely candidates for reflect.iveness/lucidity induction in
counseling or in the context of self-directed. personal
dream work.

.r.i:
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II. Rgrriefl Of The Research

Dreaminq. The phenomenon of lucrd dreaarinf.-has onry re-
cently attracted the attention of psychological dream research-
ers - Defined simply as the experieace of becoming awarer!... 

= :, "that one is dreaming during a dream, lucliity tlpically
eEerges when tne ffrcipient faces a stressful, novel or incon-
gruous situatron nhich provokes the dreaner into questi*ning
the reality of. the experi.ence (Green, 196gl .

rn rnomar, o non-lucid dreaqg r the dreamer rarely ques-
tions the reality of the phenomenal realm; nor does the dreaner
exhibit a refrective, guestioning attitude toward the drearo.
rnstead, the dreamer typicarry reacts to the panorama of irn_
ages in a "one-dimensional" manner, without ever considering
the alternatives which mighL be avdilable (Rossi , L972, p. g).
For all practical purposes, the waking, reflective ego is
absent during most ordinary dreams.

rn contrast, the lucid dreamer is more or ress aware
that the phenomenal field is a self_created, subjective real_
.ity' such a realization prompts the dreamer either to awaken
to avoid further conf-rontation with threatening dream figures;
or to confront the dream fearlessly, to experiment with less
habitual responses to stress and novelty, and to participate
in a creative dialogue with the autoncmous dream content.
The emotional- quarity of a rucid encounter with the dream\*sj'
has been described as firred with briss and grati.tude (van

ELstorleal Theoretical orrenriew

33.
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3{.Eeden, l9l3l, ecstatlc gnapport, lgrgl, erear-bralned, divine-
ly powerful (Foxt L962, orig. 1929)r and sexual (Faraday t Lg72l

unforEunatelyr the labels .lucld. and ,non_lucid. serre
to obscure the fact thet a dreaner can exhibit a htgh degree
of questionlng and .serf-refrection without ever achieving
lucidity. sone researchers have attempted to account for
this in-between staqe by referring to it as a .pre-lucid.
drean (Green, 196A). Rossi (Lg7Z) goes a sten further and
argues that dreaner self-awareness nanifests along a con_
tinuum rather than as an all-or-nothrng factor. From this
perspective, the rather abrupt and apparently discontinuous
realization that one is dreaming arises as a part of the
dreaner's expansion of awareness along a tontinuum.

prior to the lg60rs, a few anecdotal studies were pub_
lished that either dealt with rucid dreaming directly (van-
Eedenr 1913; Delager l9l9; Arnold_Forester , L947, orig. 1921;
Brown, 1936; Hervey de Saint_Denys, Lg64, orig. 1967), or as
it related to the phenomenol0gically similar .out-of-body.
experience (Fox, Lg62, orig. 1g2g). As a rule, these authors
focused on Lheir own Lrp"riences and pubrished bheir obser_
vations as book-10ng breatises. Because these authors tendedto invoke 'occu1t" notions to explain various phenomena
associated with lucid dreaming, t,heir studies faited to impressthe mainstream of psychol0gy. when confronted with rucid
dreaning, tradit,ional dream theorists have, until recently,
tended to dismiss rucid dreams as an unrikely possibiliey or
as nererartifacEs of bhe arousal process (Hartmann , I97Si
Berger , L97] , .
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?he subject of lucid dreaning has traditlonally aroused

interest among researchers who have been willing to enter-
taln psychic or transpersonal theoriee of the mind. lrlost
notably, Oliver Fox (1962, orig. l92g) dealt with the obvious
relationship between lucid dreaning and out-of-body ex-
periences. Fox was one of the first to consider lucid dreams
as incipient or inferior versions of the full-fledged out-
of-body experience. Even though he regarded lucid dreans as
valuable experiences in their own right, he believed that
the arousal of consciousness in the drean-state nas slnply
one avenue into the nore desirable out-of-body experience,
ln which the perceived environment could.and should become
congruent rith raking reality, rather than retaiiring a

dream-like, subjective quality. This apparent congruence
between the perceptual field and recognizable settings in
the waking state has been used by others to distinguish bhe
ouE-of-body experience from the .inferior' lucid dream (Green,
r968 ) .

Prior to 1968, Qo systenatic empirical research on lucid
dreaming had been conducted. celia Green broke with bhe
tradition of merely studying one's own experiences by conducting
a survey of Ehe experiences of sevefal talented lucid dreamers,
both living and dead, to ascertain the common elements of
the phenomenon. Green succeeded in clarifying the conditions
in the ordinary dream which typically precede the arousar of
Lucidity: stress, novelty and incongruiby. she also made one of
the strcqest statffiits to date regarding the essential equival-
ence of the lucid dream and out-of-body experience! ....out-of-
body experiences must be regarded as phirosophicalry indis-
tinguishable from lucid dreams. rn-bot.h types of experience
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the percipient ls'observing a complete and gelf-conslgtent
field of perception, and recognizes .at the same time that he
ie ln a sLate which differs from tbat of waklng life, (p. 20).

rn the r9r0'e, psychologists and writers in the field
of dreans began to recogn'ize t.he tberapeutic potent,ial of
lucid dreaming. Various writers (Faraday, lg73; Rossi t L972i
Garfield, 1974a, L974b, 1975a, l9?5b; Sparrow, 1975, 1976a,
1976b) pointed to the ob-vious value of being able to con-
front fearlessly tbe frightening aspects of the drean, and to
reconcile during the drean itself the differences rhich exist
between the prevailing conscrous identity and unconseious p€.*
ceptions, desires, fears and self-actualizing forces. Al_
though the anecdotes presented by these writers offered. further
compelling evidence of the therapeutic impact of conscious-
ness in the drean-sLate, there was sti1l a conspicuous ab_
sence of systemaLic empirical research to back up their
speculations.

rn addition to noting the therapeutic value of rucid
dreaning, some researchers began to introduce an idea that
was new to the west, but well esbabrished in the Tibetan
Buddhist bradition the notion that rucid dreaming was an
avenue inLo profound experiences of inner illuminabion (Rossi,
L972;. sparrow, 1975, lg75a, lg76b, lg7ga), and a preview of
the near- and presuned after-death phenomenal realns (Evans_
wentz' 1958, 1960; chang t Lg77; segal and segal, 1gg2). This
position is thoroughly deveroped in a series of recentry trans-
lated tibetan Buddhist texts (Evans-Wentz, 195g, 1960). gr'e
of six yogas developed by the Tibetans the yoga of the dream_
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stat6.and the yoga of ttre after-deatb state -- ir€ virtually
ldentlcal in nethod and obJective. 4

The yoga of the dream-qtate iarrqlves an attempt to be-
come fully conscious {i.e. lucld} rhile drermingr not only
to discern the illusory or subjective nature of the dreamrs
phenomenal field, but to encourage a si-urilar realization
about the wakir\I1*lrter l! rell. rhe Tlbetan Bnddhists thus
regard lucid dreaming as an appropriate starting point toward
realizing the self-created nature of a1l phenoq$nl experienee
(Evans-Wentz, 1958).

- sinilarly, ttre yoga of the after-deattr state revoives
around a diligent effort to naintain full raking awareness
during the transition from bodiry death to the after-death
;rhenomenal realm. The Tibetians believe that the dying
person encounters a brilliant Light at the moment of death.
rf the person is "asleep" to the fact that death is occurr-
ing, then the tight will go unrecognized for what it is
an invitation to transcend the cycle of birth, death and re_
birth. By failing to acknowledge this invitation, the
cipient will soon become distracted by the panorama or
ages which arise, and will begin another descent into
iality.

rf, however, the dying person-can recognize the Light for
what it is and merge with it, the death/rebirth cycle will
be forever transcended. The ability to maintain rucidity
at the momerit of death is considered, therefore, a necessary
prerequisite for achieving liberation from the reincarna-

Per-
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tLon cycle (Bvans-t{ent;z, 1960l .

Despite the rlch phenmenological and theoretlcal eon-
tributions of the aforementiond anecdotal ard rellgious
treatisea, two cruolal criticisr" J-.ined unchallenged until
the last decade. pirst of all, despite the apparslt thera_
peutic potentiil of lucid dreaning, there was as yet no re_
search evraencfflhat lucid dreans eorrerated withr or further-
ed' healthy personality funetr.oning. llthoug&, rossi l]:gl2l
nakes a convLncing argunent in this regrard, he bases his
conclusions on a eingle, in-depth case study. second, aE
mentioned previously, some researchers sere stirl disnissing
lucid dreaning'aa merely an artifact of the awakening proceas
rather than a trnre drean phenouenon. These tro eriticl,,rr
perhaps represent the final obstacles to lucid dreaming,s
widespread acceptance as a subject worthy of scientific study.

Personalitv Stud.ies. In response to the f irst criticisrn,
a few studies have exprored the possible personality differ-
ences between frequent and infrequent lucid dreamers (Gack-
enbach, 1978, L981ar l9glb; Gackenbachr et. alr l9g3; Hearne,
1981; Belicki and Hunt, 1981). Except for Gackenbachrs stud-
ies, no significant differences have been re1rcrted.

Gackenbach has investigated the personarity differences
between frequent and infrequent drgamers in three separate
studies (1978, 198lar €t. al, 19g3). fn one study (Gacken_
bach' 19781, 90 adurts completed The sixteen personarity

r Questionnaire (r6pF), the A.R.E. Research t{orkbook
Questionnaire, The self Analysis Form and the Mooney problem
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check tist' They rere arso agked to indicate the
ritb which they e<perienced dream lucidlty. Iater
bach, 1981a, 1991b) a&niaiatered the lSpF and the
guestionnaire to 1{? college etuden€s.

fn these first two studies, Gackenbach found that ,the
first three s.rbsca'es of the 16pF roaded on a steprise a'rti-
ple regressionr relfr€ssing on serf -rreported rucid dream freq-
uency, were copletely different for ttrese trc samples. The
top three factors wbieh l'aded for the corlege etudents sere,
in order, surgency, superegro, and dominance while the top
three subscales fo, at " adults hrere radicalism, tough trnise
and self sentiment control (Gackenbach, 19g1br.. Analyses
of variance on the 16 fastors carculated separatery for the
two samples revealed a f'rther divergence in trait patterns:
'For the students, freguent rucid dreamers were found to be
enthusiastic and practicar, whire adult frequent rucid dream-
ers were,no.t anxious nor gruilt prone, had high ego strength
and were liberal" (Gackenbach, 19g1b).

r{hen Gackenbach took sex differences into accciuntr the
following personality profiles emerged: The female adult lucid
dreamer "takes care of herself physi.calry and does not have
problems. She is practical minded, forthrightr experiment:
ing, nonanxious, and in touch with her emotions -- a ,Eogether
woman. (198rbl . !!he adurt mare lucid dreamer exhibited a
more perplexing trait portrait: He seems to be a seeker with
some religious conf r.icts, nho is nonetheress i.n contror of

frequency
(Gacken-

lucidlty
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bis €motions. In regard to the college students, the female
lucld dreamer is inaginative, tenee and lndependentr while
the nale r.e clagsrcarly introverted. seeking to rink trre
trait Sntterns of the two'samples Gackenbach aays, "one
ronders if these introverted mares rnight not evorve into
religious**eeekers as adurts and the young women actuarized
as they age' (19gfb). 

.=

A thLrd rtudy (Gackenbach, et. 11, I9g3l investigated
the intelligence, creativity and fieraonality differences
between i:rdividuals who varied in their serf_reported fre_
quency of .lucid dreaming. conducted through the nail with
102 adults, the survey battery included four scales of the
Comprehensive Ability Battery (Ceg) to assess intellectual
differences; and the Renote Associates Test (RAT) and
four scales ti.e. fluency, flexibility, ori.ginality and e1_
aborationr from the Torrance Test of creative Thinking (TTcr)
to assess creativity. personality characteristics that were
assessed included: masculinity, femininity and androgyny
scores from the personal Attributes euestionnaire {pAe);
public and private self-consciouaness and social anxiety from
the Self-Consciousness Scale (SCS); and internal and ex_
ternal risk from the Dane Risk Scale (DRS).

. Respondents were classified as either frequent (more than
once a monthl or infrequent (once in a lifetime to several
times a year) rucid dreamers; Freguent lucid dreamers vrere
found to be significantly more intelligent and nonverbarly
creative across arl scares of the cAB and TTCT. The interri_

?t1:
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grence differences trere accounted for predominantly by the
f,emales. Freguent lucid dreamers were also found to prefer
extenrally risky eituations significantly more than the infre-
quent lucid dreamers. rn stip-rr"e murtipre regressions,
high private self consciousness and femininity scores emerged
as the best predictors of frequent lucidity :rmong the mares.
For the fernales, low social auiety and high percegtual coa-
pletion scores were the tuo beEt predictors of lucl.d diean
frequency.

ln addltion to investigating the personarity differences
between frequent and infrequent lucid dreamers, Gackenbach,
Eeilmaa and Boyt (r9g3) have comlnred the perceptual and sen-
sorimotor capabilities of fregueat lucid dreamers, infrequent
lucid dreamers and those who re;rort never having had a lucid
dream. Although most of the comParisons $rere insignificant,
the researchers found that frequent lucid dreamers rrrere found
to be significantry nore field independent than the other
two groupsr as measured by The Ernbedded Figures Test.

Considering the "philosophical indistinguisability" (Green,
19581 of lucid dreams and out-of-body experiences, and their
correlated occurrence within the same people, (palmer, LgTgi
BLackmorer'1983) it is significant that Jones and his associa-
tes (1980) found that 339 respondents who reported having had
an out-of-body experience rrere significantJ.y hearthier than
a psychiatric control groupr dnd no different than a group of
S.-udent controls, according to scores on the profile of Adapta-
tion to Life (Ellsworth, l9Z9). These findings indirectly
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suggest that lucid dreaming nay occur with grcater freguency
among persoDs of normal psychological adjuetnent.

r'rboratorv studies. rn rgsponse.to the criticism thatlucid dreaming ie merely an artr,fact of the awatening procesa,Hearne (19?8) r La Berge (r9'1l and ffi (19g2) have ind.epen_dently shown tbat nany if not most lucid dreans occur ln.nn_anbigous dream_correlate d (RElll $top. )r*+' Eearne (f 9?Sl rras ttre fl,rst to pioneer ? , lgginigue bywhich lqcid drea*e could signal the onset of lucidity tolaboratory r€searchers. Even though there is general bodilyparalyets durtag dream-conelated, rapid_eye_novement (REIrllsleep' the ffi renain largely free to no've. By asking luclddrearers to make prearranged atypieal eye movements at theonset of luciditye Eearne found that the drearnera courd cir_cumvent their paralysis and provide clear signars to the tab_oratory observers.
since the atypical eye mov€ments vrere recorded on the EoGscale of th'e poiograph, Eearne was able to compare the signarswith simultaneous .."hir,g" on the other polygraph qcales (e.g.,

EEG and EUG). He found that virtuarly every signal 0ccurredin unambigious R.trl sleep, as indicated by characteristic
readings on the other scales. This finding dealt a b10w tothe "waking artifact" theory of lucid dreaming.

La Berge independently devel0ped the same method for ev_aluating whether lucid dreams take prace ,,during sreep orduring brief periods of hallucinatory wakefulnesso (rggrl.rn the course of ta Bergers study, ,,35 lucid dreams lrere

&
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reported subsegirent to s;nntaneous awakening from varLous
stages of eleep as forlows: rapld-eye-rcvement (REu) eleep
in 32 cases, non-REM (NREUI stage I twice, and during the

ltrangitLon from NREII stage 2 to RElt oncer {r,a Berge, l9g1} .
Though highly srrggeetive, the juxtaposition of REM periods
with lucid dream reports failed to retire the "waking arti-
fact' argument. A flrore concluEive test took prace when an
independent Judge was asked to revier tbe lnlysmnograms.
La Bergg reportsa

i fhe eirbjects reported aignalling diing 30
of these.]uei.d d,reams. Af ter eacb recording, the
reports mtioning signals were subnitted along
with the potysomnogram to a judge uninformed of
the tine of the reports. The judge was asked to
determine whether one (or more) of the polysonlno-
graphic epochs corresponded with the reported
lucid dream signal. In 24 cases, the judge was
able to select the appropriate 30-second epochs
(out of about 1,000 per polysonnogram) on the
basis of correspondence between reported and
observed signals... All signals associated with

' lucid dream reports occurred during epochs of
unambiguous REM sleep... (1991) .

rn a dissertation study, Dane (1993) reports that, his
prelirninary findings confirm those of Hearne (197g) and La
Berge (1981)'by showing that "at least some lucid dreams are
true tdreamr phenomena and are not simply due to hypnagogic
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or hlpnapompic irnagery or to hallucinittotr" during micro-
awakenings from the REM stater (Dane t l.gg2l. In his lab_
oratory study, Dane found that approximately {5r of the lucid
dream signals coincided with unambiguous indices of RgIr{ sleep
(Van de Castle, f 9B3) .

critique of Research on ttre phenomenolocrv of Lucid
Dredminq- The anecdotal studies of van Eeden (t9l3l, Brown
(1936) and other early researchets eventually neipea to awaken
contemporary interest in lucid dreaning {Gree* 196g1 Tart,
1969). However, these early researehers failed to provide
any systenatic eun;>irical data to buttress their claims. The
anecdot'es were compelling, and the speculations often credible;
but the absence of systenatic reitarctr sinpry postponed rucid
dreamingts admission into the domain of legitimate scientific
enquiry.

Greenrs study (19G8) brought dream researchers up to date
with past efforts in the field by sampring from arK,ng cur-
rent lucid drearn reports and previous anecdotar accounts,
and then drawing conclusions based on the conrmon threads run-
ning through these accounts. Although her work can be crit-
.icized as an unsystematic investigation of selected anecdotes,
Green was the first to explore the accounts of several talent-
ed lucid dreamers at once. Her observationsr therefore,

weight than previous researchers who focused on
experiences.

(19721 makes a lengthy and thorough case for the
impact of consciousness in the dream-state.

#

&

carry more
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therapeutic
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However, he Uases his conclusions on a elngle case study of
one of his own psychotherapy patients. Thus hig clairns re-
garding the therapeutic potential of self asaraness in dream!,

as well as lts accessibility to others' still await confirma-
tion from more systematic studies rith rider trrcpulations.

Gackenbachrs (19?8, 1981a, 1981br €t. g! 19831 studies
represent the first glinpse into the peraonality of the fre-

q.r*-+
quent lucid dreaner. Despite the emerging Pat€eing in her
findings a 'lucid personality' has not yet e,re"rgea. Even so,

her findings at least help to dispel the possible argument

that luitd dlreaming represerits underlying pathology. Clearly,
utrch more research into the relationship between lucid dream-

ing and personality is required before any generalizations
can be made.

Hearne (1978), La Berge (1981) and Dane (1982) have re-
moved any remaining doubts as to whether some, if not most,

lucid dreams are in fact genuine dream phenomena. These lab-
oratory studies have essentially given the go-ahead for a con-

certed investigation into this long-negleeted, intriguing
dream phenomenon.

Part Ttror Review of the Research on the Treatment

Review of the Research on the Induction of Lucid Dream-

inq: ".
the way for the acceptance of lucid dreaming as a genuine

dream phenomenon with possible therapeutic benefits' the
questiOn etill remains: Can lucid dreams be induced with any

degree of regularity in inexperienced subjects? If the answer
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Ls no, then the potential use of lucid dream induction as a
tool in psychottrerapy would be restricted to those clienta
who are already experiencing so*c dqrree of lucldity in their
dreams. Preliminary research Lndicatee ttrat freguent lucld +n

drearners constitute a distinct minority. rn trro separat€,,
surneys Blaeknore (19921 found that only 13 per cent and 22
per cent of tro student samples claimed to have had five or
nore lucid dreams. Less than three per cent of the $s claim-
ed to be able to have a lucid drean at will.

But if lueid dreaming can be induced or nurturedr then
eounselors"Shd psychotherapists could feasibly Frrsue a tlpe
of in-depth. dream therapy, in which the dreamrs phenomenal
realm could beeome the experirnental arena for: developing
greater assertiveness (Garfield, L9?4a, lg7lb, 1975a, l9?5b),
changing anxiety-provoking dream content (Tart , Lg7gr, ex-
pressing feelings (Corriere and Hart, Lg77; Corriere, Hart,
et. al. L977'1, entering into mystical experiences (Evans_
wentz, 1958; sparrow, 1g?5, 1g?6a , Lg76b, rgTgal and obtain-
ing a preview of the near-death and presumed. after-death phen-
omenal realms (Evans-wentz, 1959, l95O).

Thus far, only a few induction.studies have been conduct-
€d' even though a number of induction strategies have been
presented in the literature. These strategies include arter-
lng diet and increasing exercise (Evans-wentz, 19591, concentra-
tion and self-suggestion (Evans-wentz, l95g; Tart, r979i
sparrow, 19?8b; La Berge, r9g0a, r9g0b; Maramud, 19g0; Dane,
1982) ' meditation (Rossi t L972i sparow, 1926a, l9?ob, L97Gc,
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Reed, L9771 , artrprk, autogenlc training, psychedelic drugs,
nore thorough dream reporting (Rossi, L97zl, and hypnosis
(Tart, L979; Dane, 19821.

In a hms etudy dream recall experinent, Reed (f97?)
found that s6Jects who re;nrted a lucid dream in the morning
tended to report having meditated on the previous day.
Bowever, this sigrnif icant correlation accotnted for only a

small portLon of the varl.anse.
sparron (1978) conducted a lucid dream induction pirot

etudy with 91 subjects, fn rtrfch he cmpared the effectl.venes$
of rnerely trying to have a lucl,d dream (i.e. .sinple tryr
condl,tion) yith ttrat of enjaging in a pre-sleep strategy
based on rewrithg and reliving in fantasy a previous un-
preasant dream (i.e. odream rerivlng" condition) . spanow
found a near-significant increase in lucid dreams on both
the simple-try and dream-reliving nights over baseline levels
established at the beginning of the pilot study.

IrlaLamud {1980} employed a dialectically rather than clas-
sically experimental iesearch design in an attempt.to extend
by analogy the concept of lucidity into the waking rife. rn-
stead of focusing her efforts on i.nducing lucid d.reams per se,
Malamud worked by mail with six young adults toward develop-
ing a lucid response to their waking and drearn lives. The
treatment included: instructions for having "lucid waking
dreams"; a lucidity training manual,. and an exercise for
becoming more aware of "dreamrike happenings". The subjects

q*. ff'
were also instructed to send to the researcher at least one
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dreaar each seet. The resurt (as neaeured by grobar nonstat.;
Lstlcal procedures) of trre rucrdity training was to enhance
the gtrbjectsr tnaglaative power, increase thel.r awareness of
freedom and safety in the "irnaginal" rearm; and promote in_sight into the self-refrecting aspects of dreanrs and waking
I'rnagery- Although sone subjects reported changes ln their
dreans, ttrere was not a signifrcaat r.nc*lse in rucr,d drean_
ingr per ae.

In a study of attecpts to indnce lucid dreq{*g,Ln her_self, patricia Garfield (lg7sbl used a pre_sleep suggert*ffi
to increase her frequency of lucid dreans to a teruinal fre_
guency of three per week.' After collecting 30 lucid dreans
in an l8-month perfbd, Garfr.erd found that her rucid dreams
tended to occur! after a bgsy d.y, regardless of affective
tone; forrowing sexuar intercourse in the middre of the night;after several hours of sleep, usually between 5:00 a.m. and
8:00 a'm'; when she slept on her back rather than on her
side; and in the midst of an ordinary drearn in which she was
swinuning or flying.

r"a Berge (1gg0a' lgg'bl has recently devel0ped and test-
ed an induction procedure which appears to be effective in'increasing the frequency of rucid dreams. Referred to asthe MrtD technigue (i.e. Mneumonic rnduction of Lucid Dreams),
La Bergers method invorves: awakening severar hours into thesleep cycle; recalling the most recent dream; reliving the
dream in fantasy whire affirming to oneserf that one wilr
become lucid upon returning to sleep; and finalLy repeating
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over and over as one drifts off to sleep a gtatensnt of
Lntention to beeome lucid in the sleep period.

four to twenty per month.

"#
@
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Sewing aa
his own strbject over a pcriod of slx nonthe, ta Berge suc-
ceeded in increasing his friqueney of lucid dreams from

since r,a gergers introduction of the ttrr,D technigue,
other studLes have atteopted to qontlare r,t.rith alterna-
tive lnducttin strategies. rn a. coGLned stdy of lucld
drean rinduction strate.gies and ocurar signarling, Dane
(19821 has compared the effectiveness of the I.irLD (La Berge ,
1980a1 technlgue with that of the posthypnotic suggestion
(i'e. a researchery'hypnotist instirring the suggestion in
a s to have a rucid dream on a night following the hypnosis
sessionl . preriminary res.urts have failed to indicate any
differences between the two induction methods. rt is im-
portant to note that Dane has employed both frequent and
moderately freguent lucid dreamers in his study.

Gackenbach and La Berge {19g2} are presently compar_
ing all combinations of two tyFfs of mentar induction tech_
niques -- urLD and pre-sleep vLsualization -- with tiro types
of physical induction technigues -- balance training and
static stretching. Ernploying a small number (n = 30) of
experienced subjects, the study has thus far indicated that
two of the four combinations __ MllD/balance training and
visualization/static stretching -- have produced the best
results. Hoiever, cell sizes are quite small, sinee the $s
are divided into four conditions. The researchers have
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arrived at no concrusions on the basis of these early rough
analYsea' 

fi$I clini."l looli..tio. of Lt "id Dr.., rrdo"tior. For the
purposes of tho present study, it is rnbortant to cite a pre-
lLninary cLinleal application of lucid dream induction.
Ealliday (19S2, clairns that lucid drean induction has proven
effective in helping his crients overcome the fear of repeti-
tive iightnare"hvr;es exanple, in *orting rl,th a 39-year-old
fenrale factory rorker suffering fra frequent upsettl.ng dreams,
HallLday preiiented her with a ll'st of l0 tests itEe"rne I Lggi,l
one nay eonduet tlhtle anake or dreamlng to help dtffereritiatC',
a drean frqn a waking experience. Balliday reports that the
wonan waE able to irnpleneot the techniques within a few days,
resulting in episodes of lucidity and a concomitant allevia-
tion of her fear toward her dreams. Ilallidayrs brief contact
with the woman further rimits the conclusions that can be
drawn from this singre case exampre. But the resurts illus-
trate the possible therapeutic benefits of lucid dream induc-
tion in the contexts tf counseling and psychotherapy.

Criti tion of Lucid Dream_
ing. The research on the induction.of lucid dreams is in a
preliminary stage, characterized by investigating smarr,
samples with loosely controlled methodology.

Sparrowrs (f9?8) pilot study is merely a
theses, since the study was loosely controlled
as a lucid dream study) and only superficially
chi-square only). However, the addition of a

source of hlpo-
(i.e. announced

analyzed (i.e.
nsimpLe tr':f"
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absence of a researcher-imposed €Enltive otrategy.
Garfieldrs self-study (L9?5bl suggests that the fre-

guency of lucid dreams can be increased by individuals already
experiencing relatively frequent lucid dreans. Eer sttraly also
generates some hl4nttreses conc€rnirlg tr," :p""-rfi"p 

"ooiffitiorr"
whictr pronote lucidity lloy€ver, her self-study c.ontributes

,;6.e€.little tward an rurderstanding of whethcr or not lucldl dreams

can be induced l'tl a vider, less experienced populatlon of
drea.merg.

l{alarrud (19801 is to be comended for extending the con-
-.:3

cept of lucidity into the wAking realm and for developlng
counseling interventions based on the lucidity metaphor. As

a lucid dream induction study, however, Malamudrs study is
lacking on several fronts. Fir8t of all, her subject popula-
tion was amff (6) and homogeneous. Second, if a significant
number of lucid dreams has resulted it would have been inpos-
sible to isolate the causes from the hodge-podge of treat-
ment components, which were not varied at all from subject
to subject.

La Bergers (1980a, 1980b) efforts with the l,lILD technique
are certainly encouragi.g; but his resuLts to date have been

achieved by using himself or other previously adept lucid
dreamers as subjects. Thus he has failecl to demonstrate.
that lucid dreams can be induced in 1) a wider populations

;."* ,_"{}
-iEtr'
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comprised of 2l individuals who report a rcderate or low
frequency of lucid dreamg in the first place. At this pol.nt,
La Berge has succeeded ln merely showing that lucid dreamers

can have rpre lucid dreams ttran they already were experl.enc-
ing.

Prelininary efforts to compare ttre I{ILD technique rLt*r
post-hypnotic suggestioo (Dane, 1982) and vlsualization (Gack-

enbach and Ia Berge, 1982) have thus far failed to indicate
any signifieant differences between induction strategies.

Considering that a particular technique has not yet em-

erged as clearly superior, the present study will build upon

a previous study by Sparow (fg?S) in which two induction
strategies rere pilot tested with a relatively large sample
(g=91) of subjects who varied considerably in their previous
frequency of lucid dreaming. Since both techniques produced

a near-significant increase in lucid dreams in such a hetero-
geneous (i,.e. different with respect to previous lucid dreanr

frequency) sample, it- seens justifiable to employ slight varia-
tions of these particular technigues in a better controlled,
more thoroughly analyzed study of a similar subject popula-
tion.



fII. Methodology

llhe Populatlon i

lcqulsltion of Sublects. The sanple for the dream

lnduction study was comprised of 161 volunteer mernbers of
the Assoclatlon for Research and EnllgDtennent, a

lrarapsychologlcal research organizatlon located ln VtrElnla
Beach, Virginla. Over a perlod of two nonthg, brl.ef
requeets for fesearch volunteera rere prtnted tn one of
A.R.E. rs monthlf t@bersbtp publlcatLons. Thls announcenent

followed the procedures established by previous A.R.E.
research studles Lnvolving the membershl.p.

The announdernents made no mention of lucld dreaming,
nor rere any research objectives dlvulged. lfhe proJect was

described slmply as a "study of the inductlon of certain
helpful dream states". This somewhat vague but truthful.
descrlptlon enabled the subjects to glve lnforned consent
without seriously compromlsing the integrity of the research
design.

The Assoclation for Research and Enll.qhtenment. The

A.R.E. Ls a non-profit parapsychological research
organization founded around the psychic work of the famous

€lalrvoyant, Edgar Cayce. As an open-membership educational
associatlon, the A.R.E. sponsors seminars, retreats, and

slmposia in nost major U.S. citiesr ds well as Ln many

lgn countries. The A.R.E. also oversees a network of

53.
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over 11700 study.groups ""llrtd the world; publlshes books on

a variety of toplcs ln transpersonal psychology; and

conducts researeh from tioe to tlne with tts interested
members.

The A.R.E. has butlt its research progran around the
ideal of 'participatory research", ln rhich the "subJects"
are regarded aa lnrtners 1n the procegs of doing research.

shi* .Before any atudt-l; Lpproved, the A.R.B. Research Cornmittee

asks the questlon: tr}ratrs ln it for the partfefiinta In
other rorde, each proJeet must lnvolve a potentially
valuabl.e, grorth-enhancing experience for the
mernber/particl,pants. The challenges and benefits of this
research tdeal have been discussed previously (Thurston,
1975i Reed' 1976a).

As mentioned ln Chaptei One, the target population for
this study is perhaps a small percentage of the general
population; that is, those individuals who are pursuing
counseling (or making concerted self-directed efforts to
change) and who are interested in dreamr*ork, if not already
involved in it. Because of the restricted nature of the
target population, the A.R.E. sanple gains legitimacy as a
representative sample. Specifically, about two-thirds
(Sparrow, 1 981 ) of A.R.E. research volunteers currently
work wlth their dreams. And by joi.ning an organization
T>'rhich openly espouses a spiritual approach to Iife,
enphasizes the importance of spiritual- disciplines

r and meditatlon, and places service above all

.rtr
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such as

other
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tdeals, the A.R.E. nember 1g clearly etpr€ssLng an lnvolvement

lln a selfr-dtreetcd progran for personal grouth.
l

Thus lt can be argued that a sanple drawn frol the A.R.E.
membershlp cones closer to representing at least a segiment

.ofthe target population than a sample drawn fron the general
populitl.on. llowever, the guestlon still remal.ns: Does the
interest:in psychlc phenonena and related experlences render an

A.R.E. siarible"too devlant fron the standpotnt of external
valld1ty?

This questlon has not been concluslvely answered, due to,t

the lack pf studies conparing A.R.E. metrbers wlth non-A.R.E.
lsamples. ; Even so, two studies have provided some basls for

comparLngq A.R.E. research volunteers wLth non-A.R.E. subJects
(Palmer, 197g; Kohr, 1980).

In the first study, parapsychologist John palmer surveyed
a group of Charlot.tesvil}e, Virginia, townspeople by mail to
ascertain thelr claimed freguencies of prevlous psi and

psi-related experi.encesr ds well as demographic characterlstics
such as age, sex, marital status, political stance,
rellgl.osity, Lncome, education level, and occupation. Since
the 46-iten guestionnaire made no effort to disguise the
parapsychoroglcal nature of the study, the row return rate
(less than 50t) suggests that a selection process nay have been
occurrl.ng, rendering the final sample less representatlve of
the generar popuration, and more sinilar to a typicar A.R.E.
d6anpre. Desplte this weakness, paLmerrs sampre is the onry

-A.R.E. sample to date against which an A.R.E. sanple of

*
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A.R.E. research volunteers has
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been compared on an ltem-to-ltenr basls.

Following palmerrs study, Kohr (19S0) adnrinlgtered
IPalmerrs questionnaire by nail to a sarnpre of 570 A.R.E.

volunteers, and obtained a 71 percent reslronse rate.
Although Kohr's prinary purpose Ln condueting the survey was
to explore the within-subjects relationships between various
psi and psi-rerated experiences, the uee of the parner
guestlonnaire afforded an opportunlty to conlnre the A.R.E.
sample wlth palmertg gample.

As might be expected, the A.R.E. sanpre reported a
signlficantly higher freguency of all pst and psi-related
experl.en4"", which incl.uded: raklng ESp; drean ESp; ESp agency,
that is, the experienee of transnitting, rather than

receiving ESP inpressions; psychokinesisi out-of-body
experiences; apparitions, communication with the dead;
hauntings, past-life memories; Deja vu, and aura vision.
Howeverr Kohr found the A.R.E. sample to be guite similar
in most says'to p'alrner's townspeopre, on the demographic and
personal preference questions

Although the A.R.E. respondents were slightly
older (median aqe approximatery 4.5 compared with about
41 ) and with somewhat more formar education ( 44t rirere
colLege graduates compared with 40t), they rrere nearry
ldentical in terms of income and occupatronal
breakdown. Like palmer's townspeople, the A.R.E.
sample was predominantry whiter' female and .married.
The A-R.E. respondents considered themserves more
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ltberal (331 rated themselves as ltberal or very
Itberal as opposed to 21t). The greatest dlfference
betueen the two sanples was in the area of rellgiosity
shere 40* of the A.R.E. respondents considered
themselves as very religic3 Ln outlook as opposed to
only 8t in Palmerfs townspeople (Kohr, l9B0).
Critique of the PopulatLon. In srunmary, one night

expect a typlcal A.R.E. sample of research volunteers to
be more llberal, rell.gious, and sophisttcated tn terns of
psi and psl-related experiences, than a volunteer sarylle
from a non-A.n.E. population. Despite these differences,
there uas good reason to lnvestigate such a sarnple, when the
logristical restraintg and purposes of thls study were taken
lnto consideration

One of the purposes of this study was to ascertain
whether lucid dreaming is an achievable goal for a wider
range of persons than previ,ous studies have investigated.
since most of the induction studies conducted thus far
{Hearnet 1978; La Berge, 1980a, 1980b; Garfield, 19251 Dane,
1982) have investigated onry a'few arready talented lucid
dreamers, any move away from this praetice constituted an

.improvement. However, it became a challenge to obtain
enough appropriate subjects for an expanded induction study,
without going to a discrete popuration which had its own

Losyncrasiesr ds well. rt was declded that the beneftts
of empl.oying a large sampre of motivated A.R.E. subjects
tlould more than offset their idiosyncrasiesr most of whlch lt
can be

p.:"
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arguadr acturrry constitute representatrve guarltles of thetarget popuratron' rn support ef the notion that A.R.E.research volunteers embody the gualities of the speclfledtarget lrcpulation, Kohr says:

*

Although
of the general

the A.R.E. sanple is not representative
population...lt broadly reprLsents the

tbe hunan potenttal
organi.zatloas sueh a

&veuent.
A.R. E.

Besides the sampl.e,s idiosyncrasies, one nightcrit'clze the or"".rrfltody'" use of self-serected aubJects.
On one hand, this was adrnittedly a reaknessi for it doesrestrict the generallzations that can be nade from theresurtant data. But once again, it is important to notethat lucidity/reflectiveness induction courd never be sprungon an unwitting clientr ds one might utilize paradoxlcar
technigues (LrAbate and Weeks, t9g2), or structural fanily
therapy (Minuchin, 1 9Zg ) which, it is clalmed, do notreguire the clientsf fulr comprehension and eompriance inorder to be effective.

From another angle, it was unlikery that luciditycould have been induced in subjects. to whom the task wasunlmportant. rn commenting on the research done thus far oncontrolling dream content, which is closery related to thetask of inducing greater ahrareness in dreams, Tart (1g7gr
argues that 'r"''€ probably shourd not expect very good

population of individuals pursulng an fcffiit
ln...tqlles related to
Such people often Join
(19821.



59.results from subjects sho do not conelder the task very
important" (p. 24qr- Thosr rhire some researchers rnight
conslder serf-selectron a weakness, others consider it to bea neccessary aspect of thie ktd of study.

By introdueing various control conditions lnto the
experiment, such as: a rrsimpre tryrt conditlon to assess the
abtllty of subjects to rnduce fucid drears in the absence ofa researcher_supplted cognltive strategy; pie_ ana
post-treatment data corlectl0n; and randon .""tffiat of
subJects to treatment condlttonst it ras belreved that thts
study could generate varuabre conc.ruslons regarding the
efficacy of the particurar induction techni(lues, regardless
of tlre population r s idiosyncr""*i"".

rt is lnportant to note that severar previous studies
of this subject population have generated useful,
pubrishable contributions in a variety of areas of
psychological and parapsychological enguiry (Cayce, Thurston
and Puryear, 1g7,i Reed , 1976a, 1g76b, 1977, 1g7g; Kohr,
1975, 1977 , 1979, 1 g80 , 19821 .

Treatments

This study tested the efficacy of two lucid
dream/reflectiveness induction strategies. The primary
lnduction technigue consisted of reliving a previous dreamin fantasy, and substituting new responses for the dreaner,s

lginal ones- This exercise was developed and pilot tested
sparrow (19?8). rt wirl hereafter be referred to as the

The
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Drean Rellvlng exercise (see Appendix C|. The other
strategy -- a trslnple tryt' condltion relied largely on
the eubjects own deslre and self-deternl.ned efforts to
lnduce such experiences, and will hereafter be referred to
as the lr{otivatlonal Essay exercl.se (see Appendtx D}.

Durlng the five-day treatment period, which was

posltloned betueen two flve-day baseline dream recording
perloder the rubJeets engaged Ln one of the above Fre-sleep
lnduction techntgues on five consecutive nlghts. Before
using these pre-slt€bp teehniques, all of the partlclpants
read a brlef ?ntroductlon to the subJect of lucid dreaming
(see Appendlx E). This reading material.served at least
three purposei:=ij It helped deflne the phenomenon in
unanbiguous terms, 2l it conveyed a sense of how lucidity
can be used constructively in the course of a dream; and 3)

it perhaps instilled a greater desire to have such
experiences. The subjects vrere asked to read this
lntroduction on the first night of the treatment week, prior
to engaging ln any lrlcid dream induction strategies.

Dream Relivinq. The Dream Reliving exercise conslsted
inltially of a 30-40 mlnute exercise conducted on the first
night of the treatment week. rn ttris preliminary exercise,
subjects were asked to:

1 t recalr one uhpleasant dream out of their past, and
to write the dream down on a worksheet in as much detair as
possible. (rf a subject could not recalr such a dream,
ire/she was asked to recall and write dosn an unpreasant



4l write down

5l review the
meanwhile affirning
ensuing dreams.
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61.waking experience, which may have been
presence of greater self_reflection. )

2't rerlve the dream in fantasy to get back in touch
with its affective qualities.

3) relive the dream again, but as though they were
lucid and able to manifest a wider range of creati.ve and
fearless responses to the originarry unpleasant dream
content.

the new ttdreanrt

new -ttdream" as
that they would

i.mproved by the

on the worksheet.
they fell asleep,
become lucid in their

On the subseguent four nights,
review the new dream, and to revise
Then they were asked to repeat step
going to sleep (see Appendix Cl.

The Motivational Essav Exercise. Hatf of the
treatment subjects were asked simply to try to have rucid
dreams during the five-day induction period. rn an
introduction to the task, the experimenter informed these
subjects that research had thus far failed to indicate that
"ly induction method was better than any other, which is
true- Given this state of affairs, the subjects were tord
that desire or wirlpower arone night be the most important
factor- They were then asked to demonstrate just how
effective desire and wilrpower courd be in the induction of
Lucidity- They were asked to refrain from engaging in any

subj ects lrere asked to
it if they desired.
five (above) before
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special techniques or pre-sleep behaviors which had not been

a part of their pre-treatment regimen.
In order to equalize the time spent on i.nduction tasks

between the Dream Reliving and Motivational Essay groups,
the latter group hras asked to spend 30-40 minutes on the
first night of the treatment week wri.ting an essay on "Why I
Would Like to Have Lucid Dreams." On the next four nlghts,
these subjects were asked to spend 15 minutes, before
retiring, reviewing the essay and trying to increase their
desire for lucidity in thelr ensuing dreams.

An attempt was made to egualize the instructions for
the two treatment conditions in such a way that the
Motivatlonal Essay subjects possessed the same level. of
expectation and enthusiasm for the task as the subjects in
the Dream Reliving condiEion. tFor a comparison, see

Appendices C and D. )

Data Gatherinq Procedures

Upon receiving a letter from a prospective subject,
expressing an interest in participating in the dream

induction study, the researcher mailed:
1 ) an orientation letter, describing the schedule of

acti.vities.
2l a 30-item questionnaire designed to assess various

possible predictor variables on a lucid dream induction
taskr ds hypothesized by the anecdotal and research
literature (see Appendix F and rnstruments section).
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3) a reguest for the sub,ects to record dreans duringa five-day baseline period. Only three_flfths of thesubjects participated in this baseline data collectl0n task(Groups one, three and fivel.
4r a one-page set of instructions for recording

dreams, and for affixing other pertinent information such assubject number, date, etc., to each dream record. once
again, only three-fifths of the subJects received this page
along'with their introductory packet.

5) a consent formr,based on the reguj.rements of the
College of William and Mary.

6l an addressed, stamped envelope
guestionnaire answer sheet, the consent
dreams (if applicable).

Baserine Dream collection. Harf of the subjects wholater engaged in a rucid dream induction exercise during thetreatment week (Groups one and three), and all of the
control subjects (Group five) were instructed simply torecord a11 their dreams for five consecutive weeknights,
from a particular Sunday night (2/131g3) through thefoll0wing Thursday night. No mention- of research
hypothesesr or implicit demands, $rere made in these
instructions in order to avoid the confounding.effects ofreactive arrangementsr or "demand effects,, lstern dnd
Saayman, 1g?g,t.

The other two-fifths of the subjects began.collecting
dreams during the treatment week itself, which started five

tor returnlng the
form, and baseline
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64.yreeks. after the initial baseline colrection perlod. This
delay was incorporated into the research design to control
for possible maturation effects in the baseline
dream-collecting subjects.

At this early stage of the study, and throughout its
duration, subjects were strongly encouraged to record all
their dreams, including fragments, immediately upon

awakening in the morning. . They hrere also asked to put the
dream records aside once completed, and to refrain from
altering them in any way.

.Once the researcher had received the subject's
questionnaire ansner sheet, consent form, and baseline
dreams (if applicablelr the subject was admitted into the
second stage of the study, which was initiated through a
second mailing to all participants approximately three weeks

after the end of the baseline week. out of 172 subjects who

received the introductory packet, 161 returned their
materials in time to participate in the induction stage.

The Treatment Period and Control ConCitions. The

treatment packets were mailed first-class 'l 0 days before the
first night of the lucid dream induction week. .The

materials in the packets were, from externar appearances,
exactly the same for all five groups. They srere:

1 ) a brief letter introducing'the participants to the
second phase of the study'.

2l instructions for recording dreams (redundant for
the subjects who participated in the baseline data
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collection ) .

3) a sealed packet, marked #1, which was dated
3l2o/83; and a sealed packet, marked #2, which was dated
3127183.

Actuarry the above components varied in their content,
according to the group to whi.ch a subject had been assigned.
A11 groups (one through five) received the same one-page
orientation retter. The letter essentially told the
subjects to open the packets onrv on the dates printed on
the outside. Th. purposes of the study werer ds yet,
undisclosed.' This brief letter was marked ,'To be
continued. . . "

On Sunday, 3/201A3, all subjects opened packet #t.
Groups one through four received:

1 ) a detaired continuation of the orientation letter,
describing the purposes of the study (i.e. to engage in
efforts to induce lucid dreams on the five ensuing nights).

2', an eight-page introduction to the subject of tucid
dreaming, written by the researcher (see Appendix E).

3 ) instructions for conducting the Dream Reliving
exercise (Groups one and two) or the Motivational Essay
exercise (Groups three and four).

Group five's first packet merery contained instructions
for collecting dreams for five more nightsr €ls they had done
during the baseline collection period.

Post-treatment Data Collecti.on. On 3/27183, all
subiects opened packet #2. Groups one through four found
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brief instructions for recording dreams for five more
consecutive weeknights. They were ashed to cease their
pre-sleep inductlon efforts, and to refraln from any
pre-sreep behaviors which differed frm their normal
pre-treatment regimen. The instructions ,rrere nerely a
restatement of the originar baserine correction reguest,
with which Groups one and three were ar.ready fanririar.

The control group's (Group five) second packet
contained all of the materials included in the experimentar
subjects' flrst packet. Harf of the contror subjects were
randomly assigned to the Dream Relivi.ng exercise, and harf
were assigned to the Motivational Essay task. Although this
segnent of the study was included primarily to provide the
control subjects with a possibly growth-enhancing
experience, the researeher also anticipated being able to
pool this data with that of the experimental subjects, in
order to increase the n of the treatment groups by roughry
the same proportion, for a speciar all-subjects anarysis
(see Results section).

At the completion of the third week (second week for
groups two and four), arl subjects mailed their dreams to
the researcher in an addressed, stamped enverope. Many of
the subjects included brief histories of their dream work,
comments on the design of the study, and dreams that
occurred during the weekends between the treatment and
post-treatment weeks of the study.
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Critique of th.e Data-Gatherinq Procedures. One might
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argue that the instructions for the treatment and
post-treatment weeks should have been mailed separately, in
order to prevent the subJects from opening the instructions
prematurely, and porluting the data. However, if any of the
subjects had been inclined to do sor they had other more
darnaging srays to cheat on their results. For example, they
could have lied on their responses to the Dream study
Questionnairei or they could have embellished or even
fabricated their dream reports.

Rather than trylng to impose control in a context ruhere
littie control was actually possible, this researcher
believed that by treating the subjects as co-researchers,
they would have a vested interest in lhe integrity of the
results, and thus would be less incLined to cheat.
Furthermore' by sending out one mailing for the last two
weeks of the study, the researcher insured that the subjects
yrere able to begin treatment and post-treatment phases of
the study on the .:-gmg. two davs, thus controlling for
possible history effects.

Instruments
The Dream studv euestionnaire. Each subject

compreted a 30-item guestionnaire dgsigned to assess several
possible predictor variables, or covariates, of performance
on a rucid dream induction task. onry one of the 30
questions mentioned lucid dreaming per se; thus the other



68.questions served'to mask the speciflc topic of the study.
The guestions $rere taken from a ronger, 221-item
questionnaire, which had been tested and thoroughly analyzed
by Kohr (1980,19821. Areas that uere covered in the
questlonnaire included: dream recall, dream recording
behavior, caffeine and alcohol consumption, lucid dream
frequency, near-death encountersr s€x and age (see Appendlx
Fl.

The Dream Luciditv scare, As mentioned in part
the drearn reports were first evaluated on a four-point
(0r1r2r3l according to the criteria of non-rucid (0),
incipient pre-Iucid ( 1 ), pre-lucid l2l, and lucid ( 3 )
dreams.

r,
scale

Fulr lucidity has been unambiguousry defined in the
literature (van Eeden, 1g13i Green, 1g6g) as the experience
of becoming aware that one is dreaming during a dream. Thus
the validity of this aspect of the Dream Lucidity scale
(DLs) presents no probrem. rf anything, the operational
criteria employed in the DtS to designate a fuLl lucid dream
(3) is on the conservative side: To guard against the
possibility of false positive ratings, the DLs recognizes
lucidity only by the presence of expricit decrarative
statements such as "r'm dreamingr" or "This is a dream.,, rf
a dreamer makes such a statement at any point in a dream
recordr the DLS awards the dream a furr rucid rating, even

-iFhough the dreamer may subseguentry conclude that he/she was
$t"aaken.
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The lncipient pre-lucid ( 1 ) and pre-lucid l2l rati.ngs

of the DLS constitute a refinement of the traditional
pre-Iucid designation (Greenr 1958). Until no$t,

pre-Iucidity has remained a rather nebulous construetr as

evidenced by the variety of dream phenomena receiving this
label (Green, 1968). Some types of dreams commonly referred
to as pre-lucid actually exhibit little or no critical,
reflective dreamer process. For instancer two common

t'pre-lucid" dreams--the flying dream and the "false
awakening" dream (i.e. dreaming of waking upl--have
received the pre-lucid designation simply because dreamers

often become lucid during such experiencel. This tendency

to assign Pre-lucid ratings on the basis of certain dream set-
tings or events blurs the distinction between dream

imagery (or content) and dreamer process.

.In recognition that flying dreams, false awakenings'

and a variety of other anomalous dream happenings frequently
coincide with critical dreamer Process, the DLS includes

incipient pre-Iucid ..a"no.r. The higher, Pre-lucid
designation is then reserved for those dreams in which the

dreamer explicitv guestions whether the experience is
realr or could be a dream. Thus, a pre-Iucid dream differs
from a full lucid dream on the DLS only in that the dieamer

never actually concludes that he/she is dreaming. (See

Appendix A for a description of the criteria for each

category. )

The Dreamer Development Scale. A second rating
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scale', comprised of four separate U-kert subscaLes

used in this study to assess four dimensions of dreamer

development, based on Rossi's work (19721. These dimensions
are: reflectiveness; interaction vith humans or animalsl
role or status change; and actualization of constructive
behavior. With the exception of role change, the subscales
remain entirely true to Rossirs description of the
phenonenological changes in the dream which denote
personaLity growth (see Theoretical Rationale in Part Onel.
The Dreamer Development Scale (DDS) originally contained a
subscale t,o measure self-image changesr ds well as parallel
external inagery changes which Rossi has observed to be part
of the restructuring of the dreamerts self-concept (Rossi.,

19?21. However, because the reliabili.ty study conducted

with the DDS indicated that the imagery changes he describes
occur guite rarely, it was decided to broaden the criteria
of this scale so that various shifts in role and identity,
involving no particular imagery alterations, could also be

included under this construct. Still, the mean for this
subscale proved to be the lowest of the four DDS subscales
( see Results section ) .

The construction of the DDS followed a procedure
established by Kluger (1975) who developed a similar dream

rating scale to measure "archetypality" as described by Jung
(1961 ). In consultiung Jung's writings on the subject,
Kluger established four criteria of dream archetypality:
mythological parallel; heightened affect; irrationalityi and
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remot€ness from everyday life. Klugerrs scale ranks each
dream according to the degree it rnanifests each of these
four criteria. The scale assigns a score of 0-3 for
mythological.pararlel; 1-4 on affect:. 1-7 on irrationality;
and 1-7 on remoteness from everyday llfe. rn order for a

dream to be considered archetypar, it must receive high or
"critical" scores on at least three of the four dimensionsl
that ls, a score of 1 or more on mythological pararlel; a 3

or 4 on affect; and a score of 5 or more on the last two
categories. According to Kluger's scale, a dream may

therefore be assigned to the discrete categories of
archetypal (i.e. receiving three or more critical scores)
or non-archetypal (i.e. receivj-ng zero to two critical
scoresl- However, a dream can also be assigned a graded
rating (from 0-4) for the deqree of archetypality (Kluger,
1975l'. Comrnenting on ths rating system, Faber, €t. dl,
point out that "this combination of criteria for
dj-scriminating archetypal dreamsr ds werl as the concept of
a quantifiabl-e degree of archetypality, is an original
contribution and is nowhere else to be found in the
literature. . . ( 1 978 ) . "

rn a simirar fashion, the DDs permits a categorical and
graded anarysis of the concept of dreamer deveropmentr ds
described by Rossi (19721. Following Kluger,s procedure, a
dream can be labeled as ,,developmental', or
"non-developmental" depending upon whether or not it
receives at least three critical scores (arbitrarily defined

*"!k"=._
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as a score of 3, 4, or 5 on five-point continuums) on the
four DDS subscales. Then a graded measure of the degree of
dreamer development can be obtained by simply adding the
number of critical scores, from zero to four, a dream

receives.
Given the lack of previous research on Rossi's l1g72l

hypotheses concerning dreamer development, thls researcher
found it necessary to design the DDS for the purposes of
this study. The only other known rating scale based on

Rossi (Miskiman, 1978) was developed as a self-rating
scale--or as an infornar diagnostic tool for therapists--and
lacks the rigor and operational criteria reguired for a

formal research study. Furthermorer ro reliability study
had been conducted to evaluate Miskimanrs scale.

BeliabiLitv ?ests for the DLS and the DDS . As

original, untested rating scales, the DLS and DDS had to be

subjected to reliability tests prior to their use on the
actual dream data. To assess their reliability, the
researcher enristed six judges who, it hras presumed, would
serve later as the raters of the experimental dreams.

_ In the first stage of the reliability study, the
researcher ccnrpiled a set of 20 sample dreams. This set
included 1 ) examples of incipient pre-Iucid, pre-lucid and
Lucid dreams; and 2l dreams that exhibited high, middle and

Iow ratings on each of the DDS subscales. Thus the sample
dreams reflected a wide range of dreamer process.

Because of scheduling conflicts, the researcher found
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lt inpossible to arrange a group meeting sith the six
prospective dream raters: He met with three of the Judges
together, and with the other three on a one-to-one basis.
After introducing them to the criteria for each of the
scales, and allowing the judges to practice using the scales
on a few samples, the researcher gave each judge a copy of
the 20 dreams, and a set of written directions for using the
seales (see Appendix F). once the judges had rated the zo
dreams, their scores were analyzed by Dr. Richard Kohr, ,f
the Educational Assessment Division of the pennsylvania
Depaftment of Education.

since the researcher anticipated having to evaluate
over 1 500 dreams in the actual study, it was decided
beforehand that onry one judge would, idealry, rate each
dream. This decision made it especiarly challenging to
achieve acceptable reliability coefficients, which hrere set
by Kohr at .80 for each of the scales.

The analysis deart with the fol-lowing comparisons: 1 )

the differences in mean ratings across judges; 2) the degree
to which each judge correlated with the experimenter; and 3)
the degree to which each judge correlated with all other
raters. An analysis of variance with repeated rneasures
(with ratings as repeated measures) assessed the mean

d'ifferences across judges; and the reriabirity of a single
rater was estimated by using snecdecor,s formula (Ebel,
1951).

The results revealed no mean differences in the DLS
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ratlngs, or in the Actu"rllltion scores on the DDs.
Howeverr oD€ Judge deviated significantry on the
Reflectiveness scale, two Judges deviated on the rnteraction
scale, and three judges deviated in the Rore change scare.
The only discernible pattern in the deviant ratings appeared
in the Role change scores, where three judges clustered
together around a mean of 2.0, and the other three clustered
around 2-6- This was interpreted as an indication that
there were two distinct Judging styres on this scare, which
could be reconctled through further group training.

The inter-judge correrations reveared that two Judges
produced conslstently low correlations across most of the
scales' rt wasr therefore, not surprising that when a
single-rater coefficient was computed for each scale, the
coefficients for the DDs subscales di.d not reach .g0, with
the exception of the Refleetiveness subscale. The
single-rater reriability coefficients for the five scales
vrere:

In
and

to

1 ) .97 for the Dream Lucidity Scale.
2', .80 for Reflectiveness.
3) .57 for Interaction-
4t .58 for Role Change

5) .72 for ActualizaLion.
summary, the combination of significant
insufficient single-rater coefficients

mean differences
made it necessary

conduct a second reliabitity test.
considering that onry four judges wourd be needed for
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Research Desiqn

The following diagram represents the research design
that was employed in this study
Group 1: R OOOoo X1OXOXOXOXO OO@O

Group 2z R X1OXOXOXOXO OOOOO

Group 3: R OOOOO X2OXOXOXOXO OOOOO

Group 4t R X2OXOXOXOXO . OOOOO

Group 5: R OOOOO OOOOO (XIoTX2OXOXOXOXOI

Two lucid dream strategies (Xt and'X2) were compareC.

Baseline observations in the form of home-recorded dreams

were collected from half of the subjects in the treatment
groups (Groups one and three) and all of the control
subjects (Group five) prior to treatment. The other half of
the treatment subjects began recording their dreams during
the treatment period itself. The treatment segment of the
study consisted of five nights of pre-sleep exercises (Xl or
X2l followed by dream recording upon awakening t.hd next
morning

The above design controlled for history effects by
incruding a control group that did not engage in lucid dream

induction during the treatment week. The possibility of
maturation effects was partly offset by the absence of a

pre-treatment data collection period for half of the
treatment subjects, and by the short duration of the study
itself (two or three weeks, depending on group). To

ninimize the effects of different-group subjects contacting
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each other and discussing the project, subjects riving at
the sane address were assigned to the same group.
rnstrumentatlon effects were controlled for by shuffllng the
order of the dream protocols prior to having the judges rate
them.

since participation in any of the five groups reguired
only a nrinirnal time commitment, it !{as anticlpated that the
attrition would be simirar across all five groups. An
analysis of the attrition patterns confirmed that the
groups suffered no differential loss of subjects (see
Results section).

since subJects !{ere randomry assigned to groups, and
maturation rdas not expected to pose a problem for the
aforementioned reasons, the above design arso controlled for
selection-maturation interacti.on effects.

separate sealed instructions for the three stages of
the study minirnized the threat of reactive arrangementsr or
demand effects- However, some subjects could have guessed
beforehand what the project's specific objectives would be,
especially considering that the researcher had authored a
booklet on lucid dreaming several years before (sparrow,
19761 - whether or not such guessing was accurate, some
subjects may have nevertheress sought to compry with a
variety of anticipated objectives by trying generarly to
have unusuar dreams during the baserine dream correction
period. This compriance effect could have affected the
baseline data to such an extent- that the dreams were no
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longer an accurite refrection of everyday dream recall.
However' if the researcher had attempted to guard

against such cornpliance, the subjects may have complied with
this demand by suppressinq the tendency to have unusual
dreams. To stri.ke a neutrar barance, the instructions for
the baseline data correction forlowed the guidelines set by
other researchers concerned with the effect of implicit
demands on dream recarr (Kapran, saaynan, and Faber, 19g2i
Stern and Saayman, 'l 991 ). Despite these precautionary
Eeasures' such. "baseline" data must ultirnately be seen as
products of the entire experimentar context, rather than as
an unadulterated reflection of norrnal dream recarl.

Statistical Analvses
criterion Measures. Before outlining the stati.stical

procedures emproyed in the data analyses, it is necessary to
describe how the criterion measures erere derived from the
dream ratings and entered into the statistical analyses.

First, it hras declded that the appropriate leruer of
analysis for the purposes of this study would be a subject,s
performance over the course of a five-day dream recall
begment. Thus the individual dream ratings on the DLs and
the DDS had to be totaled or averaged in some hray in order
to produce single weekly criterion measures for each scale.
Below is a list of the criterion measures (and their
derivations) investigated in this study.

1 ) total dream recall for a given week (TOTD), derived
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by sirirply totalling the number of discrete drean reports
submitted by a subject.

2l total nunber of incipient pre-lucid dreams, total
pre-lucid dreams, and total lucid dreams for the week.

These three totals $rere used to generate three criteri.on
measures, each with a slightly different emphasls and

derivation.
a. total lucid dreams for the week (TOTLUC). Thts

total was considered the most stringent criterion, since it
only measured full lucidity. It was derived by simply
totalling the number of dreams that were awarded a rating of
rr3rr' that is, considered to be a full lucid dream.

b. total deviations from non-lucidity (TDNL). This
total was derived by adding the number of incipient
pre-lucid, pr€-lucid and lucld dreams reported by a dreamer
for a given week. This variable rrras considered a more

sensitive measure of change, and perhaps a more realistic
criterion of success, given the brevity of the induction
segment of the study.

c. mean lucidity score (I,{LUC). This measure was

derived by first weighting rucid, pre-lucid and'incipient
pre-lucid dreams by their DLS categoricar ratings, of 3, z,
or 1, respectivery. Then the top three DLS ratings for the
week were averaged to produce the mean lucidity score. (The
decision to take only the top three scores is discussed
below. ) The researcher realized that this mean was not
derived from a true intervar scale, and thus courd not be
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entered lnto the ANovAS that were run on the intervarly
measured variables. However, this ordinal variable was
computed to test the strength of the relationship between
lucidity and the four DDS subscales, uhich are also ordinal
scales.

3) mean reflectiveness score (MREF), derived by
averaging the top three reflectiveness scores of the week.

4l mean interaction score (l.irNTERl, derived in the,
sane manner.

5) mean role or status change score {MRoLEx), deriv;d
in the same way.

t.6, mean actualization of constructive behavior score
(MACTUAL), derived in the same way.

7,1 mean number of critical scores per dream (McRrrxr,
deriveftl by averaging the three highest critical score
totals. (Note: A given dream could receive from 0-4

;'l'critiChl scores.) fn contrast to the l.lLUC, l,lREF, MINTER,
uRoLE)*, and MACTUAL variables, the McRrrx variable is an
intervally based measure, and thus $ras included in'the
analyses of the other intervally based variables (TorLUc,

,1

TDNL, IdPOTDEV } .

8) {:ctal developmentar dreams (TorDrv}, derived by
t,totalling the number of dreams that received three or four

critical scores on the four subscares of the DDs. This
vari-abre, too, constituted an interval measurement.

rn deriving the means risted above (MLUcr.MREF, MTNTER,

ldRoLEx, MAcruAL and McRrrx), the researcher decided to use
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only the top three scores from each dream/week, rather than
basing the means on all of the dreams reported for the week.
This resulted in generalty higher weekly averages,
especially for the most prolific dreamers, since low-scoring
dreams were freguently omitted from the analyses altogether.
This nethod for calcurating the means seemed warranted when
it became clear that some dreamers obviously reported every
dream they recalled, whether it was an epic drearn, or a
single inage. such thoroughness rrras encouraged in the
instruetions, in order to diseourage subjects from
t'screeningt' their dreams. However, most dream fragments
received low scores on all five scales. The researcher
realized that if the weekly means $rere cornputed on the basis
of arl the dreams, throughness in reporting would have been
penalized: The low scoring drearns would have offset the
impact of ress common, high scoring drearns. By including
only the top three scoresr doy dreamer who recalled four or
more dreams for the vreek ended up receiving an equal or
higher average than would have been assigned on the basis of
all the scores- on the other handr &Dy dreamers who
reported one to three dreams were assigned an average based
on all of the dream ratings, and thus received no adjustment
in their weekly means

rt has been mentioned previously that rucidity occurs
rarely in the life of the "average', dreamer, and usuarry no
Inore often than once or twice a week in the life of someone
who has nurtured the ability to induce them (La Berge, .l 9g0;
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Garfield, 1979). Thus it would be unrealistic to expect all
dream reports to reflect the impact of a lucid dream

inductlon exercise.
Statistical Procedures. The following statistical

analyses were conducted:
a

1 ) ANOVAS to assess whether random assignment to
groups actually resulted in homogeneous groups.
Specifically, the analyses investigated differences in age,

current level of ongoing dreamwork, previ.ous frequency of
Iucid dreaming, and current level of meditation practice.
In addition, a Chi-square of sex by grouP was conducted to
ascertain if the groups contained equivalent ratios of women

to men

2l Pearson correlations between four potential
covariates (age, current dream work, previous lucid dreaming

frequency, and current meditation practice) with four
intervally measured criterion variables (TOTLUC, TDNI'

MCRITX, TOTDEV), to test the strength of the reiationships
before entering any variables as covariates into analyses of
covariance.

3 ) Separate paired t tests to determine if the groups
'that participated in the baseline collection (Groups one,

three and five) changed signficantly on the criterion
measures from the baseline week to the induction week, and

from the baseline week to the post-treatment data collection
week
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4) Analyses of covariance to test if:

Er baserine dream-collecting groups differed
significantly on the criterion measures during the baseline
Yteek.

b. baseline dream-corlecting groups differed
significantly on the induction week criterion measures, when
the baseline scores nere entered as control variables, or
covariates. This analysis represented the eguivalent of a
repeated-measures analysis (Kohr, 1993).

c. same-treatment groups (Groups one and two, and
groups three and four) differed significantly on the
criterion measures during the induction wlex. This was

conducted to assess possibre maturation effects due to the
baseline dream recording, and thus to determine if
same-treatment groups could be pooled.

d. expanded groups one-two, and three_four
(contingent on pooring), differed significantly from each
other and from group five (control group) on criterion
measures during the induction week

e. control subjects, who received different
treatments during their third week of, participation,
differed significantry on criterion measures.

t.. subjects who received x1 differed significantry
on criterion measures from subjects who recei.ved x2,
regardless of whether the treatment was given in the first
week of dream collection (Groups two and four), the second
week (Groups one and three), or the third week (Group five).
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9. expanded groups one-tso and three-four (contingent
on the pooling of data) differed algniflcantly on criterion
measures during the post-treatment week.

5. Pearson correlations to test the strength of the
relationship between dream lucidity (Tortuc, TDNL) and dreamer
development (MCRI"X, TOTDEV).

6. spearman correlations to test the strength of the
relationbhip between dream lucidity (MLUC) and the separate
dimensions of dreamer deveropment {!,IREF, IrlrNTER, llRoLEx,
MASN'AL ) .

7 - chi-square analyses of attrition rates for each
group, to ascertain if the groups suffered a differential loss
of subjects (i.e. mortality effects).

Specific Hvpotheses
Nine hypotheses were tested in the data anaryses. Four

of the hypotheses Hypotheses one, Five, six and Nine
uere considered principal hypotheses, given the stated
purposes of thj.s study. The hypotheses are:

1 ) There will be no significant changes in the criterion
measures' TorD, TorLUc, TDNL, McRrrx, and TorDEV, from the
baseline week to the induction week , for groups one, three or
five.

2l There wiII be no significant changes in the criterion
measures between the baserine week and the post-treatment
week, for groups one and three.

3) when the baserine data-corlecting groups (i.e. one,
three and five) are compared on the induction week measures,



taking into account the
variables, there will be
the three groups.

4l There will be no signlficant
measures between groups receiving the
the induction week.

5 ) There will be no significant differences in theinduction week criterion measures, betrveen the pooled(contingent on 'pooling) receiving the Dream Reriving
treatment, the pooled group receiving the Motivational
treatment, and the no-treatment control group.

6) t{hen control group induction data (from the thirdweek) is pooled with the two expanded treatment groups(contingent on pooling) r. there will be no significant
differences on the criterion neasures between the DreamReliving group and the Motivational Essay Group.

7) There wirr be no significant differences on thecriterion measures between the Dream Reliving Group and theMotivational Essay group durlng the post-treatment datacolrect'on period (contror subjects not included).
8) when sex is treated as a factor in the testing ofHypotheses Five and Six, there wilt be no significant

independent effect due to sex; nor will there be anysignificant sex-by-treatment interaction effects.
9) There will no significant correlations in theinduction week data (control subjects, data incruded)al the intervaL measures of
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lucidity (TOTLUC and TDNL) and measures of dreamer
development (MCRITX and TOTDEVI r or b) an ordinal measure of
lucidity (ltlLUCl and the indivldual subscale measures of the
DDS (UREF, I4INTER, MROLEX, and IIiACTUAL).

Ethical Considerations
Since the sample for this study was comprised of

voluntary subjects, the enlistment process involved no

foreseeable ethical pitfalls. Howeverr the study was

announced as a. study of the 'rinduction of certain helpfuL
dream statesr" making no nention of lucid drearaingr p€r se.
This vagueness helped to prevent reactive arrangements
during the pre-treatnent baseline data eollection period.
ActualIy, the description was accurate, but slightly vague.

The researcher atteinpted to give each participant
permission to discontinue their participation at any time.
Although there is no research evidence to suggest that }ucid
dreaming exerts a detrimental influence on an individuar, it
is apparently a significant psychological experience, which
could in rare cases, have a destabiLizing effect on
emotionally vulnerable individuals. Because of this
possibility, the orientation Letter sought to discourage
anyone with a history of psychiatric problems from
participating in the study.

The subjects remained blind to the successive stages of
the experiment; that is, until they openec the instructions
for that segment. This precaution served to minimize the

,qr,,
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expectations that would have been generated by full
disclosure from the outset, but had no ethical drarback,

since all subJects were fully Lnforned before participating
in any rtintrusive' treatmeirt procedure.

Although the subjects remained blind to the rating
procedures that tvere to be employed .in evaluating their
performance on the induction task, the subjects received a

comprehensive feedback }etter, in shich the rating
procedures $tere described in detail. Sesides educating the

subjects , this feedback letter fulfilled the researcher's

commitment to the ideal of Participatory researchr upon

which this studY was based.

Summera of Methodoloqv
previous dream studies have failed to ascertain whether

lucidity/reflectiveness induction can succeed in producing

measurable changes in the dreams of a large number of
motivated dreamers. By limiting their focus to a fewt

already proficient lucid dreamers, these studies have merely

succeeded j.n showi.ng that talented subjects can increase

their frequency of lucid dreams. Despite the preliminary
nature of such studies, the popular literature is already
heralding the arrival of effective lucid dream induction
{Colligan, 1982). i

The present study attempted to overcome the principal
weaknesses of' the induction studies conducted thus far. In
regard to the sample, this study tested lucid dream
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inducti.on strategies with I 61 volunteers rlho differed
considerably in their previous freguency of rucid dreami.ng.

To insure that a particurar cognitive stratregy was the
causal factor in producing an increase in the subjects'
freguency of Lucid dreams, two induction strategies were
employed. one involved a researcher-suppried cognitive
strategy (i.e- Dream Relivingl and one merery involved
reguest for the subjects' to try to have lucid dreams
Motivational Essay). The Motivational Essay condition
assessed the subjects' ability to induce lucid dreams
absence of a researcher-suppried cognitive strategy, and
thus controlled for the independent erreci of desire and
motivation on a lucid dream induction task.

By including a guestionnaire designed to assess a
subjectts sex, d9€r previous frequency of
current level of dream work, and current
meditation, .the study helped to ascertain
these variables co-vary with a subject's
greater lucidity/reflectiveness in dreams.

This study also: enployed instrurnents that had been
subjected to reliability tests to confirm their regitimacy;
enlistec independent judges who were blind to the objectives
of the study; and collected over 1g00 dreams, thus providing
a data base for a variety of subsequent analyses.

Al-though this study courd not, in i-tself , assess the
availability of lucid dreams to the general popuration, it
did explore the avairability of lucid dreaming to a much

a

( i.e.

in the

Iucid dreams,

practice of
which, if dtryr of

capacity to induce
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larger and diverse (in terms of their previous frequency of

luctd dreams) sample than previous studies had investigated'

As such, its findings perhaps have greater relevance to the

field of counseling, and self-directed lay dreamwork, than

the findings of most previous induction studies.
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IV. Results

Sample Characteri stics
out of 161 subjects who were admitted into the second

stage of the studyr 136 completed the study. Horr,rever, 14
of these subjects had no dream recarr for at reast one of
thelr dream recarl weeks. These subJects !{ere,
nonetheless' entered into the data anaryses whenever
possible, and were otherwise treated as missing data.

The sample was composed of 1A2 (Z5t) females, and -j4(252) males, with an average age of 4a, and a median age of
41 ' Fifty-four percent of the sample claimed to be
pursuing some degree of ongoing dreamwork. As for their
freguency of previous rucid dreams, the sampre was
well-represented at each level. Eighteen (13t) could not
recall having had a lucici dream; forty_seven (35t) saj.d that
it happened 'onry' rarely, that is, less than severar- times ayear; thirty-nine (29*) craimed to have several lucid
experiences per yeari twenty-one (16t) reported having rucid
dreams once or twice a month; and nine (6t) claimed to have
such experiences on a weekry basis. rt ls important to notethat such self-reports or rucid dreaming freguency have been
found to be somewhat inflated (Rechtschaffen , jgTgl, oncethe respondents are asked to provide examples of their ownlucid dreams

Eighty-seven (G4E) of the subjects claimed to be

90.
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some form of meditation, which is not surprising
the A.R.E. rs emphasis on daily meditatlon and

prayer
Composition of the live Groups. As mentioned ln Chapter

Threer the dream study was announced in two consecutive

issues of one of A.R.E.'s membership publications. This

resulted in two surges of resPonse; and many letters were

received after it was too Late to admit prospective subjects

into a baseline data collection group (one, threer or five) '
In order to lnclude these late subjects, while maintaining

the integrity of the research design, these subjects ttere

randomly assigned to groups two or four, resu}ting in a

greater n for these two grouPs'

out of the 136 subjects who completed the study, 21

were in Group one; 35 in Group two; 22 in Group three; 32 in

Group four; and 25 in Group fi-ve. Although the subjects

were randomly assigned to groups, an analysis of group

differences vrere made to assess the actual homogeneity of

the groups in terms of five relevant measures: These were

sex, dg€r current leve} of involvement in dream workt

previous Iucid dream frequency, and current practice of

meditation. It was found that the groups did not differ
significantly on any of these variables'

Despite the similarity in the groupsr tasks, and the

time required to complete them, do analysis of attrition
patterns was conducted in order to assess possible mortality

effects. The researcher found that there were no
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slgnificant differences in the dropout rates for the five
groups (Chi-sguare = 1.00).

Analvses g! the Dream Data
Raw Frequencies. The subjects eollected lg51 dreams

over the course of the study. Four hundred and sixty-six
vrere collected during the baseline week, for a mean of G.6
per subject. During the second seek, which ras the
induction week for Groups one through four | 776 dreams $ere
collected, for.an average of 6.1 dreams per subject. And
during the third week, Go9 dreams were reported, for a mean
of 5.0 dreams per subject.

During the baserine week, onry four out of 6g subjects
(six percent) recorded a lucid dream. However, 1G out of Gg

of the baseline subjects (24*) had an incipient pre-lucid,
pre-lucid, or lucid dream during this period.

During the treatment period -- which was the second
week for Groups one through four, and the third week for
Group five thirty of I 36 subjects (22*) recorded a lucid
dream, and 57 (422) recorded an incipient pre_lucid,
pre-lucid, or rucid dream. During the post-treatment data
collection week (Groups one through four onry), 1 5 of 1 1 1

subjects (14t) recorded a rucid dream, while 30 subjects
(22*) deviated in some way fro* non-lucidity.

considering that one of the purposes of this study was
to determine whether ruci.d dreaming is availabLe to a wider

t!*linrr*,*.
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range of indivlduals than prevlous studies have
investigated, lt is significant that many of the subjects
claiming to have had rucid dreams rarely or not at alr prior
to the study were able to induce lucid phenomena. rndeed,
10 of these subjects rdere able to have at least one fulty
lucid dream, either during the induction period or during
the post-treatment period; and 1 3 more hrere able to achleve
some degree of pre-lucidity.

covariate Anarvses. prior to testing the hypotheses
described in chapter Three, an analysis was condueted to
assess the advisabilj.ty of entering certaj n variables as
covariates in the anaryses of covariance. specificarly,
four variables d9€r current level of dreamwork, previous
freguency of lucid dreaming, and current practice of
meditation srere considered candidates by virtue of having
been mentioned in previous theoretical and research
publications on.lucid dreaming (see Chapter II ). It was

decided that if any of these four variables accounted for
more than five percent of the variance of any of the
criterion measures, the variabre would be entered as a
covariate in the analyses of he Aata.

Pearson correlations were computed between each of
these four variabJes and the four principal criterion
measures investigated in this study; that is, totar rucid
dreams (TorLUc), total deviations from ,non-rucidity (TDNL),
mean number of critical scores per dream (McRrrx), and totar
developmentar dreams for a grven week of dream recarr
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(TOTDEV). These correlations nere computed for the
induetion data only, since the number of subjects who

received nore that a zero on TOTLUC and TDNL was appreciably
greater during the induction week period. Hence, the
correlations between the lucidity measures and the dreamer

development scores were expected to be more evident during
the induction period than during the pre- or post-treatnent
periods.

The correlations between these variables are displayer
in Table 4.1. Based on the strength of the relationships
between 1 ) prevl.ous frequency of lucidity, and 2l current
meditation practice, with the criterion measures, it was

decided to include these two variables as covariates in all
analyses of covariance.

Within-Grcups C!:ai;es Over Baseline !,'eek Measures.

Hypotheses One and Two concern changes occurring vrithin each

of the three baseline data collecting groups (Groups one'
three, and five) r from week one to week two, and from week

one to week three. Specifically, the hypotheses are:
Hypothesis One: There will be no significant

increases in the criterion measures, TOTD, TOTLUC,

TDNL, MCRITX, and ?OTDEV, from the baseline week to the
second week, for Groups one, three or five.

Hypothesis Two: There wi-11 be no significant
differences in criterion measures, from week one to
week three (post-treatment) r for Groups one and three.
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Table 4.1 Correlations Between Possible
Covariates and Crlterl.on Measures

TOTLUC

.03

.00

.31 ***

.12

TDNL

-.02
.13
?o**

.29***

.04

.1 5*

.11

.21*

-. 02

.15

.1{

.19*

I{CRITX TOTDEV

Age

Dreamwork

Lucid Dreaming
Freguency

Meditation
Freguency

* p <.05** p <.01*** p (.001
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As for llypothesis one (which was the princi.pal

within-groups analysis), Table 4.2 displays the resuLts of

separate paired t tests conducted with each of the three

baseline collecting groups. Group One exhibited a

significant increase in total lucid dreams (TOTLUC) and

total deviations from non-lucidity (TDNLl. Although Group

one also exhibited increases in mean number of critical
scores per dream (t{cRITX) and total developmental dreams

(TOTDEV), these increases did not reach significance'
Group three did not experience a significant increase

in any of the criterj-on measures, and even exhibited modest

declines on MCRITX and TOTDEV. Even so, Group three did

undergo a near-significant increase on the TDNL measure ( p
(.10).

Group five exhibited significant decreases in total
dreams recorded, and in the TDNL measure. The decline in
the levels of the MCRITX and ToTDEV measures approached

significance ( P <-10), as well.
In summary, Hypothesis one was rejected in regards to

Groups one and five. whereas Group one exhibited
significant increases on two variables, Group five exhibited

significant decreases on two measures. Hypothesis one is
accepted only in the case of Group three. The possible

sources of Group Five's decreases wiII be discussed in
Chapter V.

As for Hypothesis
insignificant changes

Two, both Groups one and three showed

over their baseline performance on all

H
h
t".
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Table 4.2 Changes in
from Week

Crlterion l{easures
One to lfeek Two

?OTD TOTLUC TDNL IICRITX TOTDEV

".S-

Group 1:
( Dream
Rellving )

! =20Ifeek 1 :

l{eek 2z

Group 3:
( llotivational
Essay )'E=20

Week 1:
t{eek 2:

Group 5;
( No-Treatment )n =24

Week 1:

Week 2:

-0- .10.
.47* .gg**

6.45
5. 53

6. 18

6.24

7 .4Q

5. gg*

( Paired

.14

.19

.16

.16

t tests )

.32

.52

.56

.20**

1 .96
1 .8s

2.14
1.72

1 .69
1 .95

.85
1.1r

.82

.76

1 .24
.76

.i&

* P <.05** P <.01
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criterion measures, except for total number of dreans (Group
one only). Thus. Hypothesis Two was aceepted, dt least for
the four measures pertaining to lucidity and dreamer
development.

Betvreen-Groups Analvses. Due to the randon assignment
of subjects to groups, and the insignificant differences in
group composition -- as measured by current level of
dreamwork, previous lucid dream frequency, meditatlon
practice, sex and age no significant differences ln
baseline measures were hypothesized. However, due to the
absolute differences in the groups' lucidity rneasures, an

analysis of covariance was conducted to a"t.tmine if the
group differences srere significant.

The analysis of the group effects indicated that the
three groups differed significantly only on TDNL ( p <.01 ).
A posteriori ScheffJ tests were used to compare the
individual group means with each other. rt was found that
Group five significant_Iy exceeded Group one,s level ( p
(.05) of deviations from non-Iucidity. {See Chapter V. for
a discussion of unexpected sources of group differences. )

Before the same-treatment groups' were compared for
pooling purposes, the baseline data-collecting groups
Groups one, three and five were compared on the induction
week measures. An analysis of covariance by group and sex
was computed to ascertain the group differences. In
addition, the baserine scores !.rere entered as covariates,
which was the equivalent of perfornring an analysis of



variance with repeated measures (Kohr, 1983). Hypothesis

Three reads:
When the baseline data-collecting gtroups are

compared on the induction week measures, taking lnto
account the first-week measures as control variablest
there will be no significant differences between the

three groups.
The only significant group difference was on the TDNL

measure ( p <.05). When separate contrasts were computed,

Groups one and three $tere found to have significantly higher

levels of deviations from non-Iueidity (TDNL) than the

control group. As for covariate effectsr the baseline

levels of ?oTD and TOTLUC accounted for a significant
portion of the extraneous variance ( p <.001). In regard to

the other two covariates, the previous frequency of lucid
l

dreaming accounted for a significant amount of the error
variance in.regard to TDNL and MCRITX ( p (.05); and current

meditation practice f4iled to be a significant predictor

variable on any of the five measures.

The next preliminary induction week analysis $tas a

comparison of same-treatment groups

three vs. four on the induction week measures. This

Comparison was made in order to assess the possible
maturation effects in the baseline data collecting groups'

Since the baseline dream collection had taken place five
weeks prior to the induction weekr dnY maturation effect was

expected to have disappeared by the time of the induction
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week. Thusr Hypothesis Four states:
Hypothesis Four: There will be no signiflcant

criterion measures

treatment during the

differenees in the induction week
between groups receiving the same
'induction week.

Analyses of covariance by group and sex tere used to
test the same-treatment group differences. No signifieant
group effect was found between Groups one and two, and
between Groups three and four. Therefore, Hypothesis Fo'r
r'/as accepted, 4nd the same-treatment groups brere pooled for
the major betueen_treatment analyses.

Hypotheses Five and six were considered the principar.
analyses of the induction week data, since arl of the
subjects were inclucred in the anaryses. Hypothesis Five
investigated the differences between the tvro expanded
treatnent groups, and the control group, during the second
week of the study. It reads:

Hypothesis Five: There wirl be no significant
differences in the induction week criterion measures,
between the pooled group receiving the Drearn Reriving
treatment, the pooled group receiving the Motivational
Essay treatment, and the no-treatment control group.
Tabre 4-3 displays the group means on each of the

criterion measures, and provides a breakdown of the group,
sex and covariabe effects. significant a priori group
contrasts are also noted.

rn regard to the differences betrveen the two treatment
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Table 4.3 pooled Treatment Groups 1-2 vs. pooled
Treatment Groups 3-4 vs. Control Group

TOTD

5. 98

TOTLUC

.45
TDNt

.95
t{cRr?x

2.15
TOTDEV

1.29Dream Reliving(Groups 1-21
3 =56

Motivational
Essay(Groups 3-4)
! =54

Control Group(Group 5)n =25

6.15 .15

5.88 .16

.58 1.75 4.79

.20 . 1.72 4.76

Main Effects:
Group:

Sex:Interaction:
Covariates:

Lucidity:
Meditation:

n. s.
n. s.
n. s.
n.s.
n.s.

<.10
n. s.
n. s.
<.01(.10

p < .01
n. s.
nq

E' (.001
p (.01

P <,05
P <.05

n. s.

P <.05
P <.01

p (.10
n. s.
n.s.

p (.01
P <.01

P

P
D

Contrasts
(* p <.10* p <.05** p (.01)

nla 1)5* 1 > 5***
3>5**

1 >3**
1)5*

1)3*

**
-i,,*.4*+
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groups, the Oream Reliving group significantly outperformed
the Essay group on MCRITX, and exhibited near-significant
hlgher Levels of TOTDEV ( p <.10). Despite the absolute
clifferences between these two groups on TOTLUC and TDNL, the

differences did not reach significance ( p (.15 only). Thus

the two treatnent groups differed signlficantly on one

measure; and the direction of the other differences vtere in
the Dream Reliving group's favor. Thus, the hypothesized
equivalance of the two treatment groups nas not reflected in
the data

In regard to the differences between the experimental
groups and the control group, the Reliving and Essay grouPs

significantly outperformed Group five (control group) on

TDNL; and the Reliving group exhibited near-significant
higher leveIs of TOTLUC, MCRfTX and TOTDEV over Group five.
Thus, once again the hypothesized equivalence of the three
groups ltas rejected.

As for bovariate effects, ttre subjects' previous
frequency of luciC dreaming accounted for a significant
portion of the extraneous variance on all four major
criterion measures. And meditation practice accounted for a

iignj.fj-cant portion of the error variance on all but one of
the four measures (TOTLUC).

As mentioned previously, the control subjects ,.."
randomly assigned to one of the two treatments--Dream
Reliving or l'lotivational Essay--during their third week of
participation, resulting in a near-equal number of subjects
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who could be added to each of the treatment groups for a

special all-subjects anarysis. However, before pooling the
control subjectsr induction data with that of the two
treatnent groupsr dn analysis of covariance by treatnent and
sex was performed on the control group induction data. No

significant treatment effect, sex effectr oE
:treatnient-by-sex effect emerged in the analysis.

Once the analysis of the control group had been
conducted, the subjects srere pooled for an all-subjects
between-treatments analysis. The hypothesis invest";-;lti.--
this analysis lras:

Hypothesis Six: When control grorp induction data
is poored with the two expanded treatment groups, there
qi-ll be no significant differences on the criterion
measures betvreen the Dream Reliving group and the
l,lotivational Essay group.
Table 4.4 displays the results of coriducting an

analysis of covariance by group and sex. The trend that
emerged between the two treatment groups in the testing of
Hypothesis Five was again evident when the control subjects
were included in the analysis: The Eream Reliving Group
exhibited higher means in general, and achieved
significantry higher scores only in the case of t4cRrrx.
Therefore, Hypothesis Five was rejected in regards to one
variabLe, l"1CRITX.

.#:,. rnterestingly, previous }ucid dream freguency ceased to
be a significant covariate of the subjects' performance on
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Table 4.
(with Control

4 Comparison of
Group Absorbed)

Pooled Treatment Groups
on Treatrnent Week Measures

Dream Relivingn =50;

trlotivatibnal
Essay ':

n =64,

Main Effects:
Gioup:

: Sex:

fnteraetion:
Covariates:tucidi ty:
Meditati-on:

TOTD TOTLUC

6.03 .42

6.17 .20

TDNL

.92

.59

P <.10
11 .s.
II .S.

P <.01p <.01

}ICRIIX TOTDEV

2.17 1.32

1.79 .96

tl .S.
D. S.

fl .S.

ll .S.
n.s.

D.S.
R. S.

n. s.

P <.01
n. s.

P <.05
P <.05

D. S.

n. s.
P (.01

p (.10
P <.10

n.s.
ll .s.p <.01

tu
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the two measures of dreamer development (IICRITX and TO?DEV)Meditation practice, however, contlnued to be a strongpredictor of performance on both measures of dreamer
developmentr ds rcell as on the TDNL measure.

Hypothesis seven investigated the post_treatment
differences between the poored Dream Reriving Group and thepooled Hotivational Essay group. (since the control
subjects lfere participating in their lnduction rnini-study
during the last week of the study, and never collected
post-treatment dreams, they could not be included in thisanalysis. Hypothesis Seven states:

Hypothesis seven: There wirl be no significant
differences on the criterion neasures between the
pooled treatment groups during the post-treatment datacollection phase of the study.
As predicted, there were no significant group

differences.on any of the criterion measures. Thus
Hypothesis Six was acc_epted.

Sex was treated as a factor in all between_grodps
statisticar anaryses, enabling the researcher to assess sexdffects independent of the treatment .effects. HypothesisEight concerned the indepencient effect of sex on the majorcriterion measures, specifically during the induction phaseof the study. It reads:

Hypothesis Eight: when sex is treated as a factorin the principar i*duction week anaryses of covariance,
there will be no significant independent effect due to
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sex on the criterion measures; nor will there be anysigniflcant sex-by-treatment interaction effects.Tables 4.3 and 4.4 display the effects due to sex rhichemerged in the two najor induction data analyses. rn thefirst najor induction week analysis (Hypothesis Flve),female subjects achieved significantly higher scores on thedegree of dreaner development (MCRITX) evidenced by theirdreams ( p ..051- tfhen the induction data from the controlsubjects I third-week nini-study was poored with that of thetwo treatment groups (Hypothesis six), the significant
diffeirence was sustained; and the femare subjects nearry
outperformed therr mar.e counterparts on total devel0pmental
dreams (?OTDEV), as well ( p <.10).

As for Hypothesis Eightr it Lras rejected on the basisof the sex differences on the r{cRrrx variabre. since therer'rere no sex-by-treatment interaction effects in the twomajor between-groups analyses, the second half of Hypothesis
Seven was accepted.

Hypothesis Nine concerned the relationship betweendreanier lucidity and dreaner devel0pment. rt states:
Hypothesis Nine: There will be no significantcorrelations in the induction #er data between: a)the interva] measures cf lucidity (TOTLUC and TDNL) andinterval measures of ,lreamer development (MCRfTX andTOTDEV); and b) an ordinal measure of lucidity (MLUC)

and the ordinar subscale measures of the Dreamer
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bevelopment Scale (MREF, MTNTER. ltRoLEx, and MAcruAtl.
Pearson correlations eere computed between each of the

interval lucidlty measures and the interval dreamer
development neasures. The control group.induction data was

agai.n pooled with that of the experimental subjects. Table
4-5 displays the results of this correlationar analysis.

The Pearson correrations revealed significant
relationships between each measure of lucidity and each
measure of dreamer development, with especially strong
correlatlons betneen TDNL and the two dreamer development
measures.

spearman rank-order correlations were then computed on
the same data between MLUC and the four subscale neasures of
the Dreamer Development scare. The results of this analysis
are provided in Table 4.6.

The spearman correrations indicated a significant
relationship between lucidity (MIUC) and a1l four of the DDS

subscales. An especi.alty strong relationship was indicated
between lucidity and reflecti.veness (which is hardly
surprising, since the two constructs are quite similar) and
between lucidity and constructive behavior

Due to the correlationar resurts, Hypothesis Nine was
confidently rejected.

Summarv of Results
rn summary, the testing of nine hypotheses produced the

following findinqs:
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Table 4.6 Co.rrelations Between an
Ordinal Measure of Lucidity and

Four Ordinal tUeasures of Dreamer Developnent

Mean Lucidity
Score (MLUC)

(* p <.05** P (.01 ( n =135)

ljtREF UINTER I|ROLEX MACTUAT

.47** .1 4 * .17x .33**
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1 ) Group one achieved slgnlficant increases on the two
lucidity measures fron week one to week twoi Group three
showed no significant changes on any of the measures; and
Group five exhibited significant decreases on total dreams
reported, and total deviations from non-lucidity (?DNL).

2', Neither Group one nor Group three exhibited
significant changes in the post-treatment measuresr BS

compared to the baseline measures., except for a decrease in
TOTD for Group one

3) The two baseline collecting treatment groups, one
and three, exhibited significantly higher levels of TDNL

than the contror groupr on the second week measures.
4) When the same-treatment groups (one_two, and

three-four) r./ere compared on the induction week measures,
there were no si-gnificant maturation effects; thus the
same-treatment groups erere pooledr

5) The Dream Relivi.ng group (Groups one and two
pooled) significantly outperformed the Motivationar Essaytgroup (Groups three and four pooled) on the MCRTTX variable
during the induction phase. Both treatment groups achieved
significantly higher levels of TDNL than the
derayed-treatment control group. The Dream Reliving group
achleved higher, albeit insignificant ( p <.10), Ieve1s of
TOTLUC and TorDEV, than the Motivationar Essay and control
groups.

6) when the contror group induction data (produced ins,
a speciar administration of the induction phase during the
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third $eek of the study) was pooled with the two treatnent
groups, the Dream Reliving group achieved significantry
higher scores on the degree of dreamer development (McRrrx)
than the Motivational Essay group. Further, the Dream
Reliving group exhibited higher, albeit insignificant, means
on the three other measures of lucidity and dreamer
development (TOTLUC, TDNL, TOTDEV) .

7'l rhere lrere no signif icant dif f erences between the
Dream Reliving and Moti.vational Essay groups on the
post-treatment .measures of performance.

8) Female subjects achieved significantly higher
numbers of critical scores (MCRITXI per dream than their
male counterparts, in both of the major induction data
analyses

9) There lvere significant correlations between the
interval measures of lucidity (tOTLUC and TDNL) and the two
measures of dreamer development (MCRITX and TOTDEV). fn
addition, there were significant rank-order correlations
between an ordinal measure of lucidity (MLUC) and all four
individual subscales of the Dreamer Development scale (MREF,
M.INTE& MROLEX and IT1ACTUAL).



Summary and Conclusions

Summary of the Lucid Dreanl fnduction Study
one hundred and sixty one members of the Association

for Research and Enrightenment participated in a three_week
lucid dream induction study. Out of these original 16l
subjects, 136 completed the study, for a compretion rate ofg4t.

Conducted through the nail, the study involved apre-treatment period of baseline dream eollection (for someof the subjects), a treatment period, and a post-treatment
period of dream recording. The study tested the efficacy oftwo lucid dream i-nduction strategies. The first strategy
the Dream Reliving technigue was based on r+riting down,reliving and revising a past, unpleasant dream in fantasy
prior to bedtime. The second strategy the Motivational
Essay technigue entailed writing and revising, if
neccessary' an essay on why the person wished to have rucid
dreams.

The study investigated two related concepts regarding
dreamer changes' First, the rating procedures assessed
whether the dreamer had become atare that he/she was
dreaming (i'e' rucid) or had been on the verge of this
al^tareness (i.e. pre-lucid). Second, another rating scale
assessed whether the dreamer vras showing si.gns ofpersonality development on the dream le,zel (Rossi , 1972, , as
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neasured by

change, and

the dream.

I 13.

the amount of reflectiveness, interaction, role
constructive behavior exhibited in the course of

subjects erere randonry assigned to one of five groups.
The first two groups received the Dream Reriving treatment;
the second two groups received the ilotivationar Essay
exercise; and the control subjects (i.e. Group fivel were
randomly assigned to one of the two treatments, but onry
after serving as the control group for the first two weeks
of the study.

.Prior to'the induction week, Groups one, three and five
corlected baserine dreans for one ueekr so that comparisons
could be made between their baserine scores and their
induction week scores- rt was found that onry the group
receivj.ng the Dream ReI.iv,ing treatment (Group one) evidenced
significant increases on any of the criterion measures.
specifically, the Dream Reriving Group achieved significant
increases on both measures of rucidity. The Motivationar
Essay group (Group three) produced non-significant increases
over.their baseline lucj_dity measuresi and the control
group (Group five) exhibited a significant decrease in
total dreams reported and in one of the rucidity measures
(TDNL).

Groups one and three arso collected post-treatment
dreams- However, the increases evident in the induction
reek data (for Group one) had disappeareo in the
post-treatment data. Neither group exhibited significant
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changes in their scores, except that Group one submitted
significantly fewer dreams during this third-week dream

collection phase.

After the three baseline data-collecting groups had

been analyzed for within-group changes, they !'tere compared

on the induction week data. Group one had used the Dream

Reliving exercise; Group three had carried out the
ltotivational Essay exercise; and Group five had simply
repeated the first-week task of recording dreams. The only
slgnificant difference between the three groups, after their
first-week measures had been entered as control variablest
was on total deviations from non-lucidity (TDNL): Both

treatment groups significantly outperformed the control
group on this measure of lucidity.

Groups one and two, and groups three anC four, were

then combined to form two larger groups. This was possible
because these same-treatment groups did not differ
si-gnificantly on the i-nduction week measures' even though

Groups one and three had aiready spent a week recording
baseline dreams.

When the two expanded treatment'groups and the control
group r,{ere analyzed for between-group differences, the
groups differed significantly on TDNL and MCRITX. When

separate a priori contrasts were computed between each pair
of groups, the Dream Reliving group and the Motivational
Essay group significantly outperformed the. control group on

TDNL. The Dream Reliving group also achieved significantly
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higher numbers of critical scores per dream (MCRITX) on the
Dreamer Development'scare than the Motivatronal Essay group.

hlhen the contror subjects' dreams from their third-week
induction study were poored with the two treatmeni groups,
the Dream Reliving group exhibited higher levels of all four
measures of lucidity and dreamer development. However, the
differences were significanL on the t{cRrrx variable, onry.

rt was also found that the female subjects tended to
outscore the mares on the two measures of dreamer
development. This difference reached significance on the
ucRrrx measure in both major induction week between-groups
analyses.
Discussion

Discussion of Unexpected Bas_sUng Dif ferences. As for
the performance of the individual groups, it was not
expected that Groups one and five would differ significantly
on one of the rucidity measures during the baserine data
correction- Neither the analysis of group composition, nor
the analysis of differential attrition patterns, predicted
any pre-treatment group differences. These differences may
have been spurious. However, there courd have been
pre-study differences between the groups that the researcher
sinply did not assess. For examprer.the groups may have
differed in the degree to which their constituents were
familiar with the researcher's previous writings, or with
the subject of lucid dreaming in general, and were thus able
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to anticipate the objectives of the study to a differlng
extent- This eould have been easiry assessed in the Dream
Study Questionnaire. However, thls guestion may have also
aLerted the subjects prematurely to the purposes of the
study.

Discussion of t{ithin-Groups chanqes. The performance
of Group one indicated an overarr enhancement of dreamer
process, especiarry in regards to the lucidity neasures,
over their baseline r.evers. Gi.ven Group one,s performance,
it was somewhat surprising that Group. three (lrotivational
Essayl faired to exhibit any significant increases over
their baseline measures, and even decrined modestry on the
measures of dreamer development.

Group five performed in an unexpected manner. rnstead
of maintaining constant levers of the criterion measures
from week one to week two, Group five exhibited significant
decreases on total deviations fron non_lucidity TTDNL), as
well as on totar dreams reported. Arthough Group five was
expected to maintain a constant baseline performance, it
appears that the second week of baseline dream colrecting
may have been a fatiguing experience.for the subjects, who
had already been informed that some form of dream induction
task was ahead- rt could have been that when they opened
the sealed instructions for the second week, hoping to find

.-l4structions for inducing "certain types of herpful dream
States"t they grer,rr somewhat frusLrated, rearizing that
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this apparent frustrati.on or fatrgue effect suggests
that Group five's performance should not be seen as an
objective refrection of ordinary dream recall during the
second week of a dream collection task. rnstead, it needs
to be seen ln the context of Group five,s expectations. The

control subJects had been assured of participation in a
meaningful experiment. Thus, they hrere looking forward to
something different than sirnply collecting their dreans for
two consecutive r+eeks. !.lthough the orientation letter
clearly explained that some of the subjects would be

collecting dreams for two consecutive weeks, apparentry this
knowledge did not offset some degree of frustration or .:
fatigue in the control group.

rf a true no-treatment control- group had been included
in the design, the second week's performance would have
possibly remained stabler or even would have risen somewhat
due to maturation, over the baseline levels. But ethical
restraints comperled the researcher to eventualry include
alr subjects in an induction phase, and to inform the group
beforehand that they wourd be included in the treatment.
This policy essentialry converted a no-treatment control
group to a derayed-treatment control group, whose behavior
then had to be seen as meaningfulry. related to the
anticipated treatment. Despite the frustration or fatigue
effect evident in Group five's second-week scores, the
slgnificant falr-off at least dispels the possible
eontention that drean corl.ection alone could have accounted
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for the observed significant increases in Group one,s
l.nductlon week scores over their baseline measures.

The insignificant rithin-group changes in the eriterion
measures from week one to week three, for Groups one and
three, suggest that the treatments exerted littre residual
inpact on the subjectsr everyday dream recall. on one hand,
the disappearance of treatment effects is understandable,
given the brevity of the induction phase. Houever, this
finding suggests that whereas a brief period of lucid drearn
j.nduction (at least the Dream Reliving exercise) may have
inmediate significant effects, the benefits quickly
dissappear when the induction efforts cease. Although this
return to the status r:o might be undesirable for some dream
students and counseling clients, it may also serve
constructive purposes when, for example, a client has
achieved a breakthrough on the dream }ever and needs to work
on integrating the dream behaviors into daily life. rn this
case, the temporary cessation of lucid dream induction
efforts and the concomitant cessation of lucid dream
phenomena could allow the crient to devote his/her
attention to te practical task of apptying the dream-derived
insights.

9iscussion of Between-Groups Analvses. rn regard to
the induction week data, the analyses of the three baseline
data-correcting groups revealed predictable differences
between the two treatment groups (i.e. one and three) and
the control grc,up. However, since the difference extended
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to the TDNL measure only, one can infer that the two
treatment groups experienced a greater number of pre_rucrd
and incipientry pre-lucid dreams without also achieving a
significant higher number of fulr rucid dreams, which is
measured by the TOTLUC variable.

The use of the baserine measures as covari.ates in this
analysis resurted in a significant reduction of the error
variance only for two variables TorD and rorluc. This
can be interpreted as an indication that ,,resting revers,, cf,
dream recall- .qd lucid dream freguency serve as significant
predictors of totar dream recalr and freguency of rucid
dreams in a task-oriented lucid dream induction experiment.
However, the baserine or "resting" revels of the other
lucidity measure faired to predict a subject,s induction
week performance, suggesting that pre-lucid experiences are
relaLively available to dreamers, despite their rarity in
baseline dreaming. This appears to be true for
"developmentar" dream exper,-ences, as wer_l; for the baseline
levers of MCRrrx and TorDEv fair.ed to predict a significant
portion of the extraneous variance.

rt vras not surprising that there vrere no significant
maturation effects in the groups that had corlected baseline
dreams. After all, the basel-ine perlod had been a full five
weeks prior to the induction phasei and further, 54t of the
sample reported being currently invoived i.n ongoing dream
work- Arnong 'such dream-wise subjects, it wourd have been
surprising if one week of dream reporting had exerted a
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carryover effect on the induction week performance.
The two major between_treatments analysesr conducted

with the pooled treatment groups (with and wlthout the
control group induction da.ta) indicated that the Dream
Reliving exercise was a somewhat more effective induction
strategy than the Motivationar Essay exercise. Although the
differences on the rucidity scores did not guite achieve
significance, the significant McRrrx difference persisted
through both analyses; and the trends on the other three
major variabres (TorLUc, TDNL and TorDEvl consistently.favored the Dream Reliving group.

There are severar possible explanations for the
superiority of the Dream Reliving exercise. Although the
two exercises entailed a roughly eguivarent time commitment
on the first night of the lnduction week, the Dream Reriving
subjects v/ere given fairly structured subseguent bedtime
activities; that is, to relive the new ,,dream,, in fantasy,
and to revise it if they so desired. The *otivationar Essay
subjects, in contrast, ldere merery told to review their
essay, and to revise it if they so desirecr. rf a Dream
Reliving subject had been satisfied with his/her original
revised dream, he/she was still required to relive the
experience each night prior to going o s1eep. In contrast,
Essay subjects vrere not reguired Lo conduct an eguivalent
recapitulation of their first-night assignment. Therefore,
lt is quite possible that the Essay subjects actuarry spent

,o"t"== time in their pre-sleep efforts after the first night
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than the Dream Relivlng subjects. Thus, tine commitment
arone may have accounted for some of the differences in the
tyo treatment groups.

rt is notable that a recent study conducted by Faber,
saayman,' and Papadopoulous (1 993) found that unstructured
fantasyr or "active imagination,' (Jung, 1 961 l, signifieantly
increased the "archetypality" (Jung, 1 901 ; Kluger, 1g7sl of
noeturnal dreams. The researchers based their hypotheses on
Jungrs notion that naking fantasy and dreams are virtually
i.nterchangeable processes, and that active,imagination wilr
stinurate the production of deep, archetypal imagery in a
person's ensuing dreams.

Although the present study focused exclusively on
:

evaruating dreamer process changes, rather than dream
imagery or content changes, it is possible that the Dream
Reriving exercise may have stimulated higher levels of the
criterion measures -- and perhaps eveh a higher incidence of
archetypal imagery -- _by virtue of merery having included a

fantasy component. Although it is probabre that the thrust
of the fantasy (i.e. to respond lucidly) had as much to do
with the observed changes in dreamer'process, the fantasy
component alone could have made the difference between the
Dream Reliving exercise, and the Motivational Essay
exercise.

rn regard to the testing of Hypothesis Five, which
compared the trvo expanded treatment groups and the contror
group, it is perhaps surprising that the Motivational Essay
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group's means were almost identical to the control groupts

neans. Except for the slgnificant difference on total
deviations from non-lucidity, the Essalt grouPrs performance

during the induction week was virtually indistinguishable
from that of the control grouP.

The distinction between the Essay group and the control
group is further weakened when one examines the derivation
of the TDNL measure: This variable ls simply the sum of
Iucid, pre-Iucid, and incipient pre-Iucid dreams occurring
in a given week. Therefore, this measure includes lhe ict'"
number of lgcid dreamsr or TOTLUC. So, by looking at a

group's TOTTUC mean, one can see the extent to which the

TDNL mean was affected by full lucid dreams. Since the

Motivational Essay group achieved virtually the same TOTLUC

rating aS the control group, then it can be inferred that
the TDNL differences are due to incipient pre-i"ucid and

pre-lucid dreams only. One can conclude, therefore, that
while the Motivational Essay effects an increase of
pre-Iucid dreams, it is a poor strategy for inducing full
lucidity as good as no strategy' it appears.

The poor performance of the Motivational Essay subjects
3uggests that desire alone may be an insufficient induction
strategy. Since one can infer from the respectable
completion rate for all groups that the subjects vrere

motivated participants, then it appears that lucid dream

induction is much more effective when motivation is coupled

with an appropriate cognitive strategy.
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As a strategy for inducing rucidity, the Motrvatronal
Essay could have even provoked a counterproductive reactlon
on the part of some subjects. For example, the request to
write an essay on t'why r r{ant to Have Lucid Dreamsr,, cou}d
have been construed as a reguest to justify one's desire to
participate in the study. rf the request was perceived this
yiyr subjects may have either been unabre to convince
themserves' or fert indignant that they rrere expected to
provide reasons for rranting something of obvious benefit t,o
them. such a reaction wourd have surery undermined their
enthusiasm for the subsequent tasks.

rf the Essay subjects had reacted to the essay task,
one rrourd expect to have seen some evidence of this reaction
in the number of dreams .submitted for the week. However,
the Essay group submitted slightly more dreams than the
Dream Reriving group duri.ng the induction week. Further,
the attrition patterns across groups did not refrect a
differential reaction to the r4otivational Essay treatment.

The differences due to sex on the degree of dreamer
development (ldcRrrx) were not anticipated; nor are there any
clues 1n the rucid dream literature as to why this came
bbout- However, one can infer that the femares responded to
the lucid dream task in a more generarized and integrated
fashion than the male subjects. This finding is more
understandabler perhaps, when theory and research outside
tbe field of'lucid dreaming is considered.

Castillejo ( 1 978 ) uses the terms ,'dif f used,' and
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"focused" to differentiate between typically feminine and

masculine forms of awareness and conceptualization. Baslng
her notions on Jung's model of the psyche (19611, she says

that these perceptual styles are available to both sexes,
but have become associated with the sexes due to social and

biological constraints.
In a similar, supportive vein, the research on

tremispheric specialization has revealed that males tend to
have dominant left-hemispheres, denoting an enphasis on

analytical and verbal processes. In contrast, uomen tend to
exhibit less specialized cerebral organization, and

apparently rely to a greater extent on the intuitive and

spatial processing capabilities of the right henisphere.
Given the strong link between dreaming and the activiation
of the right hemisphere (Bakan,197Bl, one might expect
individuals with dominant right hemispheresr or with
integrated hemispheric functioning, to excell on dream r

recall or induction tasks.
Although this research'and theory has no direct bearing

on lucid dreaming per s€, it does provide models through
which one might predict and investi-gate sex differences in
future lucid dream induction studies.

piscussion of the Phenomenoloqv of the Induction Study
For a

lnduction
counselor who intends to use lucid dream

as a therapeutic intervention, it is simply not
know that a technigue worksr or that it producesenough to
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statistically significant results. one must arso be able to
anticipate a clientrs subjective response to the
lntervention. For this r.eason, some of the gualitatrve or
phenomenological aspects of the lucid dream induction study
dre summarized. rt is hoped that this brief dlscussion wilr
better enable researchers and therapists to approach lucid
dream induction more knowredgeably and strategically.

Forms of Resistance and Non-compliance. A number of
subjects enclosed letters and brief notes along with their
dreams, explai.ning why they had found the experiment herpful
or not- some of the most valuable letters, from the
standpoint of pranning future induction studies, presented
various forms of resistance and non-compliance.

one of the earli.est "compraints', concerned the rack of
ful1 disclosure in the notices and orientation letters.
rnterestingly, a professionar psychotherapist made the only
overt objection to the vagueness in the project,s
objectives, saying "r was rea] surprised you didn't give any
info for this study regarding...what you're trylng to do.
would that have maybe biased it? rf r wasn,t famiriar with
you and your work, r don't think r would have participated
with the sketchy background provided. r rook forward to
seeing your hypotheses.

This objection provides a grimpse into the unusuar
contract between the researcher and the subjects. rn
chosing to work with such a population, where the subjects
uere treated as cJa-researchers, the researcher increased the
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likelihood of provoking the subjects' reactance by
withholding inforrnation from them. Although this
potentially probrernatic researcher-subject relationship may

be atypical, it arguably comes closer to approximating a

counselor-client relationship than most tradj.tional research
settings allow. Further, lt allowed the gesearcher to
obtain valuable feedback that college freshmen, for
instancer REy have been loathe to provide.

Several subjects alluded to some resistanee to the
wording of the induction materials, or to the induction
exercises themselves. One man said he found the Dream

Reliving exerci.se pointless and refused t6 do it. He then
proceeded to submit over 20 dreams for each of his three
weeks of participation, making it difficult for the
researcher to know how to treat his data. (Note: Such data
v/as included i-n the analyses under ghs assurnption that there
had been other non-compliant subjects who had simply not
confessed their deviance. ) Several other subjects indicaLed
that the exercises frad not seemed effective; and thgy
usually blamed the failure of the exercises on themserves.

Three subjects exptressed some fgar toward lucid
dreaming per s€r or toward the particular induction tasks.
one person wrote, "r realize r'ma little apprehensive about
rucid dreaming and scared of it. rt means getting in touch
with other energies and dealing with them directly
something I've always been nervous about...,, Another
subJect wrote "I think f'm a bit scared to experience the
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'bright light | . . . Elt this time, ,, ref erring to the phenornenon
of light which sometimes accompanies the arousar of
lucidity. A third person found the Dream Reliving exercise
disturbingi for it got her back in touch with a frightening
nightmare, which she had difficulty re-living. she wrote,
"r didn't remember any dreams duringtheweek of the dream
induction exercise. r had great difficurty re-living the
nightmare each night. r encountered a wall of resistance r
couldn't get around, and my conscious efforts to break
through tt seemed to have the reverse effect on my dream
recall. t'

Performance Expectalions Affect Outcome. Not
surprisingly, the subjects employed in this study tended to
expect a rot of themselves. After arr, over harf of them
regularly worked wi-th their dreams. Arthough the researcher
assured them that their performance on the induction task
would remain confidential, and that every dreanr was an
important contribution regardless of its quarity, most of
the subjects apparentry regarded the induction task as a
test of their abirity as a dreamer, and proceeded to invest
a great ceal in the outcome. rt also became crear from the
retters that the subjects expected the researcher to
interpret their experiences arong traditional 1ines, and
ultimately telt them what their clreams ,,meant,,.

Given this context of high perforrnance expectations, it
nas not surprising that many subjects encrosed aporogies for
the guality of their dreams. One person wrote, ,,f have
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never had such straightforward dreams. Not only that, but
nost of then suggest a thirst for power and contror.,'
Another subject said that she had "never had, or bothered to
recall maybe, such tunpoetict dreams. They alr seemed very
base and not like my usual dream recall.,,

several subjects encLosed notes explaining why the
induction week had been a "bad week,' for tirem to
participate. Travel obligations, vlsitors, special work
responsibilities and fatigue seemed to figure prominantly in
these explanations. such notes frequently included exam.ol*s
of their dreams from previ.ous timesr ds a testirnony to their
capacity for deep, meaningful dream .*p"ri"rrces.

Concerted effort nay have, paradoxically, worked
against some of the subjects' performance cluring the
induction phase. one woman, who enclosed two ,,apocryphal',

lucid dreams, sai.d plaintively, "rt seems that when r tried,
it didn't work. But when r didn't need to have a lucid
dream, r did...Before the project, r had been having them
ri.ght aIong." Another subject comprained of failurel despite
her diligent efforts: "r'm so disappointed that r have been
abre to offer so rittle! r can,t understand the lack of
dreams orr at leastr rny remembrance of them, since it is
most unusual. could r have been trying too hard?"

The spontaneous occurrence of lucid dreams just before
or after the induction phase lends further support that the
induction efforts may have actually impeded some of the
subjects' performance. one man reported that he had
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experienced two lucid dreams just p.io. to the induetion
phasei but had been unabre to produce them during the
study.

The desire to succeed probabry induced some subjects to
emberlish their dream reports. rn anticipation of this, the
researcher asked the four dream judges to note any dreams
which seemed suspect in any way. The dream raters seemed to
agree that most of the subjects who ,,edited,, their dreams
did so by making interpolated comments which courd easily be
separated from the actual dream report. The dream raters
were told sirnply to ignore these clarifying statements.
However, the dream raters encountered two dreamers whose
purported lucidity seemed to have no i.mpact whatsoever on
the dream drama as though the statement had si.mpry been
inserted in the rniddre of a non-rucid dreann. considerrng
that over 1800 dreams !/ere rated, however, these possible
embellishments probably had rittre impact on the results.

Conclusions

rn concrusion, this study tentaLively demonstrated the
superiority of the Dream Reliving exercise over the
t'lotivational Essay technique as a toor not onry for
inducing greater lucidity in dreamsr. but also for
encouraging healthy personality functioning on the dreasr
level (Rossi t1972l.

Regardless of which technigue a subject used , 25t of
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the particlpants rrere able to experience a fulr lucid dream
during the induction perlod; and {2t of the subJects
reported achieving lucidity or some degree of pre-lucidity.
Moreover, the less experienced subjects also demonstrated an
ability to induce lucid dreaming, suggesting that the
induction procedures accomplished more than merely
increasing the lucid dream frequency of arready-adept lucid
dreamers. rn fact, 10 of the subjects who reported having
Lucid dreams rarely or .not at all prior to the study vrere

able to experlence full lucidity at some point in the
treatment or post-treatment phases of the study. Thirteen
more of these inexperienced dreamers were able to experience
some degree of pre-lucidity during the study. This level of
success within a two-week period indicates that lucid dream
phenomena might be practically accessible to motivated,
consenting counseling clientsr dS werl as individuals
pursuing a self-directed program of dream work.

one may also tentatively conclude that lucid drearning
is accessibre through relatively simple and brief pre-sleep
exercises conducted at home. From the standpoint of the
professional counselor or psychotherapist, the advantage of
using home-study induction techniques is obvious: rnstead
of taking up valuable counseling time with induction
procedures, the therapist can assign the induction efforts
as homework, and reserve the counsering time for the
processing of dreams and rerevant here-and-now material.

untir now, the therapeutic value of rucid drearning has
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been based aLmost entirely on anecdotal claims, and brief
ilinicar observations (Halriday, 19g2). However, this study
has indicated that lucid dream inductlon efforts do not
merely facilitate an increase of dreamer lucidity, but
indirectly catalyze an increase in constructive
participation in the dream drama. specifically, the
significantry higher levels of MCRrrx in the Dream Reliving
Group over the ttotivationar Essay group (llypotheses Five and
Sixl, indicates that the Dream Reliving exercise effecterj irl
enhancement of personality functioning on the dream lever
(Rossi, 1972r. This finding helps to disgel the possible
argument that lucid dreaming represents an unheaLthy,
disassociated state a criticlsm that has been leveled by
traditionar psychiatry at the phenomenologically similar
"out-of-body" experience (Gabbard, Twemlovr and Fowrer,
19821. rf there had been any doubt about the therapeutic
impact of .rucid.dreaming in the past, i_ts association with
such constructive dreamer process should confirm its place
in the repertory of desirable therapeutic experience.
Implications for Future Research

The results of this study indicate that lucid dreaming
can be more effectively induced by coup.ring a subject,s
desire and motivation with an appropriate cognitive
exercise, than by relying on the subject's motivation arone
to produce the desired effect. In light of this,
researchers should perhaps investigate a variet,y of
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induction exercises, which involve fantasy, pre-sleep
suggestion and other cognitive strategies, in order to
determine the most ef'fectlve combination of components.

Thig study arso suggests that tuctd dream studies need
not be conducted in a laboratory. Arthough home-based
studies allovr ress contror over extraneous variabres, they
are reLatively inexpensive. rn addition, home-based studies
permit a researcher to assess the capacity of subjectsr to
induce rucid dreams in a real-rife setting. For a
counselor, who has little contro] over his crientrs sreep
and dream habits, such studies wourd be especi.ally valuabre
in determining the practicatity of introducing rucid dream
induction as homework.

Knowing that induction efforts can actualry inhibit the
occurrence of lucidity in some subjects (see above
Discussion of phenomenorogy), shourd, perhaps, affect the
design of .fu.ture. experiments. For instance, a researcher
could design a study as a four-week induction study, during
which each subject spent the first and third weeks trying to
have lucid dreams, and then r,rested', in the second and
fourth weeks. During these off_perisds, one could thenttcapture" the phenomenon as it occurred under ress
stressful, less perfor^mance_oriented conditions.

Future studies should eventually evorve stancardized
instruments for assessing rucidity. Arthough this study has
{emonstrated that a hiqhly reliable lucid dream rating sca}e
can be easily formurated, problems stilr remain in
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operationallv defining such coneepts as pre-lucidity. rt lsthe opinion of this researcher that the lack of clear,
unambiguous definitions for the varlous phenomena associatedwith lucidity is a form of intentr.onal negrect; for a hostof philosophicar problems rie in wait. An exampre of one ofthese problems has been the difficulty in distinguishinglucid dreams from out-of-body experlences (Green, l96g).

one of the most significant contributl0ns of thepresent study has been its exproration of the relationship
between lucidity per se, and other aspects of constructive
dreamer process. previous studies have examined lucidity inlsolation from other aspects of dreamer behavior. If 1uciddream induction ever gains wide acceptance as a therapeuticintervention, it will probabry be because researchers haveshown that lucidity is i.nextricably bound to a process ofpersonality growth- To continue along these lines,

researchers mlght consider, for exarnple, subjecting luciddream induction data to Kluger I s archetypality scale(Kluger, 1975r in order to assess the rerationship betweenlucidity and Jungian principles of psychol0gical maturation.Another approach wourd be to introduce pre_ and post_testingto assess personality changes which accompany lucid dreaminduction.
Future studies would do wer-' to exprore the apparentsex differences which have emerged in the present study.Although these differences did not extend to the luciditycriterion measures, they nevertheless suggest that mares and

t
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females may have distinctive h,ays
induction tasks, and may requlre
strategies for optimal results.
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of responding to dream
different induction

Above arr, future studies should continue to exprore
the inducibirity of lucid dreaming and constructive drearner
process with samples even more representative of the generar
population. The present study represented a move in that
directi.on; but it is still not crear if lucidity is a latent
eapacity within nost individuars. rf this can be
demonstrated ttrrough the evolution of effective induction
exercises -- and rucid dreaming moves beyond the status of
an anonaly which can be easily dismissed then lucid drean
induction will doubtress serve as an important therapeutic
and gronth tool in the future.
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Appendix A:

Dream Lucidity Scale
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DRE^}{ LUCIDI1Y SCALE

Instructlons:
You w!'11 be glvlng each dream a rarrng of 01 r, 2, or 3. To deternlne

phich rating to give, first read the dream report carefully. Then, usr.ng
the criterla outrines below, decide wtether the drean is non-rucid (0),
impllcitly pre-lucid (t), pre-lucid (2i, or lucld (3). A drean cannor be
rnore ih"n one tyPe' rf you think a drean fits nore than one categoryr r€-
read the dream and then assign it one numerical ratlng. rf you canrt declde
uhich of tr':o ratlngs to assign, chose the rower of the tuo.

Criteria:
0----Non-luc id drearn----Thei?:[IEEJarn, nsr nakesthat the experLence isthls description.

dreamcr never questions the realitystatenents which irnply hers awarea dream. ltosc ,rordinary,, dreanrs fit

t----1*pti"irty pt"-tr ---In this rype of dream, tlredreaner may be=drtled by some o<idity, and r",onder whaL,sgoing on; hut the dr:eamer does ,r,r, ""a,ruJ-ly ask, ,,rs thisa drearn?" The dreamer may talk atrouE fiorio,r. dreams, reaLizethar he/she has dreamt rhis beforc, etc. Brrt cire crucialquestion, "Am I dreaning?,' is ,ru.ru, ,at"a. For cxample,the dreamer.-mav say to inother por"on; ;you r.,ere in nv dreamslast nightr" or "Tieret s sornething noc .igir-.iira^"ati"l,,But unless the dreamer actually qJest:lgis whcrlrcr rheexperience could be a dream, thi;re;, should rcceive thisrating, not the higher pre_lucia ,"cfrrgl'
Z---lr:-t"cla al""*:__Tt,e dreaner ac-tually asks himself , ,,AmI dreauringr" or "fs this a dream.,, Srcf, a qscsLion must bein the dream for a dream to receive this rati'g. lrovre'errthe dreaner never concludes that lt ls a drearr; that is,the dreamer never becomes lucid
3----Lucid dream----Not onry does thc drcarner questron thc rearity;'thr e-perience, but'he actualry concrudes tlrat he is, 

'nfact, dreaming. This realization nrav io-ont" morrentary befoi.ethe dreamer rapses back into i".-r".ia"J.u"n,ing. Even so,the drean should rcceive a ratipg of ,,3,,.
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Appendix B:
The Dreamer Development Scale
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lItE DREAITER pETTELOPHENT SCALE "

You wlll now be glving each dream four roore ratlngs. The Dreaner

Developnent Scale (OOS) Ls cornprlsed of four separate subscales, each of
trhich is described be1ou. Each subscale measures a partlcular quallty
pertaining to the dreamerrs str*e of responding to the dream content.

As such, each scale neasures something about what the dreamer is thinking

or dolng, rather than some quallty of the dream content or s1rmbols.

Your task will be to give L""n dream a ratlng froo 1-5 on each of

the four DDS subscales, depending upon how much the dreamer exhibirs the

particular quality neasured by the subscale. A rating of t'ltt means thtt
the dreamer exhibited very little of the quali.ty. A rating of "5" means

that the dreamer exhibited verv much of the quality. 'The four subscales

and the dreamer qualLties they measure are described below:

Subscale One: Reflectiveness

This dreamer quality can be defined as the extent to which the dreamer
questions, nonders, and/or thinks critically about the situations and
characters lre encounters in the drearn. Words like ttrealizett, tta$arett,
"thought abcut...", etc. shoulC clue you to the p:esence of reflcctivencss.
Resistance to the flow of things can also be seen as a sign of reflective-
ness. For exanple, the. dreamer may find hinself/herself ln a classroou
taking an exam, and start wondering whether or not he/she is actually
enrolled in the course

Subsc'ale Tlro: Interaction

Thls dreamer quallty can be defined as the e)-terrt to which the dreamer
lnteracts or dialogues uith the characters or oljects in the dream.
Please note that the dreaner nust be actually participating in the
{nteraction, and not just watching others interact.. A low score on
this scale should be given vhen there is vircually no interaction berween
the drearner and other characters in the dream. For exanpre, "r saw
John, but we said nothing to each other." should receive a 'lrr. An
escaFee from prison, however, is lnteracting (althoug,h unwillingly)rrith some pursuer, and should receive a slightly higher ratlng. con-versation, fighting, lovenaking, etc. should receive higher scores
on this scale.
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139.Subscale Three: Self_concept, 
.Role or Status Changes

3f"*":T,:._:":_tlty is probabty rhe bardeci i^ -_- _easr.est uay ro ;;;;'.;: I::fft.t the bardesr to sresp ar flrsr. rhe

iii,i ;" ru;. "J:l -" -";'1. ".,11'":':ilt iii'i" i"o i :,:ii. ii*:* ;?T"
-do1ng, nt"7i"it"nple' an innrate nay be-"l""J.a..frorn pri"oi.' rn so

$l;'l il + Ti"Ttr T;l:'i t:{l'i'*ii "ff 11 # 1f* ", j+ *.r.magine-iir.-"""tn the rirst ""lTll": ;J;; ii1: ::r". tnea,e, one night.r,"-""ia.';" j"ol"H:":"::i"":i#:] j:Jl"j;-.. o.."rident, or giventhis scale. 'ure qna'ges deserve even higher-."Jrrrg" oo

:
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subscale Four: Actuarization of constructive BehaviorI?ris drearoerr" ""eigi'i,::.:itl!l*"lirll i:f,1i:.:"";::. exrenr to which- rhe drean:er:;l':::ff ",jJ"l"*:":: -. TJ. 
";il;: : :";:." "' "riz ed bv conri d.n.. I**"

iii.x=p,i*$x;':.':xtjii:f,t'F:$j"ii'i$l+,:"u"of basicallv constructive-Jlrivities. 
"oi"hl;:."-i::,:l;;1.", 

any numberii,ff il; ii;: T"iilil;; ;il; ";;: T,""Ill'ni l":" "i::l:ljil: {:.';ljfff '
To fauili arize you with the process of S.nrina ^ :_-scoring a drearn, f rve rirrittenout three dreams' and rated them according to the criteria rrve listedabove' By exarnining my ratings, r hope to convey to you as preciselyas possible how I think about these scales. It is Lmportant for us tohave the sarre notions about the qualities being measuredl and since &Iscores wi'1l serve as a test of sorts for the accuracy of yoursr preasetry to get into my frane of nlnd as you read over the folloring drearnsand their ratings' After you read over these' exanples and ask me questionsregarding thern, Iou should be ready to begin rating dreams yourself..Dream Exarnple One:

ttrtE cri t h .- ^! JrishinJ ;;::1":"r::.::.lilnl,or."illn.l",i my a8e. .oe,re
:;J "i ":::" i;, 

" 
i"*:{i':i::, : : :i il:l:irii ":,:: : : #, .:j: i :".annoved. He says thar-i ;;;;;';;,,-n::.u]ir:. the order ".n """r". !h" ii"i u"'i"::ti":ii;*trlouto t'""""Jli.Jr., i.-ti'*y du"i"ion-",,J f*l' -r ""v ;; di_L:: :i;:""i"::il;.free. He is stilt upser.,, thet r really panred.r,i""ii=i ro go



Drean Lr.rcidity Score; O

Score: 4 --- Role Change

1 {0.
-- Ref lectlveness Score:
Scorei I --- Actuallzation

4 --- fnteractlon
Score: 3

Discussion: rt should be clear that ihe drean 1s non-ruc{d, since thereis no awareness that the expericnce is a dream (lucidity) no questronlng ofthe reality of the experience (pre-lucidity), and no aware'ess of oddnessor dreamlike happenings (luplicir pre-lucidity). The dreamer is, however,hlghly reflective' and deserves a rather high ratr.ng. Note the statemen.,I'I realize that f rarely release my catches,,. Also, the drearnerrs con_versation vith the older unn reveals a reflective process. So I r*ouldgive it a 4 or even a 5. As for interaction, the dreaner has to deal wlththe older manrs upset'. The conversation is pretty heated, so the inter_action is pretty lntense. 0nce again, r would grve lt a 4, but a 3 would
seem okay too. As for role change, r do not see much happening.here,
unless one might construe the release of the fish as a change from therole of "fisherman" to "emancipator,,. Even so, r wouldnrt give it moretiran a 2. As for the actualization of behavior score, I wouLd give it anoderately high rating because the dreaner rereased the fish; however,

because he could have possibly done better by taking into consideration
the feelings of those around hin, rru not wilring to give the drearner morethan a 3.

Dream Example Two:

"Ifm running-frorn a man r,rho wants to kill mc. As f dodgeJ'n and our of igils pr;";;; i sr"rt rhinking rhat this mienr uei.!lffi;. ;"::i:::::.:i;i-ij.riusr be- h'i;;'.; i."ii"g^.r"'o'iilir",-

i"T; ltli"l';; :f":ii:":i;:.:.iH'liil.il, l' ;:';:1,:: :i-il;i""''r open a door. and see ,;; ;; lii;;;l"iil; irirl:.lr:,,:1";::jT::r walk up ro hi*, -and t"p hir on rhe "r,o"iJ"r] He wheeli around,:i;f,""i,.:.':;";;:":*:;,:::t;. T :l:"0::::.:"";":io.l:::f;n.;l:, r



l:11it"l; suspiciousi bur then..rre graaualrysoftens' Flnarly, he reac.hes up and to.rches-ry i";;, too.rf

. 
Drean Luciiity score: 3 --- Reflectlveness sco.re: 5 -- rnteractl0n
score: 5 --- Role change score: 5 -- Actuelizatlon of behavlor score:

Discussion: Thls drean clearly is.a lucid experlence, and rates a 3 on
the DI'S' As for reflectiveness, the dreamer rs highly reflective as he
questions the reality of the experience. rn this dreaE, the process of' reflectiveness leads to lucidity, which ls certainly not always the case
in dreams' But in this dream, the lucidity seale and the reflectiveness
scale are zeroing in on the sarne thinking process at the beginning of the
dream. As for lnteraction, one could hardly ask for more in the way of
intense Lnteraction. Altbough the dreauer starts off lnteracting wlth
the man only as a pursuer, he finalry confronts the rnan directry, thus
deserving a high score on this subscale. And as for the actualizatlon
of constructive behavior, what could be better than reconciling their
differences in a bold, creative nanner? This dream rcprescnts the upper
end of the five scales.

Dleam Exanple Three:

"rrn out in the garden planting seeds. My rreighbor yerlsat me over her fence, saying tnat n! manure is driving her crazy.r get mad, make an obscene gesture at her and stornp off into thehouse. J. comes up and askJ whar;r-;;;;. r say, ,rr,s her again,.,l
Drearir Lucrdity score: 0 --- Reflectiveness: l --- rntcraction: 4 ---
Role Change: I --- Actualization: I

Discussion: This dream clearly rates a zero on the lucldity scale. As
for reflectiveness, he doesnrt stop .o quesEion, ponder, thlnk about, etc.
trhatts happening: He simply reacrs unhesitatingly. As for lnceraction,
he ls engaged in a pretty heated encounter, but qulckly leaves tle scene.
$o r wourd give it a 4, hut noc a 5. llis brier- conversarlon *-ith J. also
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rePresents lnteraction. As for role change, there wasntg +rgh of a shlft
here. one urlght say that t".rirot fron,'gardener,, to,,angry nelghbori,
btrt I think thls ls stretching the lntentlon of this scale,. Ir rnlght
$arrant a 2, but certal.nly no more than that. As for constructl.ve behavior,
the dreamer struck out entirely.
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Appendix C:
Dream Reliving Exercise
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DREAU INDTrcTION E]GRCISE:

The Dream Rellvrng Technlque

very few studles have been conducted thus far on the subjecc of Lnduclng luctddreanlng' rnterestinglr, the stuates that have conpared iwo or nore technlqueshave tended to sttow ttrai all iethods resul-t ln uoderate success and that asyet no single method stands out as clearly s,rp".ro. to the others.
Your task for today is, to engagg ln a sinple exerclse called the ,Dreau RellvingTechnique'r, which r belleve i"ira be a hlihly effectlve lucld dream inductlone*erc{se for you.

Follow the sinple stePs outlined belov. space has been provlded for the writlngtasks. ;

Step One:

Th{nk back over your d,reams and try to recall the nost recent dream that wasunpleasant to you' rf you cannot rernember one that flts this descrlpclon, thentry Lo recal'l a dream ln which lucidrty glg- have improved your r€sponses tothe dream' and helped to brLng abour "-rFlesirable outcoq!. rf you canrtthink of a drean that flts evln-thfs clescrrpiion, then r ,o.anr you to rearla reeenr (or not so rec_ent) unpleasanr encoi;;;;'"i;;"";;;;; rhar happenedwhil-e you were gke' wrlte til" d.""m (or waking event) dorn tn the space below.

Step Two:

Now r want you to get ln a comfortable position and relive the dream Ln yourfantasy' But as you do so, "iir.* ao yo.rr"uii'anra this time you wirl remainfully aldare thnt the- rttttu"yfi.."* .*p"rience is a dream and you are entirelyfree to respond to the o',ro.ri" in,any way you like. Try to be as creative andreconciling Lo the otherwise unpl"""".rt-"i'r..."t".s and situations. lJithouE-actually trving to change the dream images, simply observe horr the dream char-€cters and events chang- in response ro yo,rr r,.,iiltffjff"l"i." have relivedthe original experience.na u*pl.ienced ".,.r,,lucid,, version of it, wrLte thenfr version dor'n in the space provided on the back of this page.
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Step Three:

Now you bave a mental tool rhich can aid you ln your lucld dream lnduetionefforts thl's week. Place the ner r'lucld" drean Leslde your bed and beforegols to sleep -ggqh nl.g'ht, spend 5-15 nlnutes relLvrng ihe experieoce onceagaLn to renlnd youreelf of the pronise of lucld dreantng. fire fantasy naychange sl-ightly wl.th each re-enactment. Thatts f ine. You nay wish to nolethe changes for your otrn futute reference. Thenl:Ifren you flnally get ready.to go to sleep, rePeat over and over as you fa11-asleep', "I will become luctdin ny dreams"

Now -- Go to the page entltled'rlnstructions For Recordlng your Dreams", andrecord your dreams for the noct, flve nlghts accordlng to ih.s. directLons.
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DRzu{ INDUCTION EXERCISE:

The Motlvatlonal Esaay Technlque

very feu studlee have been conducted thus far on the subJect of lnduclng luclddreaml.ng. InterestinBly, the studles that have compared tlro or more techalqueshave tended to ehou tiiat all methods resula i' moderate suceess, and that asyet no single method stands out as clearry srrferror to the others.
r have often thought that desire or rl11porer alone ls the most lmportant tD-gredl'ent ln any technlque. your talk- eo. toi"y is very slnple: to wrlte abrief 150 - 300 word """ty oo "why r llant to i"rr. rrucld Drel.s,,. Ttre purposeof thls exercise 1s mo-fold: l) ao ii"r"ir"-yoo. mottvation to have suchexperlences, and thus to increase the likelihood yourll ",l""".d ln hav1ng oneor more lucld dreams this week, and 2) to "r.rt" a rrltten document __ amental focus if you will -- that you cao refer to every night before gorag tosleep for the next five nights.

Now r want you brlefly to suumarize why you uould llke to have lucld dreams.You nlght find it helpful to look back ove. rne pre-rnducti.on Text to helpyou clarify your thoughts on the xnatter. (llrtte thls essay on-your own paper.)
once you have coopleted this essay, place lt beslde ybur bed and revlew itfor 5-15 ninutes each nlght before going to sleep for the next-five nlghte.Feel free to make changei in the essay as you feel noved to do so. Then,rhen you finally get ready to go to "i..pr-r.p".a over and over as you fallasleep, "I will become lucid in ,y dreer!s,,.
Nor.r -- Co to the sheet entitledand record your dreams for che

'rlnstructions for Recording yotrr Dreamsr,,next five nights according io these directions.
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149.
- PRE-INDU9[IO,| TEXTr

Ilrnmtrcrrq{ To Tne pnnrcrpLEs tF Ltrcro Dneru,lrruc

Ttrrs anter INTRmucrIs,r ro r-E pRIr.rcIpLEs oF LrrcID DREAI,TING IS D€sIGr€D
TO PFEPARE YCI..' ITfCFIHATIO.IALLY AAID ATTIT\,DINALLY FM TFE hEXT FIVE DAYS F
LIJCID OREAI',I IT€UCTI(N. IN MY FINIO.I, IF Yg.J cAN EMBRACE TI€SE PRII.ICIPLES,
AI.ID A}.ISIVER TFE OIJESTTS.IS I've IvTeRSPERSED T}fraJc.I-I TI.€ TEXT To Yq.R o}IN sAT-
ISFACTIOI..I, YOJILL FIND YOLFIS€LF IN AI.I PTII,I,',I STATE F READINESS Fm LUctD
DREAI.IING.

I OWE TFE INSPIRATIO! FOR THE PERSOTFT(FERSC.I STYLE F THIS INTRMTETIO.I
TO A FRIE}.ID I',I.8 RECENTLY I'IAD€ IqE AT,ARE OF I-OI{ I{TH F l}.I tIPAcT A }€RE DIS-
CISSIOf'| OF LtJc ID DREAI4II'|G CAI HAVE S.l A PERSCbI WFO IS TRYING TO ttAVE l-t CID.
DREAMS. }E SATO THAT A Ccr.{VERSATIo{ wEID HAD SEVERAL YEARs AGc HAD TRTGGERED
SCn€fiIl{G INSIOE HIi{ AT TFE TII€ AIID F€ FgJhD HIMSELF HAVIIIG SEVERAT- LtJCtD
DREAI4S smf.l AFTERWARD. I, TOo' cAl.l REt€t'EtER occAslo{s trtEN TFE pRtrorJ.tD€sr
LITID DffiAIIS FA.IOTIED A DISCTJSSIS.I tr LIJCIDIW UITH A CLGE FRIEhD.

Str.rcr You Al€ I cnx'l sIT DgrN ToGETFER Alo t-rA\€ sucx A co{vERSATIs{,I nee rF€ Fq-LowIttG pERSchr-To-pERSoil rExr rrILL sERvE As An APFRcpRIATE s[,a-
STITUTE. ht€l€\€R I asx yg.J A er.Esrlo.r, pLEASE TRy ro srILL vq.RSELF BEF(nE
ANSvTERING. REtrneeR, TI-€SE ANSwERs ARE Fm you ruor\Ei you v/ILL BE KEEpIt€
TF€M FM YOJR OT'N FUTLRE REFERENCE.

DerlNlrtoN or Ltf,to DReaulhlc

Beropr You rRY To HAVE A LUCID DREAM you rlEED To KfEw pREcISELy wHAT
THE TERI'1 l"EA^is. ir's vERY sIt'4PLE REALLy. Luto DREAMING IS sltpLy rF€
EXPERIENCE OF BECCIMING AI{ARE DLRIIIG A DREAI1 THAT YOU ARE, IN FACT, DREAHIIS!
l{l.9ru we rALK ABour Yg,J HAvING A LUCID DREAI{, Tt-€N, rr€,RE ffiALLy TALKIIIG A€xr.tr
YqJ BEccl4ING A LIJCID DREAIIER. Luctotrv REFERs ro A sTATE oF AwARENEss, t.ttT
TO Scl.E CHARACTERISTIC OF TF€ DREAM COT{TENT.

lntpues op l,rbw-Luclo. PRe-Lucto aHo Lucto DpEaus

Reno orcR Tl€ Fa-LowING DREAMsT AND.TRy ro pur vg.JRSELF IN Tr€ Rctf (F
Tl-€ DREAI"€R. Tre rrnst DREATT'I IS A torH-rJclD DREAM; TIIAT ls, TF€ DREAI.IERt€vER ASKS HIMSELF, "AI,4 I DREAMING?" oR "IS THIS A DREAM?', Mosr or oLR DREAMS
ARE n*$I-LUCID.

' "IrM on oNE sIDE oF A sr-€RT FEr.rcE vrITH A \€Ry srrtL DoG.oN rre orFER SIDE Is A LARGER, MoRE AcsRESsI\E ooc. sor,4EHor,.,,
MY DM LLTTES TI-E OTI"€R (8LACK) DOG THROL,GH TF€ FENCE. IT GROWLSAT I'€; I TRV TO BE COO-. BUr rrEN F€ BITES MY HANO AhD WILLNor LFT Go."

"I 6RAB HIM By rHE r€cK AND BEGIN To sTRANGLE HIM. I oo
ENCI-rcl-l DAIVIAGE To c€T HIM To LET Go. Bur re cchrTIM*ES To uJEAKEN.I reeu soRR.l FoR TFE DoG...,' (G.S.S. 1975)
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Tre raxr DREAttt lsF A^?<ING HIt.ts€LF, "rsl€T."

150. rA "pRE{uEIDn DREAr,r. Tre o*rolT cErs ro Tr,€ potNTTHrs A ppE^,;q2" zur rrrrM^r_li-LaroEs THAT rr rs

j;.
J,1iS;6::i'.;l:i!:l'€'g

I AH THIl.xtnG m READTNG sor€THIr.lG ABq.JT EARTFouAKEs. AFEIIALE FRtEr€ cALLs; To A wlr€ow tir.r ar* $FAl.gLtAR r{x15€) ANDo(cITEu_y TELLS rrrlr irre su{ Flrs o.e_* FLAKE g,.r I?!r,I um< olrr Tl€ rtr€ow. n *xr*G^ Is A.o.rr ro. laore lr€t€RTl-€RN rffiIzo'r' -t-rcrlce 
rHAT IT-H- A BLuISs rlirr To tr, arrTHrr'x THAT'!s onosA'iv J,e ,o o *nt*of AFTER_IMAGE. I rnrlx,"Ir I Ajvr_ctREAMtnc,-i-d THAT tS rre lrerr, l€T rr€ sun!,, IN *DERTo TEsr THts, I rRy ro e*en rn ro o fgrrorr* srATE. Brrr rrcN I

.DEctDe 
rnar I'M 

^gr o*eornrnc, TH'LGT{ rre s* nAs tt\@AsED IN sIzE.(6.S.S. .rs74:'AltD FINALLY, Tl€ FoLLor{tNG DREAII IS A LUqID DREA}1. t\5:r q{_y mgs T}€re:'f*l"rf:*trLf ;;;;# HrcHr a; D-E^,{, Brrr F€ ouro<Ly
"AF'-ER R.^$.I'*G FoR A L.NG TIr.,rE FR.,._A uAlr *€ TNTEI\G To Kr.tF€, I rruroen rr I r,rrelrr- EE DREAMlnc..--i_*aroa nrar I ttsr EE.lO.{]wrxc rHAT-l naG'GixlNG To ,eon, I rLRht ARg.^cl A,.cl eo Loo<rilcFm HrM"' I eeN A l-oFFIcE oon o*o-sEE Htrrr srrir^,c-^T A DE'K,FACII.,. .A*IAY FRg't HE. i'*O'-* I-P AAo, i* 

"r,., OV T'€ SFOTLD€R. FEh,l€ELs ARo( D, RAtsEs i ern, o*o ,t*es.r*raE. I mrtRq To Mys€rfTHAT r'rorHlr\,n cAN t,ni G e=corse rr;i *o_, A DEA''. I nercn t-eA'.ID GENTLY TAJC'I 
''C S'OE OF TF€ NO*;S}OCE. Ar FIRST P€ LM<Sffif:T,,H.ry.:i:r:^ffJf'._: h" ,e *eooes qrr A o

QUESTTCN; CRN YOU THIT{< OF A RECENT, CR. I\€T-SO_R=CENT DREA,4, IN WHIC,..I
LTTIDITY COTJLD HAVE TIPRO\€D YAJR *.,"*,i,-i* ,* OREAI.I, A'O THUS LEO TO
A FG DESIRABL'E ourcot'E? ]o* otrary Do you Fr,A\€ DREAr"rs *oi IN R[7pg5pEg7,ffi ;3,ffiJ3! HT;[ ffi!fe';-il.'Jil,€r.,;,-iio;oo'il, ,.€ED ro wRrrE

LucrolrY sofvlETli€s JtJsr E'ERGE' spoNTAr€aJSLy wrrHo.JT Alrr LEAH-. E\€NTS
oR cr.€srrs.rnrc pRocEss. -ai ,,.r, rs **r._ y3ro[.v..i..ilio,DREA,r srARrs our
As A 

'€̂ FL.CID-DREAM' AttD-;En, sovgrrrtr.rci-**r=*a rror "*#TS THE DREA^€R To
AsK HTMSELF ".'.D r"ls ee i*o*o"r" ioro'u^1gc TypEs *;,*ao" EVEr{Ts nprcALLyPRtcED€ Tr€ AR',SAL oF.,rtorrr: ll o *rii_Nrhrc oR rro=uir,* E'E*,, Ar\D
2') A NnsvEr-, rraooro-,s-*-ii*o..i*i,,' *Jrr*r*. re.-yo,]r'rN* A's.rr tr,BorH rypEs F DREAIT nen rj oo^a o ,iL*i*, our_s_rF€_mDrNARy ouALrTy.MAAtr PR'FI.IENT LLrcID ryF^= HA\E 

'AID_THAT TF€y r.€RE ABLE To BEcoME
LTJCID BY FIRST.AOTICII.IG 

'*Oi"LO'O'* "O,,-Oi],,*-ORDINARY'i .UC*" REPEATED
Tt€,tsELtEs ovER Ar\D ovER ooir* tN TFEIR_o*J*s. By ZERoIwG rN oN TF€s€ RE_
PETITIU'JS EVENT'' Alo *tt*ni*G-To *a"aoL, TF{AT TF€ r€xr sr'-r HA''ENINGt{g'r-D Jq-T TF.r,,r.fyo ,.uctot'rr', ,*ra 

"d"_; E'.ENTIALL' HARr.€ss€D TF€EEG*^* (A^D sot'€TIF'€s t^tt-oio*r r cGi- ,i'ir=r* DREAMS ro rl€rR ADvA^rrAGE.



151 .Tre rq-lowlt'lG LtJctD DREAts occlfrRED AFTER TFE mEA' E\€NT FrAo RE'EATEDITSELF iL'Gm,s TII€' AND HAD BEEN cottscto.Jg-y 
=ELE.TED rds A r'6q6rr. As vcr.lREAD Tr€rit, IMAGIT€ YO.,RSELF fn ne ROLE F Tr€ DREAT€R.

"It1tH A DARr<r pr*! s.crto.r F A cITy. A vot rG r,r,AN srARTscr^srt-rc r'c ooh* mr nur-e,'r. - I r, nrarrxe Fm 
'HAT 

SEEMS TO EE A LO\reTII',IE tN TI-€ DREA'{. Tr-Eq I reCO,C-;;ft'rNEr I AlI DREAI4ING ArO THATruCH CIF MY DREA',I LIFE IS SPEI.IT RU${ING FRgq MALE PURSLERS. I SIYTo MY-*ELF' t Ir TIRED F' THrs t€\ER-ElsItrG crnsE. , I 
-srcp 

Rt $.rr.rc,N.RN AR.*JAD AID I'ALK (P TO TI€ ',IAI.I. I rg.ICrr HIM AT.o SAY, 'IS I'CREAI.IYTHING I cnN oo To r€Lp Io'J?, fe "aa**s \lERy C€NTLE AND grENTO PE AAD REPLIES' IYES. I't' 'NI''G G^ r XEED I-EI' .' I EO rOTFE APARTI'ENT TIEY snARE A,ntD TAI-K I'ITH Tl-€u BorH ABour TFEIR pRffr-E'vrrFEELIIG CclFISSTOhnTE LWE FR TF€M BOTFI." (C.D.Y., 1975)
"I At'l F.LL('I^IG A ro/tAN tut'o rs TAKI'{G i,rE To At€'-€R ,cf,{ N r*or€EDs so€ KIl.o (F FEr-p. ns_I rarx *ri* r=*, I eEerN To r€TIcEcolr'rs LyrtG O{ T}€ GRR'\D. r pro<-rrcn'w, or.r_y ro FINO MArVy waFBEFORE r!€. Au- g Tl€M ARE SILvER, Ar€ HA\E Joreg tGNhEDy oN Tl€M.I rrro A ,*JC€ s,.E, r,"rc' IS LrTERnr-lv i sAUcER_srzED MEDALLI'.T.I NEAIU THAT THIS *O'*S-O LOT IN MY DREAI.IS. I rr-Cru C'ICLI,DErruIr I msT BE mEAIYIIT.IGT I o-ce-",..#= To PMY, AND AI{AKEN Sffi!AFTEffARD." (G.S.S., t983,

Q'rsrtoru: clx vu'r rHI^K T 1 *E*NT DREArrr erer.ri TF,AT wAs so aJT-F-TF€-
'RDINARY 

tr wo.'-D-FlA\E LET YoJ KNow you *ERE oREAr,rIr.G Ir yourD srFpED ToTHIT.K AB',JT IT? FM CXNUPLE.-HAVE Yg., SEEN A DECEAS€D RELATI\E OR FRIETS INi-ffiF$.H.TT^,5iOr* EFFORTLESSLY ABOVE TT€ EARTHT SEW A FRIEI\D WITH TI-€

Is TtceE ANy sLJcH our-GF-TF.rE_oRDINARy EvENT THAT HAs occwrRED r,,,!oRE THAr,rryf#lrtlt;::*?:crD€ Now rHAr .-€ r.€xr r',€ rr HAppE^rs you,LL sr* ro ASK

Hurcx Lyt'tN cnvc. uAs oNcE ASKED 
'HAT oh' sHor.r-D Do tN A LL,crD DREAM. HE'AID "Do 

''METHI*G cREATt* rcr., BE.AUSE ,a., oou,T HA\€ MucFr rIF€ To Do IT.,,I cnN TELL Yg, wrrH co\FID€NcE TF,AT IF yo.l DoN,t DE.IDE Now 
'/HAT 

you,DLIKE TO DO (OR THINK) DURTNG.O.'* NE*T LUCID OREAM, YOU'LL PROEABLY GET SOEXCITED AEOUT TI€ MERE FACT TH.AT YAJ'RE U'CiO', IT WILL BE CI\€R BEFME YO.,cAN Do Ar.ryrHING. Ar rr-e "*a*,q., eecora-iuaro, you,LL BE so IT,IpRESSED pITHTF€ VIVID, ABSOLUTELY REAL O,O T', F WHAT "O, .EE AR0JI€ YOU, THAT YOU'LLLIKELY THIT.X< rr'S COTI.TCJd.-i"'O* A GOOD N*i". I'r€ MIOE TF€ MISTAKE OFPurrlt"lc oFF MY "PLA^hs ei*ouir." ooiaG-6r"ti*, BE.AUSE I rxq.snr I cotror:t'il:-l3.iJ,,tll:l,,. rre ^eir-rHrNc l xxew r'was A*AKE rN My BED, oR BA.K rN
Reao or,en TF€ Fq_LowING DREAms AND IMAGI^€ yor.RsELF IN TFE RLE oF TFEDREA'"€R' 

^torrce 
THAT TF€ DREAP€RS 

"orn *eoiir, ,ro, o\ER-ExcrrEr"rENT cAr{ IM-3:S.lT.ff??l*trIES FoR cR€Arrvrry AND Eui* o^euE* AN ENcorr.rrER wrrH A;:i
l;rrl.,
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"r ^fl DRE^',*{G nmilAu-Ilifo I p*o_ws€LF rN A LARGE BARN.9poe^*-v t *to.tii;ffi-l 
^"'o*.i"i*o'io HrvE FrrL DAyrrrE crN_sclq.,sl€ss- Tl€ reeiorc (F FREEOOT,{ ;hD E.'TflRIA rs H'GH. Tr€BARN rs @pos'D r-iqn 30-FOO7 wor_r-Jr LARGE STO€S Aro rstpEN To rlc sra*,rrr_r-d NrGr{T sKy. l; i, covER€D rIrH GREEN r'ossnxlcx rs urus;uar-lv vienoNr_*o oarne]' i * a* .,.,r rlE-Jors_crre*eoFLC*' MAKrr'G *e m iio_co'er-eri .ioo-r, AR*ID Tr_€ AREA. IA'q \ERY ET,OTIOTIAL zur i-r'Y TO BE .;** AAT TO CREATE \,"RYm,.H. I r<n*nr THAT AN D(cEss r e,norr-iu'*raa c^rrsE 'E To A*AKEN.I oo ewnxEN rrITH rta 'oil* 
srtLL uiuio s{ ry MIAD.,, (A.s. , rsr6r

''T A''I FLYING AR',AD, EN.JOYIT.{G MYSELF IN A LIJCID DREAI,I. ATff#tHr' I aecrN ro oqbr n" "elom,iirn*rr. As I oo, I pr-umer
o'F AGAIN.Y". &'r I GET t.P rN CMO.Gi*,,, A}ID !IA'(E NEMV TO TA'€

',Tr€N, tter Lrnar "sE: orJT F THE rfl.lsE, so I r LK r-p roTAIX rrITH HIU. T AM A.,C'ED.. A}O IVAI.IT ;" .*A-' MY =,.'ERIE}rcE WITHHrM. Fts sstres plrremrr_i Ar{D SAys, ,i-";D FFED yq., h,o.'o G€TovER YoLcl BENr rm *ese flys o. ,r"i*iln"r.. FE r're HA'TER)t-lAs BEEN FERF TwIcE ouneaov., i o"'S,.fu,.ao rnnr I ,A'AKEN,lt{,€DraTa-y. " (G.S.S. , l9z4 )Q"nsrlo'tr t*rar H'.LD yoJ LIKE To Do IN yCI..R r\€xr Lt crD DREA'T? B€cs{cRETE. THr}.r<_ABotrr 
"ot," ,igisr toeous-ono *orRATro{s BEFmE Ar€rERrlrGTHrs orJEsrrof"r. h'sceR,lt**oaav en n"r*c'ia 

"*rr",_e i*-rr_ LrrcID STATETK'H^HF,o,'jlffi ffi ff;#'#ji*lf*- yq, cA|,, BE, rF€ 
'E'ER.trhrrr nrts mclsrot oowv IN TF€ spACE BELOhr.

sor€TIMES 1I rr F€L'FUL tg..pTt A sri,trLE pF.rRAs€ oR AFFTRMATT.N THAT
yo',, cAN RE'EAT ro. youRsE.r-i"oi*g_o ,_,,.rJ'ff;I. Trr onEau i**rs ARE so
DIsrRAcrI*' op-ts''n o*Luii*-* reia-i,;;t you,LL RE.-RN rCI A No!-LUcrD srArE * Tlp_ryrtE ;^;;!I. So,-i*'o*rrr* ro wHAr-io, ".o* ro @ii:nffi:',.,iy;,?"?a;gg'lg*;: ,n_ffi; DEvrs€ o sr*i. MENTAL Foc.6

,O OSR::- TFE FOLLOI./ING DREAMS, II.IAGINING YOTRS€LF IN TF€ ROLE OF
,,A LqvG DREAn ,, *rt^I..Ta** LucrD AT TF€ END. I ar,rar't I'ty wAy rN ro sEE o ooiio*_"rrn-J^ni;L* 

'EFLE. I nenurzerrnr I AH DREAfiTNG AS r-*"*oo* *; il;L r*" rF€ REAR' I
g.&"

ffiffi



1 53.
CA'$OT YET SEE HIS FACE. I NET.IETqEER THAT B€FgRE I *Ennr TO SLEEPI rqro usE TF€_AFFTR ATT'{ lE**rorrr.r6 Tr-rAr I = 

rs ,re_"^ir,ALL TrAr r'rArrERS rs rl€ nii ,ior l nesporo," rF I srqro BECO4ELIJ.ID--I lrAD irAD€ THts succEtri* To r,rysELF. I 'ow My AwARET€ssTO TFI,AT AFFIRI4ATIO\T. r '*G iO LOCK AT O\E SPOT TO KEEP i{Y ATTENTIC.IIPCI.I IT. I ruI APRNTO rXEi-*C'O T}G CHARACTERS IN TF€ DREAI.I(ESPECrArry TrE DOCT*) rrr-i see [€ srARtr.rc-n ls *o, *o *ralGET A'IGRY 4I }EI TFUS DIVE*iIN'E MY ATTENTIOY FRO,I THE AFFIRI..IATIS.IA D CAUSING l,€ TO LOSE *r"-L,aiorrr.,, (l,l.A.T. ) tg74)"I sEE * Tsy.Tfry, h,r_€ DrED FrvE y€ARS AG(}. tts sevs'I wanr To sFor{ ysl r'frugr iNire. , r *=*rzi THAT I }rusr BEDREAMT.',G' Als TO REMIIO r.trseu, r"or i *n"'Grr,r'c To FEAR, Iffi|] 3ffi ffi:..:y'; *-y A DREAT. rrc lre*r s n€'
Qtrsrlo,tc

DURIT.IG YS,.FI }€XT
ACTIVITY.

[fner ryuro ee
LTJCID DREAIII?

AT{ APPRFRIATE
TRv ro MAKE IT

}€NTAL FOCTJS FOR
CChTSISTENT WITH

YOU TO tlot-D ovTo
YCI.JR PLANI€D

WRITE THIS pFRAsE DowN IN Tl€ spAcE BELow.

TnE FRutrs clr Lt_rclolty: Tre FEaurNc F pERscrup,r_ pnceuEus aro IlireeLRSolALReulttotrsr-rtps

"R.:

Dneetqs REF,IIND us F o(,R ',trrtFrNlsl€D BLrs.rt€ss,: _ pgp5or.JAL pRoBLEMs Ar.oRELATIS.ISHIP DIFFICTITIES THAT-CRY g.JT To *,'-,,**a w ono-oaoL WITH t4E!,,Bw eEcnusE wE REMATN n *auCio.-IN oun o*=iG, wE RARELy m AhryrHrNG NE,n oRCREATI\E IN RELATION TO 
'*=i-S"O-DERING AFF;;RS. LUCTOI,i -- EVEN JUST AIaMENTARY "A*AK.NING" -- t*-*a" you F€AL "'i Aro ENDLRIT,T. H.-RTS, sc.rE FT{FIICH HAVE EXISTED JTJST BELOT, iO.,* CO\SCIOI.,S AII'ARENESS.

REAO OWN TF€ Fq.LOtdIIG DREATVIS, AAD II{A6TT€ THAT YOU ARE TFE DREAMER..'B. HAS ME PINT\€D DOWN AAID IS BEATING I.,IE WITH HIS FISTS.I *rru< THAT HE *rr n*i*"To K'LL ^€. vii,=." A*ARE rnar IMIGF.tr BE DREA','ING, I nracH LF *ITH My o*" FREE ARl.t ANID Rr.EtHIS SHOTJLDER GENTLY. I-ts AERLPT.-, S'Ei ii,.,*O 
"U. Fts EECIITSTO CRY' SAYING OVER A^D_OUi* OOO'*, ;T-OV-I 

WAAIT TO BE LO\€D,I o\Ly wANT To,e toreo.i-- (G.S.S., t97G)
"I'M CLEANITG oFF THE TF gF My DESK. I ptcx up A HANDFIIor lceeruex. Trene sEEMs.L * son4ETHIr,lG Lo* wRAppED r' rN IT.I sxexe rr cx.rr A^D sEE r"oi.r; A;;.,**oi"ro.*. I one rr ArDsrEp BA.K- I nenlrzE rHAr l'" ooiiiril,^*,o EVER'THTNG 

'TARTS



1 54.
To FAD€ (I'.lT' I str Dowt't o{ lrty EED AAD TRy ro srAgtLrzE Tr-€ t}rAGE,ITTIICH MPPENS RIGHT ArAY. GOIr.rC BACX TO I.,TY DEg<, I ONE OfrN (I{llY Kt{EEs Al'lD PRAY iner Fmr*cIS oF Asslsl HIGHT cc[t€ Art) lfLp t€.TreN r€'s Rrcxr nGRE rrTH Hrs HAr.,Ds o{ My s}grDERS. tts plo<stf n-€ KLEEh€x AtD Tr-€ sptDER IS GCr\e." tD.G.. rgzoi
Qrsrtorur CIN yo.J THII{< F A p€Rsc{Au pRm-E}t, sl A TRouBLED RELATIoT\FSFIIP' THAT MIG}IT SF€T' I-P IN YOUR DREAMS AND $TIC}I llIGHT ffi A{J-EVIATED BYTI-E AROUSAL OF LIJCID DREAIIIITJ?

Lrsr ANy sLrcH pRog-EMs cN FELATIgrrsr-rIps BELor{r

Tra Fnr..lrrs r Ltrtorw: ExpeRtEr.lclltc rrg Lrerr
I TNTTE DISCO\IERED I€ PRFAJTOER TRuTH TI.I,AN TI-€ ,,SE611g7., oF oREA!.Is. THISSECRET IS SO SII.IPI-E; zuT I{Y PRECCT\EEIVED IDEAS A8g.JT DREAI/TS PREVE}.ITED I,€ ATFIRsr FRoM SEEING THIS rRtrH. Tre Ttee-rnr.r &,oonrsrs DIscor/ERED THts sEcRET,AID CREATED A COPLETE SYSTEM OF YOGA AROU\D THE DREA,I{ EXPERIENCE.

I{{AT IS THIS SECRETA TXNT A CfiEAT LTC.r+r -- A BEIhIG Or LrCXr, IF YOUWILL -- AWAITS us IN TFE DREATI srATE. A cnEnu IS LIF'.E TRvING To sEE A BEAcg.tTFRCIJGl{ rFE FoG: Tt-g tuaces Alo CFTARACTERS wE sEE REpRESENT A REALITy g= ouRohN cREATIot{ wHIcH srAt'lDS BETWEEN us At.lD THE tv€sr LovIr.rG TRANScEnDENT REAI-ITvIIIAGINABLE -- Trc Ltc,r+r, TrE MASTER, otJR ohN HIGF€R Selr.
Luctolrv IS cR(rIAL rN l€LPIl.G us FINALLv GLIMesE rnts Llcxrr Fg1 ITHELPS us sEE THE "FoG" AS ot-R owN cREATIs,,r, AND To rAKE RESp0.TsIBILITv FoRIT' As a REst -T' TFE DREAM No LS\GER srAlDs BEFoRE us As A REAL THING: r€HAVE llET TFE DREAM ANID IT Is us! TF€ FoLLowIttG LUcrD DREetq sEGMENTS RE\€ALLHAT HAPPET'IS o{cE wE'\€ TAKEN REspohsIBILITy FoR T}€ on€Arrt AD ARE FINALL'READv ro I4EET *e Llq*r wHIcH HAS AwAITED us.
REAO rrESE DREA',,IS AS THOUGH YOU ARE

PROT.IISE TO YOU.
TrE DREAMER. CeueeRare rFEl4 As A

"AFTER RsADIr.rG THE ARTICLE (rlrcro DREalrrrrrc AS Ar.,r Evo-wroxanvfocess,'TnE A.R.E. JouRhrAL,-ttot, lgzs) I wenrr ro aED ,ITH AsrRor{G DESIRE To rEST IT. I slEpr RESTLEssLy r trIL DA}IN I{ITH t{oRECALL. TTCN N-E MOST BEAUTIFI,- EXPERIENCE Fq-LOWED. ""I sEEtu,tED To B€ RESpoNsIBt_E FoR A BAB' hrtlcH wAs vERr F€ssyAls SITTING s.t A poT. irlv colcmN tvAs To FIhD A aATFRmM ArclCLEAN IT I.T] WITI-O.JT OTFERS NOTICIT.IG IT. AS I rCr.O TI-€ BABY, I

A
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DTSTINCTLY FELT THAT'IT SI€U-D BE g-DER A}.ID BETTER TRAIN€D. IL6<ED CLOSELY INTO ITS FACE l{HtCH wAS FttL OF HISDOI"I A^D Sr.DOeN-yI xlew I wes DREAI.4ING.,'

''EXCITEU-Y, I TNTEO TO REIEI.€ER TI-E ADVTCE IN TT€ ARTTCLE
Al.lD rFE oft-y THOUGHT I mO WAS rtt-TIl{ATE ExpeRtexcE.' A a-tssFu-sEt{sATIo.l rm( O\GR--(F a-E}oIt'lG AND IuELTING WITH cq-oRs Ato
LIGHT--FENIT.IG IP INTO TOTA ECSTASY. I CCVTUV FLOATED INTO
WAKIi.IG CONSCIAJSFESS. A FEELT}.IC F zuAA-I}.IG JOY HAS STAYED
WITH lG l.lOU{ FOR SIX DAYS. " (P. L. I rgzs )

"r Ai4 SEATED wITH A cfo,,e oF pEcpLE. !,E ARE TArx'Ir.rG AEIour
DIFFERENT WAYS THAT uE cAtl @ T0 VlnCtNte BelCr-r. Tne nmr wrO
IS LEADII.IG TI.E DISCtJSSIOI.I SAYS THAT IrtE II..IST FIRST @ TO 'GIffTO,IWHICH IS A TOTF{. I rEEL THAT tT FIiAS A REFERENCE TO I,€. ErCNV-(I\€ IS GIGLIhG A}O SAYIFIG TI-€ WffiD OVER AI€ O\/ER. TrE MN
AsKs l4AR<, uto ls EESIDE t",rEr 'l{Hat ts Grerrozr l.lAfd( sAys, rGr€TTo
Is t{o lt4G!E. TrenE Is o{-y A HILL co\tERED wITH GRAss l{ts€RE IT }rAS
EIEFME. "

"Ar rnIS potNT, I um< Lp tN TIE trEsrERN sKy, tHIcH Is
FILLED WITH STARS. A 'STAR' IS MOVI}.IGI AND FIAS A LI}E F LIGHT
LEADING 0.JTWARD FRorl IT. I eer EXCITED, rp tlnru< ot.,t TF€ St-€t,t_o€R,
A D PorNT. TFE srAR BEcot'GS A P0INT F Ltcxr I{ITH titA}$/ Tt-tREADs
C€IITIG q.'T FROT{ IT. TTEN *CV ALL A.EAID TOGET}€R At.o SF€oT ol.'T INAN E)(PA}€IT.IG zuRST F WHITE LIGHT. TrE Wrg-E SKY B€CCI.ES
BRILLIANTLY GI-OWII.IG. AIrrruSX I ruq VAG(-ELY AWARE rFrAr I ruq
DREA"III'IG, I At\,I AFR/\ID, t€T K}€WINIG WHAT IT tS. I RAISE t,IY ARIT{

. TCI SHIELD MYSELF, 8UT IT OVERwI€LttS t',€. I aweXEN, AND Irtt tltlgUe
TO SEE BECAUSE S TFE LIGIT }'HICH IS VIARATIT.IG WITHIN I€. ATFIRST, I tnlu< THAT Tt-E cAEIIN IS sl FIRE, zuT IT GRADuALLy s(-e_
SIDES. " (G.S.S. , lg'l )

Tre Lrcrr IS A PAiNFu-Ly BEAUTtTt-u PneseNcE wtrH A vER/ pEr€olAL cuautrv
To IT. Ir rtwtres us ro sr.RREr.DER, To MERGE wrrH g.,n rRLE ID€NTITy. But lt,s
HARD THIl.lG TO D0 - pROBABLy 1,111gH LIKE DyI6tG! Ir\1g Fg1r\O IT EXTF{E1€Ly IM*
P0RTAT.{T To ''K}€w To wHcn{ oA wuT,. I'u suRRehDeRING , JUST As EDGAR Cevce
ADVISED MAI.TY PEFLE TO CARERJLLY Cg{SIDER. So I wotT-D ENcotfAGE YoU To DECIDE
wHO OR IJHAT IT IS THAT YqJ WORSI'IIP AS TF€ HIGF€ST IDEAL m pERSCI\IAGE. FOn
THIS DEEP DEVOTION WILL PERMIT TFE LTC T To ccIvIE To Yc\J AS A FAI,IILIAR, DEEPLY
CCilFMTI}.IG PNESCNCC, AS IT DGS IN TF€ Fg-LOWING LIJCID DREAM.

"r AM wITH...(cLosE FRIEND) Ars wE ARE BorH AwAR€ THAT wE
ARE DREAMING. lle eeclru FLYIT{G cRlsscRcss pATTERT{s rrf;oL,GH A
LARGE ttlEw AUDITORIT-il4 AS IF yJE ARE PREPARING IT, Al.,D COTTSECRATINGIT. l{e acruat-LY INTERpEI€TRATE EAGI orHER AS rvE sIMrr-TAr\EousLypAss THRoIJGH Tt-€ CENTER oF TFIF RooM.,'

"Ar oNE poINT I sEE HIM STAIDING IN A DoG,n'Ay AT TF€ BACKOF THE AUDITGIU*I, TALKII.IG TO ScpEof\E STA}.IDING BEHII,o TI.E DFR.I rmw THAT IT rs JEsus! AA,XIoUSLY, I wAr-r THRqJGH Ti€ Dom
AND LOOK TCUIRRO HII'I. AT rTRSr I AU OU-V ABLE TO SEE A BRIGHThIHITE LIGHT. BW Th€III TF€ LIGHT ABRUPTLY CHANGES INTO TF€
CLEAR FoRnr oF tre MnsreR...,, (G.S.S. , l97s )

FlNat- Qeesrlor.r: To t#ou oR .lltrAT ARE yg., wILLIITG To GI\E youRSELFlrhtre rHIs DovrN BELot{.
FI'-LY?
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lstY vo;'nE READY To hrAvE LrrrD DREA,r,rs! I xlow tT uAy E E*p€crIl{G TmlltcH FoR EvERyot€ To HAVE A LtrID DREAT4 o\rGR T'E r€xr Ft\€ DAys. a.rr IF ITmEsnrT HAppEN Tr-€N, t'r.r corvi*cED THAT vq,r.LL E\rENTuAl_Ly srrccEED rF y..,WANT TO.

You mterrr ALso BE c'l llG LooKg;r Fm IDEST zuT cLEAR slct{s n*er 'ncgpEalq6prt Is STARTIIG To o.tA^tGE. you uAy ^oilce rHAT yc[J srART BEIr.lG ALITTLE M0RE CREATIVE m CRITICA- AS TFE DREAII ut\Fg-Ds, EVEN Trnrfir-t you t{Ayr€T ACTUALLY BECC.€ AYARE T'NT Yq,I'*E ONE*'IN'C. TrC UOCCS, TM, ',ILL EE LOO<INGFOR TI.€SE g.BTLE CI{A'rGES AS *€Y EVALUATE YU..R DREAMS.

. fbw -- co ro Tr€ SFEET LABELED one'{ hotrcrro.r ExERcrsE.

#**FE

ffi.
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Appendix F:
Dream Study euestionnaire

p" "E.
a.

i ._.

&e;

ci*b



.DREAr.{ srrrDyl S,Lirro*or*,
Please answer the folloslng 30 questLons as accuretely as posslbre. Do notd;:l :*"yff:i:::'i: ln:i;j"i::.;;i::iil'i""" atr",ners ,o ,he one-pase

;:':"S':;iltri:;"i:.i;;i: i:!f':fu;. ,.["it,
iI. ily sex Ls:

I Male
2. lfy age ts years.

2 Feuat.e

4 Rarely
5 Never

3.

4.

llow^3ften do you remober your dreams?r Armost every nlght 4 Once or twlce a month2 About three tlnes a weekI ;ei""i Joif=" r*"t 5 Rarelv or never

How often do vou have dreams you would call vivid?; fiffi.;:::".*,li ;.";" 
," a once oJ ,,i"" a monrh

3 About oolJ_",r""t 5 Rarely or never

5. Are
1.

you currently working on aYee Z No

presently write down your drearns?2No

regular basls ll'Lth your dreans?

was ttyestt, how long have you been
4 Three to five vears5 Over five vears

6. If your ansrrer to question fiveworlcing w{th your dreams?I Less than six months2 Six months to a year3 One to trro years
7. Do you

I yes

8' rn general, h-ot-helpful have you found your drearns to be?; f:$T:ilrli'o*i - '-.' 4 ot ri*1e herp
r somewtral'h"lof.r1 5 somewhat harniul

9. How often have you hadthe thoughC or sald to
a speciaL type of dream..during which you hadyourself trltm dreamingr,, or ,,This must be adream? t'

I Once a2 Once or3 Several

week or more
twice a month
tlmes a year

lb"l:r:"r rDany cups of coffee do you drink each day?
2 l-2 cups 4 5-6 cuPs
3 3-4 ;;; 5 7 or more cups

10.



11.

t2,

About how nany houre ofI None
2 5-6 hours
3 7 hourg

How_-do you generally feel upon1 Very well rested2 Falrly well rested

1 59.
sleep do you geaerally get eacb nlght?4 g hours5 9 or uore hours

awakenLng in the nornlng?3 Soentrrt tlred4 Very tlred

If you answered ttNo, tt

4 years
6 years
l0 years
than 10 years

to death that you probably would havePrompt medical attention?

moving personal experience during your

13. !ilhich of the following best characterr.zed your snoking behaviorduring the past year?I I do not saoke at all2 f f m a llght s:uoher (equivalent to about t pack per day)3 rrn a noderate eooker (equrvaleat to about I paerc per day)4 rtm a hearry smoker (equlvalent to aboui z p..i" o"-*r" per day)
14. How rould you characterize your drr.aklng of alcohorr.c beverageaduring the past year?I I do not drlnl at all2 r an a tlght drinkir (less than one beer or drlnk per day)3 r am a moderare drtnker (orre to ;; ;;;r" or drlnks per day)4 r am a heavy drinker (nore than tso beers or drr.nks per day)

Pt1"g the past.y?1, hor frequently have you exerclsed?I r exerclsed aaily- -r- 3 r elerclsed about once a week2 r exercised aboui 3 tines a week 4 r "r.""i"ed rarely
Are you currently nedltating?lYes2No

rf 1-our answer to 16 r^ras "yesr" then answer 17 _ 19.the go on to 20.

L7. How long have you been medltating?I Up to 3 nonths 5 3 to2 4to 5months3 Tmonthstoiy.r, i;::4 tto2years g;";;

15.

r6.

ffi
''. {'mp

18. Wtrat ls your current schedule of meclitatlon?r rrregular2 aetween midnight and 7 a.m. : l;i::.: i"l.?;":lo.l;::ti:1,"",,3 Between 7 a.n. and noon : _-' 7 a.ru. _ noon)4 Between noon and 5 p'ur. 7 
'\.rlce 

a day (one sess'on between. mldnlght_7a.n.)
19' How'nany days do you typlcally meditate esch week?I Every day 4 I or 2 days2 5 or 6 days 5 Less than once a week3 3or4days

!fv9 V9u ever come so closedied if you hadn't i"""i"JJlYes2No
If so, di,l you have a deep,cl.ose brush with deatir?
I lrrQ n r.

20.

21.



I 60.22. Do you belleve that relncarnatlon (the eoncept that an lndlvldual;"r*:.i:""" o,o."-ir,i" one llfetrne as a hurnan belns) le:e unr*ery I i:::::ll*.;3 A possiitllty
23. Have yotr ever bad *,hat seems to be a ,,mercry,, of I prevlous llfetlne?I yes 

.2 No r

If your anseer to 23 was yes, aasilrer 24 and 25 below: lf No, go to 26.24. How nany of these memorvI one to three -r
2 Four to slx

25. lor naay of these fr'€'ory,r
I l{one2 One or trro3 Ttrree or four

hayS fou -had a profound and deeply mvlng sease ofunl.ty and oneness with "fi-oilture, creatl.on or

&
ir,

r
experlences have you had?3 Seven to nlne4 Ten or more

erperlencea sere dreams?4 Flve to nlae5 Teo or more

26. How many times
corrnunlcatlon,
cod?
I Nener
2 One or tuo tines3 Three or four tlmes

27. Hov many tLnes have youLnteracted with ror.lr,.or identical drean r.rithI Never
2 One or two tirnes3 Three or four times

4 Flve or el.x tlmes5 Seven to len times6 Uore than ten tLnes
experlenced a drean in which you sav andwho reported to you later " "".y sLmilaryou in it?

4 Five or six times5 Seven co ten tines6 Uore than ten times
28.

29,

How neny tines have,-you had an experl.ence in which you felt that"von" were located "lutsii""-ot ;;;;l;;i'rll, physical body;that ls, the feeli"g tt.t-yo'i-"o.r""iousness, mind or center of
i".;il::" Las ar a dif fere't p1"." thaa yo.rr.giysical body?
2 One_o. tro tlmes 4 Flve oi six times
3 Tt,r""-oJ"io,r. a-., 5 seven to ten times6 l{ore than ten times
How many tlnes have you had a dream which &ltched ln detar.l anevenr that occurred before, J"ir"s, "r-iiali'io.ro dream, and whlchI""**:r* know abou. or iiJ-t* expecr ". .r,u rime of rhe dreaur?2 one or aoro tines 4 Ftve or six tlmes3 rhree ";-;;; tioes ; i:::".i:".::".1ff:"

l:*nlfttii

ffi

30' To what extent do you feel that you have volitionar contror overthe people' obj""t" o, siiuation" rr, yo,.r.'dreams, while you areexperiencing- rhg drearn? That r.s, ao ,t.a exrent c6-fr-GiE-*esmanipulate tFe-aG-G tnar you e*p".t.i"e a more desirabre outcome?I A high amount of contror 3 A slight amount of control2 A rnoderate anount of coitrol A vi.a"rlly no control at all
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Appendix G:

fnstructions for Recording Dreams
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152.
INSTRUCTIONS FOR REC*DING YOUR DREAMS

Read these lnstructlons only after you read and re-read the Second StOrientatlon Letter, The Pre-lnductlon Text. and The Lucld Drean fnduc

(If you were one of the partt.clpants who collected some prellninary dreamsln February' the instructions are the same, except for the clarlficationthat you should record each drean on a separate page,

Step One: Prepare Drean Sheets

To prepare the Pages on which youtll be recording your dreams, first obtalnseveral sheets of white typing or photocopy paper, which ls 8t" x ll,t. Foldl-t in half from:he top ro the borrom, naking pages the slze of 8!" x 5tq-itt tt""tJ p"g"" the sLze yourll need foryour dreams. Make as many of these half-page sheets as you think youtll nee,.ifor l0 nights of drearn recall.'
Step 1\,ro: Recording'Dreans

As soon as you awaken ln the morning, record any and all dreans that you canrecall, including the nost brief fragrrents and images. If you're not surewhere one dream ends and another begins, treat them as separate dreams. Recordeach dream on a separate Dage.

$i'
$*

F

k
fr

'i,.,

*l.Irite each dream out in your own handrrriting,Print if necessary. Use the back of the sheetis an especially long one, use ano[her sheecl

as long as the writlng ls legible.
but staple them toqether.

I'lrite the dream as though it were occurring right now; that ls, use the presenttense' not the Past tense. This will help ttre arean raters experience tire
dream more fully. See sample drean on the back of this page fi itrs not clearwhat I mean about writing the drearn as though it were happenlng right now.

After you write the dream dovm, youtll need to afflx certaln basic inforrnation
:o th: fl"n-.l.the sheet. Along the very bottonr of the back side of rhe paSe,insert the forrowing information on an imaginary trorizontaf frne,-JG-!hoGEthe sample (see next page). Answer the following questions:

l) Wtrat ls your Participant number? This three-digtt number is on yournailing label. Enter this nunber on the far leir stde of the bottornof the Page, and then Put a dash before you answer the next question.
2) Enter the date of the morning after the dream; that is if the dreamoccurred during thc night of }tarch 23, and if you record it on chefollowing morning of March 24, then pnrt '.3124,, on the dream record.

Then put another dash.

3) Enter the estinated number of hours you slept durlng the night.(Do not use fractions smaller than !. ) put another dash.

F'



-4, Enter a tyes".lf you r"or1a6"?"0 on the prevlous day, and a,,no,, ifyou dldnrt neditate the prevlous day. put another dash.
5) flnally, enter the estlnatedoccurred. Thls nay be hard

hour of the nlght atto estl.nate; but nake
rhlch the drean
a guess anyray.

The above infonlation will on every drean that record for thls stso it is advlsable to neuoriie thls sluple sequence of questlons.
Pre-Sleep Activities
During this dream
ordinarily do to
nornral pre-study

lf you regiularly
you dontt, then
gardless of the

carrying out the specific tasks described in the sealed kets. For exanple,

collection period, please feel free to do whatever youget ready for bed; but please refraln from alterlng yourschedule as much as possible, except whea it comes to
meditate before going a . But ifplease dontt start now unress you hai planned to begin re-study.

Ste Five: Mail Drearns in the Addressed Stamped Env

on the morning of April lst, or shortly thereafEer, enclose all of your dreamsfor the l0 nights ln the addressed, stamped envelope and uail the d,reans toEe' once yourve sent these naterials, yor will have cmpleted the study.
Please review the folloring dream sample. The size of the dream recordingsheet is, or course' reduced in this illustration. The inportant thing isto write legibly, and to code the record with the five bits of inforuation,as shown on the bottom right.

Front

-a; k\ c c/q.ss-cn'',/t*,n,
4n Wa.r^. t/ lvaArL Z/^-t-
=q* ne'v,.\ a-Qa^r':1 Jr*
./,u..*,..to- -! {a"r*- J -;
h)--!A-{- . Wo y'-." a1}nXroc+r

L-tw^Juw.^t i" r;Z;ffn "^J + >{^;. 7fu

Partlclpant number

Date drearn recorded

Approx. # of hours slep
Meditatlon on previous

day?
Approx. tfune of dream

Back
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